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THOUSAilDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSTO}{AL USERS

THE RENOWNED MXF SER!ES OF POWER AMPL!FIEBS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF2OO (100W + 200W)

MXF6OO (300W + 300w)
ALL POWER RATINGS R.TII.S. INTO N

FEATUBES: *tndependenl power n L.E.D. Vu melers *
Level conlrols * llluminated on/olf swilc
proor * Laresr Mos-Fers tor slress rree open and shorl circuil

dislortion * Aruminium cases * MXF600 ,il:lm:i';rj"5:1]*
usED THE WORLD OVEn tN CLUBS, pUBS, CtNEtaS, Dtscos Etc,

SIZES! MXF200 Wl
MXF400 W19"xH5,,.,' (gU)tDl 2,,
MXF600 Wt 9"xH5'/." (OU)xDt 3"
MXF900 W i 9"xH5,i 4,, (3U)xDt 4E.,

PRICEST MXF2oo tl zs.OO MXF4oO C233.A5
MXF60() C329.OO MXF90() C449.15
SPECIALISTCARRIER DEL T12 50 EACH

trrl:Ir!(.\'ElAlI.ltrtllihl,I,lrlllllilJfrTaTml:F SUppltEDBE DYEIJtL?AxDTESTED.
ow enioy a wortd-wide quatiry, ret Fourble lo suil lhe ne€ds ot I and h;bby Ha-Fiing prices, NOTE lhar a[ toroidat p; . anddrive circuils to power a compalibte vu meter AI modets are open ;n

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIOI'AL USERS
oMP/ wafisR.M.S ooKHz-3d8, sV/uS,T.H.D. s.N.R.
-110 d
PRTCE 84O.A5 + €3.5O P&P

OMP/MF 2OO wans
R.M.S. into 4 oh 00KHz
-3dB- Damping OV/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 30
PRICE C64.35 + C4.Oo p&p

OilP/MF 3OO wans
R.M.S. into 4 0h 00KHz
-3d8, Damping oV/uS.
T.H.D. lypical 0. S.H.n.
-110 dB. Size 33
PRICE tal.75 + e5.oo P&P

OMP/MF 45O Mos-Fe er 450 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, lrequ 1Hz - I OOKHZ
-3d8, Damping Factor Rate 7SV uS.
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, tnput Sensitivity 5O0mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker protslion. z
Second Anti-Thump Delay, Size 385 x 2.10 r 105mm.
PntcE et32.As - es.oo P&P

th our lour amplitiers detailed aboye_ A yery a@ra(e
11 L.E.D.S (7 green 4 red) pius an additionat on off
gic conlrol lor very fasl rise and d€y times. Tough
acrylic linted lronl. Size 84 x 27 r 45mm.

PRICE eA.7O + 5Op P&P

gL[tiatitFr:J q arr trt:tit r,l:t I {.t: LI--LJ[_l

* Manual arm * Sleel chassis t Eleclronic speed
control 33 & 45 R.P.M. t Vari pitch control * High
torque servo driven DC motor * Transit screws *
12" die cast platter * Neon strobe * Calibrated
balance weighl * Removable head shell * 1/r"

cartridge fixings * Cue lever* 2201240V SOtiOHz
i 390x305mm t Supptied with mounting cut-out
templale.

PRTCE G61.3() + C3.70 P&P
STANTON ALsOOrkl cOLDRlt{c c95O

ffi
STEBEO DISCO ilIXER with 2 r 7 band
L & R graphic equalisers wilh bar graph
LEo Vu meters [Al{Y OUTSTAtaDtitc
FEATUBEST including Echo with repeat &
sped cfftrol, D., ilic with tone control
t talk-over switch,7 Channets with
indiyidual faders plus cross fade! Cue
He.dphone l{onitor. Use,ul combination ot
the tollowing inputs:- 3 turntables (mag), 3
mics, 5 Line lor CD, Tape, Vid@ etc.

Price Gi34.99 + C5.OO P&P stzE!4a2,24ox12omm

* WITH ECHO * ET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
HIGH PC'WER, HIGH

RNS, LTARGE (A4) S.A,E.
LIST.

E - From McKenzie Proressional Seiles
S - From McKenzie Studio Series

Joiaihe Piezo revolulion! The low dynamic hass (no piezo lweeter produces an improved
lransienl response with a lower dislorlion level lhan ordin elers. As a crossover is not rJquireJ
!!-g1g ylll:_"q be added lo eristing spe-ater s ot (more it rwo are put in series. iiiiEXPLAIIATORYLEAFLETSARESUPPLIED :AC

TY
TYPF

ry
THE VEHY EEST IN OUALITY A}'D VALUE

Made especlally to suit ioday s wlth hrgh output
sound levels, ,tntshed In hard wrth p;otectlve
corners, gnlie and carrying han ates a 12,, driver
plus high lrequency horn lo. ol 45Hz-2OKHz.
Both models are I Ohm impeda tO12,.

cltotcE oF Two MoDELS

POWER RATII{GS OUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOF EACH CABINET

oMp I 2-t oowATTS (t oodB) pRtcE et 63.5O pER pAtR
otP r2-2oowaTTs (2oodB) pRtcE a2t4.55 pEB pAtR

SPECIALIST CARNIER DEL T12 50 PEF PAIR

Llr-gjzlliEl.llil4r r:r.'tE I l:trt l,l25 I NHEE !UPEHE EIqH POWER
cAB srEREo BoosrEti AMpLtFtERs
150 WATTS (75 - 75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 + 125) Stereo, 2SOW
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 200) Stereo, 4OOW
B.idged Mono
ALL POWEBS INTO 4 OH'{S
Features!
* Stereo, bridgable mono * Choice ol

PFOVEII TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTEO CIRCUIT BOARO AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTFUCTIONS
lW TBAiISXIITEn 80l08MHz, VABtCAp CONTnOLLED pROFESSTONAL

PERFoRMAI{CE RANGE UP T0 3 MtLES, S|ZE 38 x i23mm, SUppLy 12V A 0,5AMp.
PntcEct4,85.tt.ooPtP

FI IrcBO Tn XSIIITEI 10{-lOOttHz, VAntCAp TUi{ED, COMPLETE wtTH
VERY SEI{S FEI UlC, RAtlcE 100-300m, S|ZE 56r 46hm. SUppLy 9V BATTERy.

PnEEtSJo + ei.ooPlP PHOro:3w il
4OOW CtO9.95 p&p C2.OO EACH cotrols * Remote on_oll t Speaker &
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DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN
NOW PAY BY
ACCESS, VISA,
MASTERCARD,

SWITCH, AMEX,
EUROCARD

ETECTRONICS TODAY
INTERNATIONAL J

#astu

3

UK gI 9,20 POST FREE

EUROPE 124.90
L\- STERLING OVERSEAS S26.80v us DoLtARs ovERSEAS $49

AI-L RATES INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE
EXCEPT UK

STOI}NIIIITS!
not osk obout our Speciol 2 yeor Subscription offer

87666[,

PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD DIG]TAL SIMUI.ATION ANALOGUE SIMUI.ATION SMITH CHART CAD

EASY-Pc 898 PULSAR 8195 ANALYSEH u 8195 z-MArcH rr 8195

T;;.
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o Desion Sinole sided. Double
sidecl and Multilayei boards.

oOne soflware package for
Schematics and PCB's.

o Standar
Dot Mai
Drlnlers
Fhoto-p ill.

o ng EASY-PC is
r 11,O0O
in 70 Countries

World-Wide.
. Runs on PCDfi/AT/286/386

with Herc, CGA, EGA, VGA.
o Optional libraries include

S.M. Components etc. etc..

oAt last! A full featured Digital
Circuit Simulator for less
than el 000!

o vou to test your
ivithout the
nsive test

a Catch glitches down to a pico
second per week!

o lncludes 40OO Series CMOS
and 74LS Libraries.

o Runs on PCD(T/AT/286/385/
486 with EGA or VGA.
Hard disk recommended.

.74HC / HCT Libraries
optional at E48.od each.

o NEW powerlul ANALYSER lll
has fdl graphical outpul.

a

Lines.
aPlots lnDut and OutDut

lmpedahces, Gain, Fhase and
Group Delay.

o Covers 0.001 Hz to >1oGHz
a Runs on

P C Nf I AT 1286/386/486 with
EGA or VGA displays.

o Very fast computation.

oZ-MATCH Il takes the
drudEerv out of RF matching
problem's and includes man-y
more feaiures than lhe
standard Smith Chari.

a
g
on

tc,.
asuppl ehensive

usei i luding
many les.

o Runs on PCDfi/AT/386/486,
CGA,EGA,VGA.

o ldeal lor both education and
industry.

For lull info' please Phone,
Fax or Write to:

Technical support free for life!
Programs not copy prolected.Number One Systems Ltd. IThe Electronics CAD Specialists

REF: ETl, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PEl7 4WR, ENGljND.
Telephone: o4ao 6177a (7 lines) Fax: 0480 494042 lnternational: +44-480-61778 Fax: +44-480-494042

ACCESS. AMEX. MASTERCARD. VISA Welcome.
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MIDI Suritch
Route your MIDI instruments through this MIDI exchange. Construction is given by G Parris.

High Energy Discharge Systems
A P Stephenson informs on the mechanisms of high voltage power supplies

Test Gear Basics
Ray Marston reports this month on attenuators.

The Golden Ratio
A simple series of numbers can represent certain methods of organic growth and produce geometric proportions that are at
the very heart of our culture. Geoff Martin investigates. I

Ultra Violet Radiation : $

Douglas Clarkson reports on the methods of detection of this essential but sometimes harmful radiation.

Earth Charge Recorder
A high resolution voltmeter for atmospheric studies by Kevin Garwell.

Digital Audio Broadcasting I
eJames fucher is back with a feature on intereference free reception for radio in the 21st century.

Single-span Audio Sine-wave Generator
Another surface mount project for you to try. Bill Mooney produces another mini but invaluable piece of test gear.

lntuitive Electronics
In the second part, Mike Barwise examines the parallels that help to explain electrical resistance.
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f t is mv es digital radio bro3dcast-
I ing .o,-,ta itio'ns are right.be in our
homes within five years. It would make sense
judging by the speed of technological change. If
it can overcome the problems inherent in FM
and provide high quality reception from a sim-
ple box placed in any direction just about any-

where wlth easy tuning, the public will go for it.
Theywill noi be sold on reception quality alone.

It has taken nearly 40 years for the public to
accept the higher quality of FM broadcasts.
Most of the blame for that should be due to the
lack of media publicity and promotion in not
putting FM first.

FM is notwithout its problems though. Con-
ditions for the best reception have always been
more ergonomically critical and as a result FM
lacks the flexibility over AM. Mr Average has

never really quite worked out the object of hav-
ing flexible or stiff protrusions from a box on the

kitchen shelf or the more delicate process of
iuning by numbers. Having to wiggle the teles-
copic antenna every time to get the best recep-
tion has always been a pain for portables to say
nothing of being stabbed in the eye, the cat from
pulling the radio off the shelf, or junior wrapp-
ing the steel around their fingers. Mind you, the
back room boffins have tried their hardest at
improving reception with different transmitter
polarisation techniques, AFC, PLL and mini-
mal noise for stereo reception.

The ideas to emerge from conservative
developmnet of FM and its accesories like RDS
giving us amongst other things visual readout of
station identity should all be combined into our
newest method of transmission called DAB.

But if DAB remains the plalhing of the tech-
nologist in the never ending search for quality
sound, it"will surely take the backshelf for
another 40 years.
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OPENCHANNEL
Computer? What computer?

f he future of personal computers is my first topic
I this month. Generally speaking, they are getting

smaller The rash of notebook computers, with the
power and performance only dreamt of in a mini-com-
puter a few years' ago, begs the question; when is it all
going to stop? Well, the answer is; not for a while yet.

I have reason to believe that before long, say, the
turn of the c€ntury if not before, we'll all be walking
around with a personal computer the size of a calcula
tor or less in our pockets

What's led me to prophesy this is the recent
agreement made bet'ween Motorola, Apple and Sony,
with a small company ca)led General Magic (yes, that,s
right magic) for licence to produce Magic's design of a
calculator-sized computer This is no ordinary compu
ter, mind you It combines computing power wjth com-
munications abllity, as well as pen based and touch-
screen operation. The idea is that your personal
pocket sized computer doesn't have to be all that
potent in its own computing abiJity, provided it can
communicate easily with you, and with a larger host
computer elsewhere In effect it's a go tret'ween, com-
bining you with your desk-based powerful personal
computer. If you need simple computer ability use the
pocket computer: if you need anything else (say, infor-
mation from a database, or high powered number-
crunching) use your pocket computer to access your
host computer. Obvious, really, isn't it?

lf you think it's all too much of a dream, bear in
mind who the licencees are Motorola currently makes
the chipi used in all AppJe's other computers. Sony
currently makes the PowerBook 100 notebook com-
puter for Apple. Apple is simply the one in the middle
tying up the loose ends

If you still think it's a pipedream which, even if it
works, will take years to come t'o fruition; just bear in
mind that GM already has a,r.,rorking prototype!

Have You Got nfr Hp - Mac?
You only have to read Open Channel for a couple of
months' to realise that HDTV is one of my pet topics.
Particularlyso when people start telJing me it's going to
take such-and such a route, when it's patently obvious
that such and-such a route is, for the sake of a better
phrase. blinking ridiculous.

For example,l've argued long and hard for a bit o{
sense when it comes to the acceptance of an analogue
stance for high definition pictures For years compan
ies like Philips, Thomson, Philips, Thomson and, er,
Philips and Thomson have been telling us that high
definition television should be a natural progression
from their satellite transmission system called MAC
(mult;plexed analogue component). When this was
originally voiced way back in 1984 or thereabouts it
looked reasonable. But now, in 7992,it looks stupid.

Let me explain By upgrading their MAC system
(known as D2MAC, because it's the second variation

of DMAC, which is the fourth variation - A, B, C and
so on - of MAC itself Yawn, does this ever end?) to
HDMAC, they assume evetyone will want to follow
and will want HDMAC After all, it is a high definition
system which is compatible with D2MAC systems So
people who have invested in D2MAC systems won,t be
forgotten. Their D2MAC televisions will be able to
receive and display HDMAC signals; albeit just in
D2MAC Iormat. This logic is inescapable; it's true: and
it makes sense.

What doesn't make sense, though, and what I
have been arguing for a long time now, is that D2MAC
televlsion systems are unnecessary. Who wants them?
Not the consumer, who is happy enough luirh his
cheap and nasty PAL system Not the broadcaster, who
is satisfied with PAL and doesn't like the look of costly
high definition equipment, an! ray But. yes you've
guessed it, it's just Philips and Thomson, who,ve
invested millions upon millions of pounds worth of
research and development into D2MAC and now
HDMAC systems.

Finally, the EC has come to this realisation, too A
recent vote by MEPs at the European Parliament in
Strasbourg virtually flattened any idea Philips and
Thomson may have had in hurriedly introducing
HDMAC through the back door, before anyone with
any clout had a chance to notice.

Now instead of all satellite transmissions having
to be broadcast in D2MAC alone {rom 1994 (the EC s
original proposal) significant changes have been
made. For instance, all existing stations have until
1995 to go over to D2MAC. Non-scrambled stations
have until 1996. Even then they can be simulcast in
both D2MAC and PAL - not just in D2MAC.

This is, hopefully, just the beginning By then digi-
tal HDTV systems will be up and running - Phi)ips and
Thomson must have realised this - which will give a
much better serice. Current PAL systems then onlv
have one upgrade step to go throughinot the two steps
proposed in the D2MAC-Io-HDMAC upgrade.

In support of this argument, HDTV systems
already are being developed, to a fairly late stage. Gen-
eral instrument has already displayed its digttal HDTV
system, in which pictures are converted into digital sig-
nals, compressed and then transmitted, before being
deciphered and produced on-screen. This has not
been transmitted over-the-air, but it can only be a short
time be{ore it's possible. There are four similar digital
HDTV systems in development in the US, all of which
could produce equally good results.

I'm usually reticent in glving politicians credit for
having much sense. But in this case, I have to say I
agree with MEPs in the European Parliament. philips
and Thomson my have to swallow their losses in terms
of wasted development, but this is far better than con-
sumers being foisted with something they don't want
and being told to take it or leave it

Keith Brindley
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NEWS
he International Maritime

I Organisation requires all ves-

sels over 300 tonnes to be fitted
with at least one radar sYstem.

While the value of recording the
radar data has been long recog-
nised, most operators have not
been able to justifu the costs tradi-
tionally associated with the tech-

nology.
Now Walton Radar Systems,

an independent UK-based com-
pany, whose military radar recor-

ding technology has been used

on-board Royal Navy vessels

since 1981, has developed a sin-
glechannel recorder {or merchant
marine applications. The Price is
about half that of the ruggedized
military system.

Designated Hindsight-Wit-
ness, the system provides a Per-
manent, objective record of radar
and navigation data, invaluable in
incident investigation, insurance

claims, law enforcement, radar
operator training and traffic man-

agement; and could be of signifi-

cant assistance in search and and

rescue operations.
Utilisin g helical scan recording

techniques similar to those found
in conventional Video Cassette
Recorders (VCR), Witness pro-

vides recording periods of three
hours in real-time mode or 150
hours- in Walton's time-lapse
mode on each cassette.

Technical Specifi cation
The basic unit possesses a single
processor board which contains
all the electronic systems necess-

ary for the recording and replay of
a single radar using ACP azimuth.

The unit provides, as standard,
interlaces for all radar trigger,

video and antenna bearing sig-

nals, togetherwith a heading mar-
ker. A number of optional inter-
faces on plug-in cards are avail-

able, or planned, to meet the need

for different radar formats, Par-
ticularly for antenna azimuth, and
to allow additional navigation
information such as speed and

compass bearing to be recorded.

Innovative features
Stemming from its militarY and Air
Traffic Control (ATC) radar recor-

ding experience Walton has
developed a number of proPrie-

tary systems.
Dynamic System Quality

Monitoring (DSQM-) continu-
ously monitors the essential radar
signals and circuitrywithin the rec-

ording and replay system, includ-
ing the coded signal sent to the
cassette recorder. The resulis of
DSQM are displayed on record
and replay 'health' indicators
mounted on the front panel.

Time-Lapse recording extends
a standard three hour cassette to
provide 150 hours recording
capacity. When Time-Lapse rec-

ordings are replayed using Fast-

play the scenario is speeded up,
condensing ihe replay time and
facilitating rapid review

Walton is optimistic about the
market potential of Witness. Mike
Jones, Chief Executive of Walton
Radar said, "the easy understand-
ing of the important aspects of
radar information, and the impact
in seeing a situation unfold in real-
time gives radar recordings an
immediacy which makes it a

powerful presentation tool to anY

audience."
Contact: Mike Jones, Walton

Radar Systems Ltd, Tel 0252
812800

,The CADET II is a Complete
I Anulogrn and Digital Elec'

toonic Trainer for teaching basic
AC/DC,linear and digital electuo-

nics. With one operation the large

cental breadboard area, normallY

ETI MARCH 1992

used for design work and projects,
can be replaced by a number of
complete training boards. This
eliminates the need for bread-
board circuits and component
packs until they are once more

required. Full supporting course

books and instructor's guide are

supplied. *
The basic CADET trainer is a

heavy duty rugged unit with built
in features that include: a multi
waveform Function Generator -
3 DC voltages and one low volt-
age AC supply - a Logic Probe

with pulse capture - BCD to 2 x7
segment decoder/display - an 8
channel Logic Monitor - logic
switches - Debounced Push but-
tons SPDT switches and
Speaker O/P. 3300 uncommitted
tie-points are available on the
large breadboard which can

accommodate 32 ICs and offers

unlimited design and Project
possibilities. Due to the fugh
quality and reliability, the bread-
boarding area carries a lifelong
guarantee.

Dedicated trainer boards
which simply replace the bread-
board areas at present include an
AC/DC trainer that uses 7 boards
to give 100 hours of training in
basic electronics with 59 labora-
tory experiments and the correct
use of test equipment. Five boards
in a digital trainer give 150 hours

of training and cover TTL and
CMOS logic families with 45
hands-on experiments. A linear
version uses 6 boards and teaches

Op-Amp circuit design during 40
hours of training. Other boards
are already being developed by E

& L Instruments to expand this
trainer, which is designed by edu-
cators for the education market.

For further information please

contact: Fred Hutchinson of Qui-
swood Ltd on (0756) 799737.
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"l",il'LJ:Super VHS VCR capable of recor-

ding and playback in 16 by 9
'widescreen' mode. Priced at
around !799.99, the Ferguson
Videostar FV59S is a fully speci-
fied, state-of-the-art Super VHS
machine with NICAM hi.fi stereo,
S-hour long play aird a sophisti-
cated 'Jog Shuttle' control on its
remote handset providing the pre-
cise frame control of a video edi-
ting machine.
Widescreen capability
A principal benefit of the FV59S's
widescreen capability is its abitity
to play back pre-recorded16byg
format tapes. As it senses a 'wide-
screen' tape, the VCR will also
automatically send a code to
switch a widescreen compatible
TV to 16 by 9 mode. Ferguson is
working closely with a number of
major softurare companies to en-
sure that a comprehensive supply
of video titles will be available in
widescreen format in the near
future.

In addition to playback of
widescreen tapes, the FV59S is
also fully capable of recording and
playback from 16 by 9 broadcasts

when they commence.
Other key' features on the

FV59S include 4-head dual azi-
muth operation, an automatic
head cleaner to maintain opti-
mum picture quality, on-screen
timer programming, real time
tape counter, comprehensive
indexing facilities and Fastext pro-
gramming compatibility with an
optional adaptor.
Editing facilities
The jog shuttle remote unit sim-
plifies cueing and invisible editing
by providing variable tape speed
control for editing purposes. In
addition, a 'Retake' function
which shuttles videotape back-
wards or fonuards whilst in record
pause mode can also be accessed
from the jog shuttle, allowing edi-
ting without having to return to
tape playback search modes. An
assemble edit control allows
accurate tape editing wh en re-rec-
ording or assembling footage
from a camcorder or pethaps
another VCR, and is useful when
editing out commercial"s whilst

n of flioont cam-
on sockets also

makes the FV49S an ideal cam-

order editing deck.
On-screen programming
With the increase in programme
choice available, the S-event over
1 year timer is an asset, as is the
ability to program over a long
period. Programming could not
be simpler, with timer information
input directly into the VCR from
the remote handset, a full on-
screen display guides the userwith
the screen colour changing to
green when programming has
been completed correctly
Advanced Indexing and
Search Facilities
The Videostar FV59S has an
indexing capability with mark and
erase for fast access to indexed
points on any given tape - the
index marks effectively allowing
the user to bookmark the tape
wherever desired. The marks are
automatically inserted on the tape
when a recording is made or can
be manually added or removed by
remote contool. Indexing facilities
also include relreat index play-
back, a useful feature that, by
marking the start and end points
of a parti_qular section of a recor-
ding, allows the user to pro-
gramme that section (perhaps a

favourite music track) to play back
repeatedly up to five times.

Other features include skip
search and blank search. Skip
Search allows set periods of pic-
ture search in up to four multiples
of allowing
the through,
for commer-
cial break. 'Blank Search', is a
helpful index facility which can be
used to automatically locate the
end of a recorded section on a
partially recorded tape. Even
when a fully recorded cassette is
used for re-recording new
material, this system can be used
to locate the end of the latest rec-
ording.
Audio features
A major benefit of the FV59S is its
ability to decode and record
NICAM digital stereo transmis-
sions, as well as being able to rec-
ord up to eight hours of hi-fi stereo
sound. Audiophile' features
include a hi-fi stereo record level
indicator with level and balance
adjustment controls, an audio-
dubbing facilitywith mono micro-
phone input and level control for
mixing, and stereo headphone
socket with volume control.

f ucas Automotive Electronics
Lur"provrcirng Rover cars with
an innovative computer that con-
bols many of the features on the
new Rover 800.

These include familiar items,
such as intermittent wiper control,
programmed wash wipe and
headlamp delay control. A novel
feature is the automatic electronic
control of the high intensity fog
lights which will help reduce
accidental use in good weather.

Lucas's commitment to help-

ing vehicle manufacturers
improve their security systems is
demonstrated through the Body
Computer which has overall con-
trol of the Rover securig system,
bringing together contuol of cen-
tral locking, auto window and sun-
roof closing, full alarm protection
and remote control.

With the launch of the new
R800, Rover have intooduced a
new system for minimising stock
and providing a rapid build to
order service for customers. Their
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order service for customers. The
Body Computer supplied bY

Lucas helps make this Possible
The unit is supplied to Rover as a

standard item and Rover are able

to use their ROSCO (ROver Serial
Communications) system to Pro-
gramme the Body Computer with
all their various marketf trimf
body requirement on their Pro-

duction line in seconds.
Lucas are also supplying other

equipment which includes :brak-
ing systems, switches, wiring-har-
ness, battery and leads.

For further information please

contact: Don Hiett at Lucas Tel:

02l-627 3939

available on a three-for-the price-
of-two-basis, for a limited period
only.

Ungar will send you three.
Write to Ungar first for full details
but act quickly, the offer will not
last for ever.

Enquiries about Ungar's 2110
Solder Station Special Offer to:
Eldon Industries (UK) Ltd, Clifton
Pond, Shefford Beds SG17 5AB
Tel 0462 874974

Pffi"oiil:iH,.[i,,::;
electronic design software, aimed
at introducing university and- col-
lege students to real-world elec-
tronic design tools.

Tangof e is a complete suite of
electronic design soft'ware

developed for educational course
work, labs and individual study.
The five programs are speciallY
modified educatiorlal versions of
the Tango professional design
programs. They are priced at
about one-eighth of the retail
price of their professional equival-
ents, to allow greater opportunitY
for students to be exposed to tools
of professional standard.

The Thngo/e programs offer
the functionality of their profes-

sional equivalents, with some limi-

tations on the size and complexity
o{ the projects they can handle.
They include Tango Schematic/e,
the schematic capture tool, for
loading, creating, plotting and
postprocessing, and working with
component libraries. Tango-
PLDIe the programmable logic
designer supports popular 16V8
GAL and 16L8 and 16R4 PAL
devices. TangoPCB Plus/e, for
PCB layout, ian create udd'plot
multi-layer boards of anysize,and
includes complete through-hole
and SMT pattem libgaries. The
high performance Tango-Route
PLUS/e auto-router can auto-
route any size of board up to 30 sq

inches, and the Susie Digilab II
logic simulator includes a library
of PLDs, memory, microproces-
sor and TTL components.

U :i,1? Jff '"'..ffi ,i"0,1i.
announced a special offer based

on its ESD-safe, electronicallY-
controlled 2110 sotder station.

Not content with simplY Pro-
viding a value-for-money package
(normally at just under €80.00)
for a high performance station (tip

leakage below 2mV ceramic 60W
24V healer for rapid heat-up and
recovery, adjustable temperature,
soft, cool-grip handle, etc), Ungar
has decided to make their 2110

At f80 per module, the
Tangof e series is priced for the
education market.

For further information, con-

tact Sarah Westley, Pentica Sys-

tems Limited, Tel (0734\ 792101..

Erollowinq an aqreement
f bn*""I Siemens una IAU tZ
months ago to develop jointlY the
64 Megabit generation of memorY

devices, the two companies have

now unveiled the first silicon for
their 64 Mbit DRAM chips.

With over 137 million compo-
nents, the memories are caPable
of storing 67,108,864 bits of infor-

ETI MARCH 1992

mation - equivalent to more than
3000 A4 gpewritteo pages. Mass
production is expected to begin in
the mid 1990s.

The pilot line for the 64 Mbit
DRAM is in IBM's Advanced
Semiconductor Technology
Centre in East Fishkill, New York.
The joint development team
utilised research resources from

Siemens' Munich {acilities and
IBM's Essex Junction Plant, with
development, testing and housing
carried out at Essex Junction.

Commented Juergen Knorr,
president of Siemens AG's Semi-

conductor Group and a mernber
of the company's management
board: "The chip technologY
derived from this joint effort will

be made available to Europe, thus
strengthening its competitive posi-

tion in the world of microelectro-
nics."

Today, DRAM devices account
for some 25% of the $55 billion
market for semiconductor
devices.
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enhance recordings.
The Eventide H3000SE Stu-

dio Enhanced Ultra Harmonizer
has become an invaluable tool for
top US producer Bob Clear-
mountain, owner of three
H3000SEs. He has recently been
using them while recording a new
album by Californian-band
Altered State at London's Maufair

Studios, and for enhancing paul
McCartney's vocal performance
on his Tripping the Live Fantastic
live album.

Gil Griffith, Sales Manager of
Eventide says: "Some of Bob,s sig-
nature effects and sounds
wouldn't be possible today with;-_
out the H3000SE."

The Harmonizer has also
found favour with top UK produ-
cers. Mutt Lange, who owns tltro,

has been using them on the new
Def Leppard album, while Rupert
Hine used them on the new Roll
the Bones album by Rush.

Meanwhile Queen's Brian
May, choosing to record his latest
album in home comfoft, has
upgraded his studio by adding an
Eventide H3000SE along with
BSS and Summit units from HHB.

The Eventide H3000SE is not
only restricted to studio use: Dire

Straits engineer, Robert Coltins
has taken one on their 21 month
tour. Mick Hughes, Metallica,s
sound engineer was using huo
H3000SEs on the Monsters of
Rock tour and is now on their
world tour for the next 15 months
Lastly, Robbie McGrath will be
using three H3000SEs on the
forthcoming Simply Red world
tour.

f ascar Electronics have intro-
!-r duced an LED backlit version
of their most popular meter. The
new DPM 700 gives a clear display
in all lighting conditions with an
extremely low current consump-
tion. Features include Auto-zero,
Auto-polarity, Low battery indica-
tion, 200mV FSR, 12.7mm digit
height and programmable deci
mal points. On card pads for
essential interconnections make
selection of Operating modes a
quick and convenient operation.

Calibration is by a 20-turn poten-
tiometer allowin g sensitive adj ust-
ment of the instrument. A version
with negative rail generator (DpM
7005) is also available allowing
single rail power supply operation
Input low can then be connected
to system ground With its high
accuracy and simple connections
this meter is particularly suited to
high volume applications The
DPM 700 is supplied with a
mounting bezel incorporating a
clear moulded window.

f he combininq of a ton Digital
I Multirfieter Jnd u., 

"usy 
to

operate Digital Storage oscillos-
cope has resulted in the Sco-
pemeter. Now available from
Alpha Electronics. this new instru-
ment will have applications in a
wide range of disciplines and
industries. It is battery operated
and contained within a rugged,
sealed package.

Ease of operation has been
given priority in a unit which will
capture, display, store and print
out hard copy at a later date for
detailed examination, measure-
ment, analysis or comparison.
Parameters viewed simulta-
neously on the 84 x 84mm super
twist liquid crystal display as a
waveform or alphanumeric func-
tion include: Noise - Waveform

Distortion Int Failure -signal
Quality - Pre and Post Trigger -
single Shots - Transients - Power
Spikes - Glitches - Low Speed
Phenomena Autoranging -
Auto Set Up - Touch and Hold -Min/Max Average and Audible
continuity. In fact, all of ihe prob-
lems which elude conventional
'scopes and with many invisible to
just a multimeter.

Built to survive, the Sco-
pemeter is helped by being sealed
against water, dust and contami
nation and EMI shielded. Internal
rechargeable Nicad bafterles or
standard C-cells give up to 4
hours' test time away from an AC
or DC power supply.

Further information contact
Fred Hutchinson of Quiswood Ltd
on (0756) 799737.

ETI MARCH 1992
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NEWS
strteside
'lntelligent'
battery
charger

new single chip, battery
charging subsystem

promises to bring a signiiicant sav-

ings in cost, space and effort in
charging NiCd or Ni-hydride bat-

teries. The chip is designed to fit
betr.veen a 50-60 Hz AC source
and a battery, and to provide all
the control and intelligence
necessary for the safe quick-

charging and maintenance of the
cells.

Reversible chemical reaction
driven by the conventional charg-
ing current undergoes a fun-

damental change when the cells

are over charged. Once all the
cadmium in the cell has been

reduced to its metallic state, fur-
ther charging begins to work on
the electrolyte, thus releasing

oxygen gas, with potentially hazar-

dous results.
To prevent this, designers of

rechargeable equipment and of
standalone battery chargers have

resorted to trickle-charging, in
which the battery is charged at
about one-tenth of the full one-

hour charge current. Or theY have

monitored the battery tempera-
ture, looking foi the tell-tale
release of heat that indicates a full

relatively safe, but it can take from
72 to 14 hours. Quick-charging
takes only about an hour, but You
have to stop in time. That means

monitoring the temPerature.
One complexitY in temPera-

ture sensing is that it is not enough
to just sense the battery temPera-
ture. You need to sense the di{-

Ierence between the battery tem-
perature and the ambient. In addi-
tion, there are upper and lower
ambient temperature bounds
beyond which the battery should

not be charged in ihe first Place.
The new chip, from TeledYne

Corp. of Mountain View, Califor-
nia, provides ta.,o charging current
levels, so batteries of two different
sizes can be handled safelY in the
same charger. When the chiP

decides that the battery is

charged, either bY temPerature
rise or by expiration o{ a 1t/, hour
fail-sa{e timer, it switches to a

trickle-charge mode. This Pre-
vents the battery from discharging
before it is used. There are two ver-

sions of the chip, ihe TC675 and

TC676. On the 676 version, an

input pin can force the chiP to
restart the quick-charge cycle even

if the {ailsafe timer has expired.
The Teledyne charges have a

rather elaborate neh,vork of con-
trol logic {or detecting the
presence of a batterY in the
chargeq working around the Pro-
tection diode that is present in
many batteries, and comPensat-
ing for the time it takes a temPera-
ture sensor outside the batterY to
accurately reflect the cell tempera-
ture.

'n1nt* trickle-charge approach,.--BaSiS fOr new
type of solar
cell
Ri'"fl*:";'of.",:,"'t?:
building nanometer scale
optoelectronic devices that could
form the basis lor a new type of
solar fuel cell. The new solar cells
would produce hydrogen directlY
from sunlight and water.

At the heart of the photosyn-

thetic process is a molecular oPti
cal device that turns photons into
electrons. Molecular biologists
have also mapped out the elec-
tron-driven molecular machinerY
that extracts hydrogen from water
and carbon to build the hydrocar'
bon chains the fuel plants use to
grow. A way has been found to
deposit platinum electrodes onto
membranes that contain the light-
conversion molecules and
research is now being concen-
trated on ways to wire many mem-

branes in parallel to build solar'
activated fuel cells.

IHelping
tumour
detection
Jl esults from a picosecond

If ,-ug,ng rystem oeveropeo aT

the City University of New York
indicate that ultraf ast optoelectro-
nics could dramatically affect the

detection rate of tumours in
future.

The major source of noise in
laser-transmission images is scat-

tered light, but it can be easilY

eliminated with a picosecond
shutter because the scattered light
takes longer to arrive at the image
plane. The elimination of that
noise source has made it pdtsible
to detect objects less than 200
microns in diameter. Laser-
imaging systems cag detect

objects down to 1 centimetre in
diameter in human tissue.

Current laser-imaging sYstems

were introduced because X-raY

techniques cannot find tumours at
the early stages of formation.
While laser-based imaging has

improved the early detection rate
of tumours, pushing the resolu-

tion down to 1 milllmetre diame-
ters could raise the cure rate for
breast cancer to 80%.

The experimental system uses

a neodymium-glass laser as an

optical source and a Kerr oPtical
gate as a shutter. Images were caP-

tured with a charge-couPled-
device camera connected to a

personal computer with videoPro-
cessing capability Eight picosec-

ond pulses were fired through test

systems consisting of polystyrene

spheres floating in water, verifying
the ability of the fast shutter to
screen out most o{ the light scat-

tered by the water.

New form of
carbon

Bi.'H'#'*."jj;::',ffi "r,ff :
crucial role in future electronic
devices. With proven semicon-
ducting and superconducting
properties, new data reveals ful-

lerene compounds as likely candi-

dates for epitaxial growth, a

necessary process for M-SI inte-
gration

Recent work with fullerene epi

ETI MARCH 1992

taxy is producing highly uniform
{ilms on semiconductor sub-

strates. The next step will be intri-
cately layered circuits built {rom a

host of new compounds. 'A whole
range of fullerene structures are

emerging, and right now the big-
gest task is simply trying to deter
mine how broad the field is," said
Richard Smalley, a chgmist at Rice

University of Houston.
Fullerenes are large sPherical
aggregates of carbon molecules,
the carbon bonds connecting in a
network of a shape first described
by engineering visionary R. Buck-
minster Fuller. A carbon atom sits

at each vertex of a buckyball,

bonding with three of its neigh

bours. The resulting molecules,

containing 60 or more atoms, are

turning out to be versatile building
blocks for a new class of materials
The most stable form, C60, are

uniform spheres that stack like bil-
liard balls to form a semiconduct-
ing crystal that has a direct band
gap, like gallium arsenide.

Under normal conditions, car-

bon atoms tend to form Planar
hexagonal structures that link
together to form planar hexago-

nal sheets, the structure underlY

ing graphite. The bonds between
these horizontal sheets are not
stuong, which explains whY gra-

phite is a soft, structurally weak
material. But at high temperature
and pressure, carbon atoms are

forced into a threedimensional
structure that is very hard, result-

ing in diamond. Smalley expects
buckybatl bonding to follow the
same pattern. "When compressed
to 70% ol its volume. the carbon-
carbon bonding betrueen C60
molecules should take over, pro-
ducing a material harder than dia-
mond," Smalley explained.

The current task for fullerene
researchers is to clarify basic
issues such as chemical bonding
and fundamental physical proper
ties.
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RIAIA Adjustment
/l nother new year and
I f another very interesting pro-
ject 'The Bridge Amplifier'(Feb
'92) and to this I refer. Having a
general interest in RIAA equalisa-
tion, it is somewhat surprising to
find in thetext R5 is chosen at 1.8k
to give a -3dB point of 40Hz as
part of the RIAA recommended

pick up playback response.
There are many mlhs about

the RIAA requirements and much
correspondence last year as to
what they do or do not include in
which I have no wish to join. Lest
any reader gets a wrong impres-
sion, 40Hz has no place in the
RIAA recommendations

It appears to me that John Dix
has used the non-standard R6/
R7 f CS network hopefuily to bal-
ance the R5/C3 pair but the result
unfortunately is a reduction in
response between 100H2 down to
30Hz of up to 3dB at least. How-
ever, if anyone feels this is unac-
ceptable, it can be generally rem-

edied by using two 2p capacitors
in parallel for C3. I realise that the
pre-amp is but a minor part of the
whole unit but it seems a shame to
ignore this point.
W Harms,
Bexhill,
East Sussex

Longer Lasting Freeze Alarm
f n the Dave Bradshaw article on
laFreeze Alarm (Oct'91), the
circuit needs to be powered for
long periods of time, in fact for all
the cold months of the year and
the only practical solution is to
use a mains powered unit.

There is another solution

where the measured variable
changes slowly, and does notjus-
tlfy continuous monitioring and
that is to sample it breifly at long
intervals. A micro power timer
can be used to power up the cir-
cuit for say, 1 second every 1b
minutes. This would add upto2rfa

hours over 3 months. A battery
that could supply 10mA for 2
hours continuously would suflice,
because a carbon-zinc cell works
best on intermittent discharge.

Several years ago there was an
article on micro power CMOS cir-
cuits and this included examples

of 'sleeping' power supplies.
Is there some unwritten rule

about not using another author,s
ideas? After all, one can always
give an acknowledgment to the
originator of the idea.
H Hodgson,
South Wirral.

EPROM Sewice Required
I s there any companv or person
I that you know of th-at can pro-
gram EPROMs, or give me the
information on how to program it
using the Hex dump?
C Graham, Liverpool.

We have had several letters on this
point of programming EpROMs.
Very often, if projects contained
programmed EPROMs, the
author would offer the service.
but {or a limited period of time

from the publication of the pro-
ject.

If you want to do it yourself,
there are companies selling
EPROM programmerswith all the
information on how to enter a

Hex dump. We featured one jn the
sept'97 news pages. Ohterwise if
there is anybody out there offer-
ing programming services, let us
know at the ETI office and we will
publish a listing -Ed.

64 Page EPROM
R ;';'ti :::.it1l'T:',i",'j
generator project, unfortunately I
have had to withdraw the offer of
sending constructors a copyofthe
Hex listings of the EPROMs since
these listings extend to 64 pages
of A4, which is rather costly to
photocopy, impractical to post
and would take somebody a rid-
iculous amount of time to type inl

The offers of supplied
EPROMs programmed for f5 or
an Intel Hex dump on a sgpplied
disc for free still stand, and will

do so
like to r

this
nately I didn't realize what was
involved when I made it.
P Stenning,
Hereford.

Acute koblem
W I f ,:",I ;; :: i: Jhx'i',l;
PCBs at home, may I point out
hvo essential rules when design-
ing PCBs:

Never ohave corners of less
than 90 degrees because they act
as acid traps.

Keep lines straight where pos-
sible.

On a different subject, here is a

suggested project. Convert a
radio/cassette player so that it
can be used like a video recorder,
recording pre-programmed
broadcasts for playback at a later
date. It must be possible with
servo controlled decks.
P Ward,
Hayuards Heath.

Those Without Loudness
f have seen numerous amplifier
Iprojects published in your
magazine and others, but not one
it seems was designed with a loud-
ness facility. Perhaps this facility is
aimed at the commercial 'market

only. It does enhance the overall
sound of the amplifier! Please edi-
tor, I hope a feature on this will
appear in your magazine.
G Daniets,
Johannesburg, SA.
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I have always considered the
loudness control as a 'bass boost'
at low volume - handy for those
of us who prefer a hejivier bass
without necessarily upsetting the
neighbours. In which case a
switched filter or change of tone
control will do much the same
thing. It may be that the apparent
avoidance ofthe use ofa loudness
control in project designs is that
the 'purist' would not want to

in troduce a n y furth e r i rreg ularti es
to an otherwise flat reponse. They
would say listening must always
be at a decent level thus making
the loudness control ineffective -
Ed.

An Apologyl
fhe article entitled ,lntroduc_

I tion ro Auciio Mixers'
published in the January isssue of
ETI contained a number of similar
drawings first published in Elec-
tronics World * Wireless World,
April 1991 as part of an article
entitled 'lnside Mixers' by Douglas
Self. We wish to apologise to the
author and publisher of ,lnside

Mixers'for any possible breach of
copyright.
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CITIZEN'S BAND is the onlY

British CB magazine and

covers a wide ran{e of toPics

of intetest to the nerrycomer

and the experienced user. In
each issue the latest

intemational band news is

featured. (X Particular
interest to ovetseas readert
are the QSL Pa{1es, articles on

shortwave listenin{, and

reports on UHF CB.

Cover Price €1.6O

Published: 3rd FYidaY of each Month

Order
your copy

NOW!

Why not subscribe?

Telephone 0442 66551 ext 210

tor f urther intormation

HAM RADIOTODAY
caters for both the
experienced user and
newcomerto amateur
radio. With generallY
informative features, the
latest news and Practical
projects this magazine
covers all aspects of this
growing field; an
invaluable comPlement
for any licenced radio
amateurworldwide.

Cover Price f 1.60

Published: 1st Friday of each month

Order
your Gopy

NOW!

Whv not subscribe?
Telephone 0442 66551

Ext 210
nfor
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lt- t zsgo-t z5w AMPLIFIER
n -ruggeo high-powered fnodule-t!{ !^i99a-LE

thousandsinstalled. lfordomeslicapplicatrons
*nete row o'iton,on cor'Irpaci SrZv aiE !!f!
in"-oiime reouirements. Used with supply
raid! of 2OV-5OV into loads of 8-16 ohms.

AL 2ssO.COMPACT LOW.COST 25W AMPLIFIER
bne ot our. most popular audio modules with tens of /fu

MM lOO.BUDGET 3.INPUT MIXER
iiffi; i;"; ^f f";tr rrcs incfi rdino S inOividual level controls, a master volume

for microPhone,'""ouffi
This module is ideal for discos ano puollc

addresi units and operates from 45V-70V

MM1OOG ,!

Aj Mvtoo with two guitar + 1 microphone '
input intended for gultar amplifier applications'

PISSUC MTRA.RED SENSOB.BPss
S-*itdfiaotl brriranoe. detects intruders up to 6 or 1 2 metres

QuantitY
r discountsj starl at 3

un ts

Size 80x6ox4omm

Automatic
Fe-Set *

case with an attractive d tro't paner, ll comparvs
ts cost,nq twlce lne Prlce'

sOFT INFRA.RED BEAM.IR 1470
The lR1 470 consists of a separate transmtter
anci receiver orovidinq a beam of up to 50ft

FULL RANGE OF SECURITY ACCESSORIES STOCIGD.PR-OVIDING
' ---'EvL-nrrxtnG vou NEED To PRorEcr YouR HoME
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prototyping lndividual correspondence will not be entered
into, save as necessary to prepare items for publication

R9 FS1
22R 1A

vc1
6-65p

12V
LAMP

.TOUCH 
SENSOR TEBMINAL ENERGISED

WHEN IGNITION IS ON

NOTE:
lC1 = 4093
01 = 8C182
02 = SEE TEXT
D1,2 = 1N4148
ZD1 = 16V ZENER
LDRl = ORP12

ELECTRONICS
CRICKTEWOOD ELECTRON!

Tel:

sEND Now FoR THE FIicS,LFHv,Po* coMpoNENT cATALocuE

ONE OF THE BEST RANGES AVAILABLE

SEMI-
CONDUCIORS

TOOLS &
BENCHWARE

CRICKLEWOOD

Nome

lamp from switching on in dayl:ght, and an inhibit cir

If neither the light level detector or the inhibit cir_cuit the hvo inputs of ICld may bejoin e of them may be connectei to
the

The time for which the lamp remains illuminated

Andrew Armstrong

Address

PIeose send 
..........., copies of Cricklewood Electronics Cotologue

ot f2.00 eoch. Moke cheque out to Crickiewood Electronics to.



Saturday & Sunday March 28/29
at the

Sandown Exhibition Centre
ESHER, SURREY

ADMISSTOTV, f2 ADULTS,
f7.50 OAPS, e7 CHILDREN
(Children under 12 free when accompanied by an adult)

FREE & EASY PARKING!

Exhibition sponsored by the following magazines:

Ham Radio fodaY
Citizens Band

Elc,r;fi oni cs f d aY lnte m at io n al
Ardfimedes World

and organised bY

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,
reLEPHONr: 0442 66s51 FAX: 0442 66998

O
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MIDISwitcher

flexible way of connecting together a
number of musical instruments and a
computer for playing and recording pur_
poses was required for the studio.The
MIDI standard for this tgpe of data trans_

keep away from a computer based approach even
though a computer memory was used.

Construction
Main PCB

HOW IT WORKS

CONTROL BUS
FigI Blbck Diagram

Afour byfour MIDI
router by G. Parris.

explained in a number of magazines and
e following is a short description for those
with it now follows.

face.
CONV

This
ing it to be sent along a coaxial cable. The opposite
takes pJace for receiving which means an instrument

respond but compute
the MIDI serial conver
ATARI ST or fitted as a

Design Solution
This 4X4 MIDI switcher unit is one method of connecting nd MIDI out of up to 4 devices, one ofwhi e computer. With a small number ofdev switches are suitable but if the combi_
nation of connections differ bv more
these switches become .o-i"x un
unit has the facility to switch up to

he constructor so wishes this mav be
combinatjons can be p.ogra--med

s in use and these are stored even when
the IN/OUT
anel as some
only indlcate

To further simplify the project it was decided to

I

-LJ
Fv-!

-
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-
A-

-
A
-
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4 BIT LATCH

A7
A6
A5

^frr.

tc4
/ MEMORY WITH

BATTEY BACKUP

BANK J
SELECTI I
swtrcH Ll

R2
100R

lc8
10

I

?f,'o,J#3'

c3
'loon

c4
1ro

NOTE:
tcl = 4017
lC2 = 4068
lC3 : 4013
tc4 = 48202
1C5,6 = 4508
D1 = 1N4140

TO PtN',l & 19
oF lcl5

R20
3k3
SIL

Fig.2 Control and memorY

binary sel

pairs.T as

LATCH NIY

store I an

is a 2K 8-bit cMos lt in

ismeansthattheme ven

nnected. lts internal hen

the external ed.

0nly 4 are switched by the PB0GRAM SETEC-I

thumbwhee ry and data combinations are fed from the 8-

bit data bus.

The PROGRAM SET circuit is built around lC3 Figure 2, a 4013 dual

bi*table but only one half is used, The three components D1-C4-R6

makes sure the bi-stable starts at power up in the read condition' For

bounce free operation R5-R7-C3 produce a clean input to the clock pulse

con nection. The cl rcuit lC1 is used to count u p pulses in binary by means

of the push SW1 and shaping components C1-R1 and R2'

' CircuitlC2isanoscillatoranddividercombination Theoscillatoris

setto 434 Hz by means of B3-R4 and C2. Pins 13 and 16 feed each of the 4

halves ol lC5 and 6, When mains is applied the circuit ls in the READ

condition so the latches lC5 and 6 are isolated by pin '1 of lC3 being at 5

volt. The memory data D0 to D7 and lC7-8-9-10

swirches respond, ure 4a-b) are switched on {rom

pi n 2 of I C 3 being a routed through according to the

switch combinatio uPPlY.

ETI MARCH 1992
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Everything else should be straight forward

LED Readout

ase the con-
board. Note
cular way at

EE
L)
7-v-!

-t
-
rq,

-
)d
-
A
-

in farthest

re you cut

connection and when fitting it the common;:ffil
be nearest the link. Also the ihumbwheel .*it.fr n".i,,
common or earth pin farthest awdy.from the link.

It is advisable lo use lf 4 w3tt miniature resistors
as space is at a premium

but
not
con

Fig.3 Switch and MlDl interface

t:,t'ai6t

#
i',H
L.;#rd

. *rJw
H

.' ,,li
ii
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Pl-4
MIDI INPUT

FROM PIN 3
IC7.1O OUTPIJTS

c6
1 00n

Fig.4 Sub circuits

TO tC7-10
P|NS 1,2,4 & 5

c7
100n

+5V

PIN 24. +
tc6

PIN 12

NOTE:
IC15 = 40244 BUFFEF

PIN 16 PIN 14 PIN 24 PIN 24
tc2 tc3 lc4 lc6

PIN 8 PIN 7 PIN 'I2 PIN 12

NOTE:
lC1 = 4017
lC2 = 4060
lC3 = 4013
tc4 = 4BZO2
tc5,6 = 4s08

PIN 16
tc1

PIN 8

c8
'i 00u

c5
100n

-
v

-l
,N
-\,i-

--
L^./

-

-

panel is shown in mirror image in Figure 8 as it is so

simple.
No measurements are given for the position of

the panel components as they are not critical.

Operation
To set up a program for memory storage the PRO'
GRAM SET push is aciivated. This toggles lC3 so pins

1 and 2 reverse state which makes IC15 isolate the
MIDI sockets from lhe external devices and puts the
memorylC4to thewritecondition Also IC5 6 outputs

are enabled by the EO- pin going to 0 volt connecting it
to the 8-bit bus and the circuit IC2 is switched on as pin

12 MR goes to 0 volt. The counter IC1 stays at a parti-

cular setting activating one latch of IC5-6 but as IC2 is

continuously counting {rom pins 13 and 16 the 2 bit
input to one of IC7-8-9 10 is making one bank of

switches to switch on and off from left to right. This is

indicated by the LEDs as one row wilt light up left to
right

The left to right switching o{ the LEDs is slow

enough so that at the point when the chosen one

lights, the BANK SELECT push SWl can be activated

OUT B x4 OUT OUT OUT lN4
A1 A2 A3
x2 x2 x2

Fig"5 Cornponent Overlay of rnain board
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sockets. The compJete LED MATRIX flashes on ani

PARTS LIST
RESIST0RS (all i,watr 5% unless stated)

B1 4.1k

R8,9,10,1 1,12,13,14,15,

16,11,18,19,20,21,22,23

R24,25,26,27

3.3k SIL (see note)

10p 15V electrolytic

10n polyester
'100n polyester

1 p 16V electrolytic

l00p l6V electrolytic

R2

R3

B4

R5

R6

R7

100R

1Nl

100k

100R

10k

4,7k

R28

CAPACITOBS

C1

et
c3,5,6,7

C4

C8

SEMICONDUCTORS

tc1

tc2
220R

470H

f#i ,ii-'r # i.tl

T1
9-0-9v
3VA PCB

TRANSFORMER

,,ipl ,1,. , t* ;frr

240V AC

i!5;
r,i'" iit:l

L

cl1

flE
\, -^ rc16 .. I

F

a
U
J
o

z
x-r
I

I

F

+9V +5V OV

Fig.6 Power supply component overlay

STRIPBOARD O.1in
24 HOLES WIDE
13 HOLES HIGH

4 RED LEDS
THE FEST

ARE GREEN

STRtPBOABD

MATT BLACK SHEET

""o"rrfo,LED DSTH

CLEAR OR
TINTED SHEET

l9in CASE FRONT pANEL

Fig.7 LED Readout construction M2.5 COUNTERSUNK SCREWS

i otii,
E-9

\J, E9 lg9
l;;\ fi;\t. , . 1:_:J
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B=ootrE

Fig.8 Cabinet wiring

tc3

tc4

tc5,6

tc7-10

tc11-14

lc15

D1-5

D6-21

4013

48202 RA[/

4508

4052

6N138 0pto isolator

40244

1 N4148

Wedge shaped red and green LEDs

MISCELLANEOUS

SW1,2 l-pole momentary-action normally open

SW3

4

1

6

1

3

I
1

23

3

illuminated push

Thumbwheel 0 to 9 BCD switch

8-pin lC sockets

14-pin lC socket

16-pin lC sockets

20-pin lC socket

24-pin lC sockets

5-pin DIN 180deg sockeh

19-inch 1 U high rack mount case

0,04 inch terminal pins

Adhesive backed supports

ETI MARCH 1992
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!

T,I
3VA PCB

TRANSFORMER

Fig.10 Power supply circuit

,IA OIL
BRIDGE

RECTIFIER

E

PARTS LIST PoWERsUPPLY

CAPACITORS

C9 4700p 16V electrolytic

C10,11 100n polyester

SEMICONDUCTORS

BECT 1A DIL bridge rectifier
lC16 7805 regulator

MISCELLANEOUS

T1 g-0-gvolt 3va pCB mounted transformer (see

note)

1-pole 0N/0FF illuminated nains switch

8-pin lC socket

0.04 inch terminal pins

adhesive backed supports

BU"'TLINES
lVo$ of the components are readily available, The 3k3 SIL resi$or R2g
may be aIVAPLIN type 4k7 8 way is (BA29G). lC4 memory is available
from ELECTROIVAIL type MK48Z02B-25 (301-016), Wedge shaped leds
arefrom MAPLIN andthe DIL 1.0 amp bridge rectifier is from RS, lVlApLlN
typeW005,

SW4

1

5

3

'k; "i
..,?t ,'* o*

Multicore's Copperset is a remarkable new process t ..

which instanfly convefts selected plain holes in pcBs io
plated through-holes.

O No tooling charges, no
waiting

O lnvaluble for prototyping
and repairs

O Dramatically reduces cost
compared with b

Find out more by calling
Multicore's Sales Department on
0442 233233 or tax0442 69554.

THE FULL
RANGE OF
ARGUS BOOKS

is available
from'all good
book and hobby
shops or
c0ntact
Argus books
direct for
a 1991/2
catalogue.

CATAL0GUE 0FFER, Argus Books,
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
0R PHoNE 0442 66551 EXT.2o7

MULTICORE SOLDERS
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OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 sDX ' 031 667 2611

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

OUR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL COST f 1.50 _ TO INCLUDE

VOOCHERS TO USE AGAINST FUTURE
PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE A COPY, PLEASE

SEND YOUR REMITTANCE WITH YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

REOUESTING A COPY OF THE 1990/91 OMNI
CATALOGUE.

EI r8I"",lrYr:ltt"35filfJr'J?-r'.330 E
Millions of qualitY comPonents

at lowest ever Prices.
Pius Tools, Watches, Fancy Goods, Toys.

Mail order onlY. UK onlY.

All inclusive Prices
NO post, or VAT etc to add on.

Write or phone for catalogue/clearance list.
At least 2,100 offers to amaze You.

Brian J Reed Electrical
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell

Epsom, SurreY KTl7 3EQ
Tel:081'393 9055

l

I

,

i

t

f

l

orders uPwards of 110.

The cATALoGUE
120 pages, A4. Expertly presented and
Easiiy iefeireO to. Pac(ed with valuable

The coMPoNENTS
As wide a choice
semiconductors, opto-electronics'
Rs & Cs, etc. etc priced.

The suPPLIERs
Siemens, Boss, Cliff, Omeg, Lorlin' R S, Uniross -
to our top qualitY standards.

The sERVlcE
Prompt, personal with customer satisfaction
guaranteed. Access/Visa facilities

2s (B) St. Jude's Road, Enqlefield Green, Egham, Surrey TW20 0HB

Phone - orcllssa0s Fax - 0784 435216

s
t

illustrated.
information.

Wilmslow Audio's NEW range of
speaker kits frorn Peerless.

This new range of four kits utiltse
CC technology drive units
for optimum performance

The kit contains all the cabinet
components (accuratelY
machined from smooth MDF
for easy assembly).

Pictured here the Force 6,

a large floor standing design

Dimensions:
800 x 275 x 335 mm

Response:
32 HZ. 20 KHZ
AMP Suitability: 30 - 120w

lmpedence: I ohms

Price
Force 2 !157
Force 4 €190
Force 6 E2'lO
Force 8 8265

carr,/ins
El 5 pr.
t1 5 pr.
E1 I pr.
e18 pr.

Wilmslow
DIY Speaker caialogue 11 50

post free (export 13 50)

Wellington Close,
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire
WA16 8DX
Tel: (0565) 650605
Fax: (0565) 650080

ffiJ Telephone credit card
ll a<e#Jl orders welcome

Send t1.50
(P.O./cheque)

for Vour EV 1992 catalogue.
lncludes't1.50 voucher spenddble on

ffi
32 Ronge 3'/, digil mm
l2mm Disploy

FEPS
6nm
DS
vo ls ronqes 5 ronges AC/DC

autrenl lo l0 omPs Aso conlnuilY
hu77er Wilh eods. bollery ond
ns[ucl ons

f,23.gs iilJ&i.fl ;i,"?,? L,%1

lnsirumeni siocktsls for I H0meg Scopes
r nrn.k srdr r Thurlbv I Thond0r I Tesl LobI Block SloI I ThurlbY I Thol
Alwoys speciol ofi€rc lor collels,

l9 ronge 3r/2 digil mm
FEATLIRES Pockel Dmm wlh

W lh eods, bofiery ond

"".r1'f1O.gsuK post eic 92 OO Posl lree when Vou 8uV Twol

tudher speclol lnsrumenls olleB 'whlle slocks l03l

ST300 AC C omp meler wilh cose 0/600v, 0/300A 0 I K

ohm 929 95 1u265 Add of c omp meler lor Dmm s

oi roooA t12,95
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Auerage uersus Peak power
the much higher power delivered to the load from the

via the small bore pipe. This is the low power,charging
cycle'.

Provisional Calculations
For simplicity, assume in the first instance that the
energy storage device is a single 0.01p capacitor (C),
the voltage (V) of the DC charging.our.n i. 20knol
volts and R is a resistor of 100k.

y DC supply
the 100k resistor, so

I be 20kVl100k: 0.2
amps, it will fall exponentially towards zero as the
charge proceeds.
Time taken to charge
The time taken to fully charge a capacitor via a resistor
is usually taken to be 5CR seconds which. since C :
0.01p and R : 100k, works out at 5 milliseconds. This

least a 5 millisecond gap
which, in frequency terms,
etition frequency must be

FigI Basic energy discharge system

by A. P Stephenson. power unit for a system which operates
continuously at some
level is costly, massive i
need water or forced
example, a device operating at 40 kilo.

7lv
A-

-
Fv-!

-z,
7v-l

-t

volts and demanding a continuous curreni of 50 amps
requires a unit capable of supplying at least 2 mega-
watts average power. Design of such a brute force pow_
er unit is-conventional and mainly concerned with
choosing components of sufficiently high power rat_
tng.

:""' J:

:? 'f.

Energy Discharge Systems

Figure 1 shows the essential components ofsuch
a system. The action is best explained in terms of
charge and discharge cycles:
The Charging Cycle
With the. switch (SW1) open, the DC power supply is
free to charge the energy storage device via thl^high
resistor (R) and the load (RL) It can be assumed thit
the load cannot operate during this cycle because the
voltage across it is too low and of an incorrect DC
polarity.
The Discharge Cycle '

When SW1 is suddenly closed, the stored energy is dis_
charged rapidly into the load.

A Homely Analogy
The essen based on the
difference from the pri_
marY DC ng cycle, ind

6 LoAD

Fig 2 Flushing system analogy

WATER
INLET

CHAFGING
SUPPLY
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Pulse Forming Neturorks
An energy storage system employing a single capacitor
suffers from a major disadvantage - the exponential
nature of the discharge curve. An ideal storage system

should deliver its energy at a constant power level for a

finite time. In other words, the discharge pulse should
be straight sided and flat topped rather than falling off
exponentially. Figure 3 shows a popular pulse forming
network. It is sometimes called an Artificial Delay Line
because it is has properties similar to a length of coax

ial transmission line except that the L and C values are

in the form of 'lumped constants'. Depending on the
number of individual sections, the netr;rork is capable

of delivering a pulse of reasonable shape.
Such a network is an improvement on simple cap-

acitor storage because of the cascading action from
one capacitor to the next along the chain. At the

beginning, all capacitors are charged to the same vol-

tage but as soon as the first one starts to loose voltage,

the one behind it is then free to discharge into it. This
topping-up action, which trickles down the network
from capacitor to capaciior, is the mechanism by

which the voltage across the output terminals tends to
hold onto its original level. The action, of course, ends

abruptly when the stored energy is finally exhausted.
The inductors in bet'ween each capacitor cause a

slight delay between each topping-up action during
the discharge cycle. During the slow charging cycle,

their inductive reactance is negligable so all capacitors
are effectively in parallel.

In a real transmission line. such as coaxial cable,

the L and C values are uniformly distributed along its

lenEh.
In theory, a real line could be used but would be of

prohibitive length because the line would discharge at

the speed of light (c) : 3 X 108 metres/second. For

example, if the discharge time is to be 1 microsecond
the line, and air spaced, it would have to be 300 metres

as polyethylene filled, which has a

nt (Krl ol2.26,the discharge speed
by a factor of 1/Kr and so the line

would only have to be 200 meties long - still too long
for comfort!

Action: Assume the input terminals have been

connected to a charging source for a time sufficient to
ensure that all capacitors are fully charged to a voltage
(V). During this relatively slow charging action, the
inductors have little effect and can be ignored so all the
capacitors can be treated as if they were in parallel with
each other.

If the terminals are now connected to a 'matched'
load, the energy will be released in the form of a

reasonably straight-sided flat-topped pulse for a time
depending on the L and C values on the net'work and
the number of sections. The quality of the pulse

improves as the number (N) of L, C sections is

increased.

Pulse Width
The time (T) taken for complete discharge (the pulse

width) is given by:
T:2N/aa seconds ......... Equation 1

Note that if, for pulse quality reasons, N is to be

large, then the LC values must be correspondingly
small to maintain a given pulse width.

Characteristic Impedance
Because the pulse forming nehuork is simulating a real

transmission line, it should not come as a surprise to
learn that it also has its own 'characteristic impedance'
(Zo), given by:Zo:.,/L/C ohms .. ...... Equation 2

The ideal pulse shape is only guaranteed if the Zo
of the network is matched to the impedance of the
load.

ETI MARCH 1992

Example: According to the above equations, a

netr,vork with ten sections, each of L : 10pH and C :
1n would have the following properties:

Pulse width : 2 microsecond
Characteristic imPedance : 100R

Applications in BADAR
A pulse modulated Radar employs the principles of
high energy discharge for supplying power to the

transmitting device. After delivering a short burst o{
microwave power, the transmitter is switched off and

the receiver is activated, ready for detecting any echoes

which return from the 'target'. Because the velocity o{
electromagnetic waves is a known constant (c), the
time which elapses between the transmitter pulse and
the returned echo is proportional to the range of the
target.
The Radar Mile
The velocity (c) is 186,000 miles per second so a pulse

to travel one mile takes 1/186,000 seconds :5 38pts.

But before the echo returns back to the receiver it has

travelled t'wicethis distance, so a useful term, the so-

called'radar mile' is defined as follows:
One Radar Mile : 10.7Ps

Minimum Radar Range
The pulse width of a radar system represents the time
the transmitter is operating. Since the receiver is inop-
erative during the transmitter pulse, the pulse width
indirectly determines the MINIMUM target range.

Example. I{ the pulse width is 1ps, the minimum
detectable range is about 1/10th of a mile.

Fig.3 Pulse forming network

Maximum Expected Radar Bange
The absolute range of a radar is dependent on the

transmitter pulse power, the receiver sensitivity and, to
some extent, the reflecting properties of a target. Apart
from thdse eonsiderations, the time allowed between

transmitter pulses sets the limit on the maximum
.ung"l Ti.nn rnust be allowed for an echo to return from

expected range before the next trans-

for examplgthe time allowed between
isecond, the maximum range is:

1 ms/10.7 PS 
: 93 miles aPProx.

Transmitter Requirements
Good discrimination between adjacent targets is only

a high to
anaff ,a
a 'mir ge

depends on the wavelength of the transmitted pulse.

There is a useful empirical formula for beam width (o)

in terms of scanner diameter (D) andwavelength l': :
7O),lD (degrees). Note that, for a given diameter mir-

ror, the shorter the wavelength the narrower the beam.

This calls for a transmitting device which combines
very higl-r power with very short wavelength. The reso-

nant cavity magnetron is capable of powers approach-
ing a megawatt at centimetre wavelengths and so is
admirably quali{ied for the job.

Basic Badar Pulse Modulator
Figure 4 shows the bare essentials of an energy dis-

charge system suitable for pulse modulating a magne-

tron. The individual components function as follows:

-lL^./z
-
L^.J

-

,fr
-\I)
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The DC Charging Supply
Although required to deliver many kilovolts, the aver-
age current requirement is low so half wave rectifica_
tion is normally adequate.

The primary purpose for its inclusion is to match the
impedance of the PFN to the input impedance pre_
sented by the input terminals of the magnetron. Maxi_
mum power transler bet'ween the pFN and the magne_
tron, and also the quality of the pulse, depend cruJally
on correct matching.

An important, but less obvious, reason for having
the transformer is to provide a DC path for the charg_
ing current - the magnetron is open circuit in between
pulses!

The design of a transformer capable of passing a
narrow, steep-sided pulse with neQtfgable distortion
was not an easy task way back in the pioneering days of
the art.

The Magnetron

and cathode and is capable anode cur_
rent of. several amps. In magnetron
responds by disgorging extr owei centi_
metric waves into the scanner via the waveguide
plumbing system for as lor g as the energy store i-r the
PFN lasts.
The Discharge Switch
This is the.end-component of what is best described as
the 'Master Control Unit'.

In the non-conducting state, the pFN is free to
charge up slowly via the DC power unit.

Average Power Equation
The average power in a pulse operated svstem is:
Average power: Peak power \ pulse *idth x pRf

Example: Let Peak power: 100kW
Pulse width : 2ps
PRF: 1KHZ
Then average power:200 watts
(The product of PRF and pulse width is some_

times called the 'Duty Cycle,).
When designing range switching, it is advisable toarrange he average power

remains hort range r,,;orking.
If the pu say, a factor of ten
and the the average power
remains

Design Example:

The radar is to have a minimum range of about
1/10 mile and a maximum range of 10 milel. The mag_
netron in use requires an EHT voltage of 30kV and
presents an input impedance of (Zin) of 900R.

Calculations:
Design of PFN
1 radar mile is 10.7ps h
must exceed 1.07ps

The Zo ol the
because the turns rati Y

e
ovide ching behveen
magn :1OORwould
choic n 2 above_
702 :

or L:104C ........ Equation 3
The number of sections (N) is arbitraiy so we

shall use the value, N : 5
Pulse width is to be 1gs, so substituting in Equa_

tion 1 above gives:
706:2 x 5 /(104C)C: 10 x t02C:10,C

which gives the value of C as 10e : 1n.

_ Since L: 104C, then L:10s: 10pH.
Pulse Transformer
To m magnetron Zin, the turns

fl'': #l;;":?,T" 
equation,

The magnetron requires 30kV but the transfor-
mer ratio will step up the voltage by a factor of 3 so the

tage across the
ched load, so it
voltage so the

The Charging Resistor
The maximum range is to be 10 miles so the interval

ps or long-
during the
NVC:5

X 1n:5n.
It will take 5R seconds to charge up the pFN and

this time (T) must equal 110gs so,
T:5xCtxR R:T/(5xCt)
Plugging in the figures,

Pulse forming Network: N : 5, L : 10pH, C : 1n
Pulse Transformer: 3:1 voltage step-up
DC Power Supply: 20kV
Charging Resistor: 22k

- 

ine maXImUm exDected
range. The pulse recurren6s*equency (pRF) is simply1/T. 4 ei

When it is triggered to
conduction, it behaves as a
virtual short circuit. This
places the output of the PFN
in parallel with the primary
of the pulse transformer and
so energises the magnefuon.

Tljz,time (T) between
conduction trigger pulses is
arran$ed in accordance with

A high voltage, high current thyristor is shown as
the discharge switch and is triggered by a low level
pulse waveform generated by a 'master oscillator,.
Modern thyristors with truly impressive credentials are
now freely available - state-of-the-art specimens think
nothing of handting 5,000 volts and currents of 2.OOO
amps.
Range Switching
Long range working requires gy pulse.
Since energy: power X time, ihe'pulse
width (T) should be long. Howe ned earli-
er, the pulse recurrence frequency (pRF) must be low
in order for the longest range echoes to return in time.

demands a narrow pulse
creased in order to gain the

So, for long range working, extra LC sections are
switched in to increase the pulse width and an exha
charging resistor can be added in series to allow for the
longer time between pulses.

.l
-
)O
-
7v-l

-tzFv-l

-

Fig.4 Simple radar pulse modulator
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E SERVICE MANUALS KI

8 Cherry Tre ire OX9 4QY
Tel: ( 2554

TEST EQI.IIPMENT MAINTENAI[CE
AI\[D TECHNI-ICAL CONSIILTANCY

WAUGH INSTRUMENTS Pri(es
naMresr lro i I componc'nts, valves and

KRENZELECTRON /6\Hesing (9
4l Bushmead Road, E19 3BT

Tel

Test equipment, video monitors, amateur radio gear, printers'
power supplies, communications, disk drives, multimeters,
oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, connectors, componenl
bridges, frequency counters, signal generators, computers-

HPl34OAX.YCBTDISPLAYS 8145 II,IARCOITI233TAAUTODIST'NI\4flER

HP161OIJB/l6lSALOGICANALYSERS I99 IIIARCONITF233lDIST'NFACTOBII4ETER

TEK22I0oIGITALSTGESCoPEL|KENM 8995 L|GHTBoXES230V10x12'ABEA

CALIBBATION STANOABDS C/V/UR POA DECADE P/C,^i BOXES

VALBADIOFCB2SO/2OOsOHZTO60HZ2OOWATT T95 KAYOEEPNEUI\IIOUVEXPUNIT39OX26OMM

WIT.IOIUETJLTIRIINISPIV.2SELLEVELMETEB T169 VACUIJIVPUI\4PSTYPlOOITBAB(28UI!IIN)

GAUGE BLOCKS (SLIP GAUGES) VABIOUS FTOM T5 HHOOE & SCHWAFZ PZN PHASE IIIETER

scR Lmo prrr is/.ts stLvEn PLTD.50YDS 12 R&s sDR UHF slc GEN 290-1020lvHz

WAYNEKEBRRM00+ADSIDISPST0RE 11995 B&SSCBI.IHFSIGGENSS0-1900NIHZ
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849

FR0t\4 tl5
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t125

t1i5
E1 95
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tl30
11 25

tl50
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t24S

Many valuable items at knock-down prices.

DATATABDLgl2TRANSIENTRECOBDER POA KINGSHIILNS154OlSV4OAPSUCASED T295

BBC.B & I\/IASTER COMPUIERS FBOI\II FTOM 1139 HP 6168 618C, 6208,626A 628A SIG GENS $5 EA

BECHABGABLE SEALED LEAD ACID BATIS TEKIBONI)( 74 O3N, DFI, 7DO1 LOGIC ANAL POA

6VlOAHLONGLIFE.EXNEWEOUIPT T650 2/!10 OSCILLOSCOPESDUALTBACES/SIATE FIOM!110

HAI4EG H[.4408 40MHz DIGITAL ST0RAGE SCoPE [,1ARC0N| TF2303 A|\,1/FM l\/l00 lt4ETER 520MHz 1245

2TBACEWITHHI\48148.2GBAPHICPHINTEB 8995 BOBIN4l12PHASEEARTHLOOPTESTEB 875

FAHNELL E35O PSU'S O.35OV 1OOMA 6 3V'S T49 BOBIN 5402 DIGITAL RCCB (ELCB) IESTEH I75

IUABCoNI TF2300 Fltl/Alu l\,looULATloN I\/IETER t195 B&T LAB oVENS 12xl3x14 INTEBNAL 210"C t195
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VAHIABLE OUTPI]T PSU,S HV & LV FTOM !35 IIIABCONI TF233O WAVE ANALYSEB T15O
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Ntenuator Circuit
The simplest tgpe of variable attenuator is the var_

Another variation of the ,L, attenuator is the
switched variable type shown in Figure 3, which can
provide a selection of values of attenuation. Theprocedure of circuit is similar to
that alread ious variations ofthe
(i) and (ii) t a separate calcula-
tion is made for each attenuation position, starting
with the greatest. Thus, the Figure 3 ittenuator has an

the design is to work
'+100'attenuation,

100R. Similarly, the
needed in the '+10,

up to give as many attenuator steps as are needed in
any particular application.

Figure 4 shows how modified versions of the
Figure 2 and 3 circuits (with greatly reduced resistance
values ) can be combined to make a fully-variable wide_
range a the outpui of an

;,:*; 
1 shourd be pro_

Voltage Ranging
One popuJar application
tor is as a 'voltage ranger
voltmeter, as shown in
voltmeter has a fixed FSD

case correspo ation values of 1, 10 and
100. Note in that the meter,s range is
extended to 1 D by connecting the-high

Fig.2 This'pot' attenuator is
a fully-variable version of the
'L'-type attenuator
Fig.3 The design of this
switched attenuator is fully
described in the text

AU
-tr-\
-
-

=z7'v-t

-t
-

-

ttenuators are widely used in modern
instrumentation and test gear circuits to
correctly condition or adjust the ampli
tude or quality of signals reaching the
inputs of indicating instruments or com-

ing from the outputs of generators. This and next
month's article looks at practical versions of these
basic circuit elements.

Attenuator Basics
Attenuators are used to reduce an awkward value of
input signal to a lower and more convenient output
Ievel. The simplest attenuator is the 'L' type (so named
because of its d ce
which (as shown a si
divider and cons R1
in seri
ratio o
of this
that is

load does not significantly shunt R2 and thereby
increase the overall attenuation of the circuit. Also
note that the attenuator's input impedance equals Rl
+ R2 (:Rr)

The method of designing ap 'L'-type attenuator
with desired values of attenuatiSn 'a' and total resist-
ance R, is to first work out the value of R2, and then the
value of R1, on the basis of:- (i) R2 : Rr/a, and (ii) Rl: Rr - R2. Thus, to design E basic 'L' attenuator that
has an R, value of 10k and ar+'a'value of 10 (:20 dts),
R2 needs a value of 10k/10: 1k0, and R1 needs a
value of 10k 1k0:9k0

Fig'4 This fully-variable wide'range attenuator can be used in the output of a simple sinewave generator,etc
Fig.5 This attenuator is used for'ranging, an electronic voltmeter

vour = vrN (R2lRr)

a (attenuaiion) = VN / Vour

R2=Rr/a

., R1 = R1-R2

(o, (c)
FigI The basic'L'-type attenuator (a) is really a simple pqtential

divider
(b); its design is controlled by the Iormulae in (c)

28
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Fig.6 These attenuators give 1 -3-10, etc., voltage ranging; the one in
(a) uses 'odd-ball' resistor values, which total 1M0; the one in
(b) uses standard values, which total 1,022 M

Fig.7 These 1 MO attenuators give (a) 1-2.5'10, etc., and (b) 1-2-5-10,

etc., voltage ranging. For alternative total resistance values,
simply multiply or divide all resistors by a proportionate
amount (e.g., divide by 100 for 10k total)

voltage via a separate input terminal (marked '1kV'

and'+10') and a 9M0 resistance chain made up of six

series-wired 1M5 resistors, thus ensuring that (at FSD )

a maimum of only 150 volts appears across any resis-

tor or pair of switch contact; when inputs are con-

nected to this terminal, the meter's sensitivity is effect-

ively reduced by a factor of ten on all ranges.

Figures 6 to 8 show some usefulvariations of 'L'-

type voltage- ranging attenuators. Figure 6 shows two

versions of an attenuator designed to feed a 1V FSD

meter with 1 3 10 30 100-300 volt ranging. The ver-

sion shown in (a) has a total resistance of 1M0 and

calls of odd-ball values o{ resistance; the verslon
shown in (b) uses standard resistors and generates

maximum ranging errors of less than 0.47o, but has a

total resistance of. 1.022 Megohms.
Figure 7 shows two more 1M0 attenuators

designed to give 1 volt FSD outputs; that in (a) gives

I 2.5 l0 25 700-250voltranging, andthatin (b)gives

\ 2 5 l0 20 50 volt ranging. Finally, Figure 8 shows a

1M0 attenuator that gives an output that is variable
from odB to -20d8 in 2dB steps.

Note that all the attenuators shown in Figures 3 to
Figure 8 can be made with alternative total resistance
(Rr) values by simply multiplying or dividing all resistor

values by a proportionate amount. Thus, any oi the
'1M0' designs can be adapted to give an R. value of
10k by dividing all resistor values by 100, etc. Odd'ball
values df resistance can be created by wiring tr,vo or
more;tandard resistors in series or parallel.

Frequency Compensation
'L'-ffpe attenuators o{ the types shown in Figures 1 to 8

arekcurate only at DC ci? low frequencies or when
made up of low- value resistors. Stray capacitances

invariably shunt all resistors and make their imped-
ance decrease as frequency increases, and in the case

of the 'L attenuator this may affect its attenuation
ratios. This effect is particularly acute when high-value
resistors are used; a mere 2p of stray capacitance rep-

resents a reactance of about 800k at 100kHz and can

thus have a significant effect on any resistor value grea-

ter than 10k or so. This problem can be overcome by

deliberately shunting all resistors with correctly chosen

values of capacitance, as shown in Figure 9.

. Here, each resistor of ihe chain is shunted by a

capacitor, and these have reactance values that are in

the same ratios as the attenuator's resistive arms. The
smallest capacitor (largest reactance) is wired across

the largest resistor and typically has a value in the
range 15 to 50p, which is large enough to swamp strays

but small enough to present an acceptably high imped
ance to input signals. The attenuator's frequency
compensation is set up by feeding a good square wave

h1
-)

-lL^./zGh1
r-\
\-

-l
,&

.. lMO
v x rorAL

_14d8 (;s.01)

-20d8 (=10)

(a)

Fig.8 The output of this 1M0 attenuator is

variable in 2 dB stePs
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to its inpu +100 or +10 the
input of a then trimmin in a
good squa ure, as shown dia-
gram.

Oscilloscopes invariably use compensated,L,-
type h y' amplifiers.
Figur o e, in which an
indivi 1 6tions is used

on each range. Figure 11 shows a variation of one ol
these sections; in this case C1 is used to set the sec_
tion's frequency compensation, and C2 is used tcr
adjust the section's input capacitance so that the ,y'_

channel attenuator presents a constant imput imped_
ance on all ranges..

Figure 12 shows how a 2-range
'primary' attenuator and a low-impedan
sated 6-range'secondary' attenuator
together to help make an AC millivoltmeter that spans
1mV to 300V FSD in 12 ranges. The primary attenua_

values greater than 10R are to be used throughout the
construction, the 6.8R and 3.42R resistors can be

made by wiring three or four resistors in parallel, as
indicated in the diagram.

An 'IJ-Type Ladder Attenuator
One snag with the basic 'L'-tgpe attenuator of Figure 1
is that it needs two greatlg different resistance va'iues if
used to give a large amount of attenuation. for exam_
ple, for 60dB attenuation R1 must be 900 times grea-

Fig.9 A basic'compensated, wide-range ,L,-type attenuator, showing square wave
output waverorms when the Cl trimmer setting is (a) over comf,ensated,
(b) correctly compensated, and (c) under compensated

FigJl Alternative type of ,y,amplifier
attenuator section; Cl sets
frequency compensation; C2
sets input capacitance

FigJ2 Use of primary and secondary
attenuators in an A.C.
millivoltmeter

NOTE:
R2 6FB = 1so/15gn5o
1ok 342R=11Q.lt11QJl11QJts1s)

swl 0
AC

INPUT

sw2b

FigJ0 Part of a typical ,scope ,y, amplifier attenuator
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ter than R2 In this example. if R2 has a value of 10R

minimum, R1 nees a value of 9k0 or greater, and must

be {requency compensated if used above 20kHz or so

An easy way round this snag is to build the attenuator
by cascading several lower va]ue attenuator stages,

with sensibly restricted resistor values, as shown in the

practical circuit of Figure 13 Such a circuit is known as

a ladder attenuator
The Figure 13 ladder attenuator consists o{ three

cascaded 20dB attenuator stages, each with a maxi'
mum resistance value of 820R and with a useful

uncompensated bandwidth extending to hundreds of
kHz. Note that the right hand (1mV) stage has 'R1 R2'

(see Figure 1) values of 820R and 91R, and that these

shunt the lower'R2' 101R leg of ihe middle (10mV )

attenuator and reduce its effective value io 91R Sim

i)arly, the middle attenuator shunts the lower leg of the

first (100mV) attenuator and reduces its e{fectjve value

io 91R Thus, each stage effectively consists o{ an

820R/91R 2OdB attenuator that is accurate within

*02ol, The odd-ball 101R resistors are made by

series-wiring 33R and 68R resistors
The Figure 13 attenuator is an excellent design

that can be used as the output section of a variety of

audio and pulse generator circuits lts output is fully

variable via RV1 The attenuator's output impedance,

on all but the'1V'range. is less than 90R, so its output

vo)tage is virtually uninfluenced by load impedances
grcarer than a few kllohms

The series will continue next month witb an in

depth look at matched resistance attenuators
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Fig.13 This fully-variable attenuator uses
an 'L'-type ladder network and
makes an excellent wide-band
output section for audio and Pulse
generators, etc.
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Geoff Martin relates to a
stm,ple but pleasing

an infinite series But how do these successive terms
relate?

1/1:1 00 7/2:O 5

sn't Mathematics wonderful! Used as a tool, ii
attempts to model nature and predict the aes_
thetically pleasing proportions of evolution be
they within the shapes of animals, plants or by
artifacts created by the human hand. Natural

shapes appear to be exceedingly compJex at first sight
but under closer examination we often find that natlre
reveals a replication of a simple shape and sc) time con
scious formulae can produce examples which are a
close approximation of the truth. Increasingly, beauti-

fully simple formulae emerge as the most likely rep_
r€sentation of natural events.

ical symbols

fi 
in angular or
us a link withna have almost

universally been used to get closer to nature.
Take a chap like Fibonacci, an Italien mathemati_

t3/27:0.619048 27/34:0.677647
34/5s:0.678182 . 55/89:0.617s78
89/144:0.678056 144/233:0.6t8026

. .Now you can go on doing this as much as you like,
but the significant point is the decimal on either side is
converging to 0.618034 to the first six significant
figures. The left hand column decreases from'one and
the right hand column jncreases from a half of one.

This figure or ra d into one.
called the Golden ra first used b
da Vinci. The ratio known to
Greek geometers. Although no documentaary evi_
dence exists, it seems it was used to proportion their
buildings. Here is the ratio.

1:0.618034 or 1.618:1
Turning this into a ratio on a line, we can see from

Figure 1 where this nt appears spacially.
The golden section i as a ratjo of lengths:

AB AC
It has a numerical value of (JS-\/z or

0.618034

lle_Shape To Stand The Test
Of Time
Turning the ratio into a Golden rectangle
shown in Figure 2. The ratio of the widthlo
0.618034. This particular rectangle is said
most pleasing proportions to th e eye andconsequently

proportion found in
nature.

2/3:0.6666
5/8:0.625

3/5:0 6000
8/1s:0 615385

r-\v
-

A-

-

AB BC
BC = AC = 0.619034

OR 1.618:1

FigI The Golden Ratio created on a line in mean
and extreme ratio

L

f =fl.oreoo+

(a)

-,

(c)
Fig.2 The Golden Bectangle and subsequent divisions to

(d)
form a logarithmic spiral
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has been used by many painters and artchitects

thoughout history for the outline of a landscape pic-

ture, within the picture itself , or to proportion buildings
The technique of using 'dynamic syrnmetry' within

many paintings, sculpture, pottery and buildings must

have had a profound af{ect upon local communities
because the architectural and artistic merit of such a
geometrical arrangement has ensured their partial

preservation throughout wars and the ravages of pollu
tion. This is exemplified within some Grecian monu-
ments, for the Greeks must have known all about the

ratio as the Golden rectangle is incorporated into The

Parthenon and also into the Grecian way of life.

Another shape of symbolic significance is the
pentagram seen in Figure 3. An archaic symbol of

health, and now an important national symbol oI the

USA, this regular 'star' has golden proportions.
For AB/BC:1.618034 and BE is cut into the

same ratio BD/DE:1.618034 by the chords of the

regular pentagon.
Returning to the rectangle, an interesting devel-

Fig.3 The regular five-pointed star and pentagon
with golden proportions

opment can be seen if we now divide this dhape up into
a square and rectangle shown in Figure 2b. The result-

ing rectangle is also 'golden'. Continued further as in

Figure 2c until no more rectangles can be produced a

shape called a logarithmic spiral can be drawn within

the squares and rectangles (Figure 2d). Nature has pro-

duced logarithmic spirals in 'snail-type'creatures in the

sea and on land.
The most striking occurence of this is within the

head o{ the sunflower (Figure 4). The seed head

arrangenent follows logarithmic spiralpatterns and the

number of clockwise spirals to the number of anti-

clockwise spirals are two successive terms of the Fibo-

nacci series. One might have expected from a sym-

metry in nature that the number of spirals would be

equal in either direction!
Is there a consistency in nature to produce the

higher Fibonacci number of spirals in one direction?
The same e{fect occurs in a pine cone and is

somewhat easier to count. Examination of the base

should verifu this (see Figure 5) and the photograph.
Returning to the origina[ Fibonacci series of num-

bers, there is the same curious mathematical connec-

ton within plant growth. A shoot will twist as it grows,

producing leaves on the stem. The twisting and number

of leaves produced relates to this series. Figure 6 shows

some possible arrangements. Looking from the top, 6a

has half a turn anticlockwise to the next leaf up the

ETI MARCH 1992
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stem. Figure 6b shows 3/5 ol a turn to the next leaf and

finally in 6c 5/8 of a rotation is taken up to the next leaf .

These are simpllfied diagrams, but it shows a trend.

Why do plants trvist as they grow up anyvJay and do all

plants twist the same way? Could it be affected by the

rotation o{ the earth and rather tike the spiralling o{

water down the plughole, whether the plant is twist
direction sensitive in the northern or southern hemis-

phere. What an intriguing thought! While on the sub-
ject o{ bean shoots and seeds, we digress here - which
ever way one plants a runner bean seed (remember

from your school days), the root always knows which
way to grow. Has the seed an in-built gravity detector?

The Shape of Things Ib Come
Back to pleasing proportions, today's world has a host

of rectangular ratios ranging from ,A4 paper (1.41:1),

Laptop LCD screens (1.58:1) and TV screens (1.33:1).

Whether these shapes provide us with a degree of sub-

conscious satisfaction within our brains remains debat-

able.

Regarding the latter, discussions have taken place

over the aspect ratio o{ future TV screens. Present

...""nd use 4:3 and the proposed wide-screen TV

looks as if it is settling around 16:9. Based on cinema
pictures it is in fact a wider rectangle compared to the

G@en rectangle (14.56:9). Given the choice, most

su jects when asked opted{or a picture ratio of 15:9 as

the most pleasing but 16:9 has been chosen to keep the
film industry happy.

In conclusion, it would be interesting to know
whether the Golden ratio through creations crafted by

man has been and will be 'a timeless shape' If ii does

remain, will it be because we like to mimic some natural

shape with golden proportions not discovered yet, a

shape that came before us, perhaps an evolutary guide

for us to hanker after our roots?

Afterthoughts
What about all the other similar series where the next

r,iumber is the summation of the previous two terms,

like:
0,2,2,4,6,10,16,26,42.......... .. i
0,3,3,6,9,15,24,39,63,102,165 .......... ...... ii

0,4,4,8,72,20.32.52.84.......... ...............iii
0,5,5,10,15,25,40,65,105,. .'... .....iv
2,5,7,12,19,37,50,81,737,212 ..... .... v
t.3.4,7,1r,t8,29,47,76,123,199.... .......vi

-
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We can forget series i and
iii as they are double and quad-
ruple rhe Fibonacci series
respectively. But if we take the
other series and find the series
of fractions as before, we find

1o
,2

(b)

Fig.6 Shoot growth in relation to the Fibonacci series

I (0.618034) arise
makes you think, i
did, instead of the

nacci series unique to nature or do the other seri€s of
numbers have any significance? Furth
sidei the beginings of these sequence
the question: what about any number
. . . -16,9,-5,4,-7,3,2,5,7,72, . . .

. . . -24,75,-9,6,-3,3,0,3,3,6,9, . . .

. . . 25,-75,70,-5,5,0,5,5,10

. . 7,-4,3,-7,2,1,3,4,7,11,18

erical symmetry
again infinite in
mind or are do

Why not do some investigations yourself to f:nd
out some of the answers?

l-\

-Aq
)d
-

Fig.7 The Parthenon designed with the Golden Ratio in mind

Fig.5 A Pine cone
arrangement of spirals
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istic of a surface at
6000 K. If the sun's
temperature was
considerably higher,
therefore, there
would be a higher
proportion of
energy emitted in
the ultraviolet range
of wavelengths. This
'temperature of a

surface' is also
described as the
colour temperature
o{ a light source. An
ordinary tungsten
lighi bulb has a

colour temperature
of 2600 K.
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UltraYiolet
Radiation

he sun is a source of a broad range of elec-

lromagnetic radiation. Figure 1 shows the
distribution of radiation {rom the sun in
terms of spectral irradiance in units of mW

per square centimetre of power per nm

step in wavelength. The higher the value oi this term

then the greater the amount of radiation at the cor-

responding wavelength. Two graphs are in fact shown.

The upper curve is that outside the earth's atmosphere
while the lower one is that relating to radiation at sea

level.
The shape of the curve ii basically derived from

the so called 'btack body' radiation emitted by the sun.

For a sur{ace at a specific temperature, there is a cor-

responding spread or distribution of wavelengths or

emitted radiation. Figure 2 shows the distribution of

radiation for surfaces at a range of temperatures. The

hotter the surface the more radiation of shorter wave-

lengths is emitted.
For surfaces betow 1000 K, no ultraviolet radia

tion is produced, whlte a surface at 2000 K will
produce a small amount of radiation down to 200 nm.

The shape of the upper curve of Figure 1 is character-

While there are specific 'dips' in the lower curve of
figure 1, in the visible and infra red wavelengths, ozone

in the atmosphere acts to block out the shorter Ultra

300 400

FigI Spectral irradience produced by the sun at the earth's orbit
(upper curve outside atmosphere: lower curve at sea level)

encountered from artificial lamps since it is iotally

absorbed by the earth's atmosphere. UVA and UVB

tend to interact with the skin in different ways' WA is

Violet wavelengths below about
29Onm. Thus although there maY be

significant amounts of this radiation
present in space around the earth, it is

not allowed to penetate to ground

level.
Ultraviolet radlation is conveni-

ently broken down into convenient
wavelength extents, being described

as either WA, WB or LJVC in
.tncreasing order of photon energy.

Table 1 outlines the wavelength

bands corresponding to the regions

of radiation.
LIVA and UVB are Present in

normal sunlight and UVA is typically
produced by artificial sun tan equip-

ment. LIVC radiation is onlygenerally

by Douglas Clarkson
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Fig.2 Spectral irradience produced by a black body radiation
rof a specific temperature. With increasing temperature,
more energy is generated towards shorter wavelengths

Table 1: World Health Organisation Classification of
Ultra violet regions.
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Fig.3 Relative spectral power of UV treatment lamp with
UVA and UVB contributions

more Penetrating
than UVB though
UVB is more dam-
aging to the skin in
terms of response
per unit of absorbed
energy. On q clear

summer's day the maximum intensity of UVA will be

about 5 mW/cm2 while the corresponding figure for

UVB will only be O.2 m\Nlcm2.
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Uses of tIV Radiation
Ultra violet radiation is used in a broad range of medi-
cal, industrial and leisure activities. Where artificial
sources are used, these should be used with appropri_
ate caution.

Fig.4 Main elements of a UV detector
incorporating a photodiode

required. ethods would in this eventuality
be heat, de or exposure to high levels of
Gamma
Indushial
The use of ultra violet radiation in indushy is primarily
for acceleration of chemical reactions such as in the

radiation is mainly
wn optical fibres to
on at the site where

Laboratory Equipment
Extensive use is made of the measurement of the rela_
tive absorption of visible and ultraviolet radiation as it
passes through sa
of analysis utilise
wavelengths cann
tivity.
Detection of Art Frauds
Ultraviolet light has been extensively used to detect art
forgeries. The mechanism used is that of fluorescence
where photons of ultraviolet light ,excite, atoms on a
picture surface to emit visible photons of light. The dis-
tribution and colour of the photons observed is char_
acteristic of the age and composition of the paint and
varnish layers of the picture.

An old marble surface such as that of an ancient
Greek statue will tend to fluoresce a yellowish-green
coldur while a more modern cut surface will vield a
bright violet colour.
Leisure

specialists remain cautious about extensive exposure
to such radiation. Extensivework has been undertaken
to try and assess the possible benefits and hazards

In the medical sph is that of whole
body UVA therap is a distressing
condition where s anisms of skin
metabolism become disturbed and large areas oI the
body become covered in unsightly ikin scales. A

Medical

therapy inhoduced in the 1970,s
called the PUVA beatment
involves the sensitisation of the
patient's skin to WA radiation
by means of the drug such
as 8-methoxypsoralin (8-MOp)
either by oral tablets or body
immersion in a bath or applica-
tion of creams This particular
drug was initially mainly extracted
from papyrus reeds
grown in the region of
the Nile Delta, though
subsequently other
sources of supply have
been obtained. New

types of photosensitising drugs are con_
stantly being investigated to try and find a
more effective treatment.

AIter the skin has become sensitive, the
patient stands in a whole body cabinet
termed a PUVA cab
for a specified treat
such treatments us
basis typically leads
tion in t',ruo or three m patients
treated on the basis of cific dose
energy for a specific treatment.

Table 2 shows the values of absorbed
dose for specific treatment times for a range
of typical UVA intensity values. Tubes have
to be replaced so that treatment times do not
become to long

Energy Dose (Jf Treatment mWcm2 Time to deliver dose (mins)

Table 2: Treatment times for specific values of
Energy Dose and treatment intensities.
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Fig.6 Sensitivity in A/W for a Silicon diffused photodiode as a
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a6sociated with this type of therapy. Details of the
effect of ultraviolet radiation on the skin will be given in
a later section.

Detecting Ultra Violet Radiation
Figure 4 indicates the main elements of an ultraviolet
radiation detector element. There is initially some ele-

ment of protective cover required In addition a filter
response element is used to select a specific wave-

length band. The actual sensing element, such as a sili-

con or Ga-As detector will also have its own wave-

length sensitivity. The principal used in such semicon-
ductors is that of the photoelectric effect where an inci-

dent photon raises electons to the conduction band of
the semiconductor, resulting in net flow of current. The
actual response of the detector with wavelength will be
influenced by all three components of the system.

Usually, the main factor is the wavelength response o{
the Iilter element. Silicon based detectors tend to have

a response which extends into the infra red though Ga
-As devices have the advantage of being much less sen-

sitive in this region.
The short wavelength limit of ultraviolet sensitiv-

ity of silicon is determined to a large extent by the radi-
ation penetration of ultra violet photons in silicon. W
radiation tends to be absorbed in the first 0.1 micron
thickness of the detector and o{ten due to surface
deposits on the semiconductor surface, the response
to UV radiation is correspondingly degraded.

The radiation penetration depth of silicon as a
{unction of wavelength is shown in Figure 5

Figure 6 shows the response o{ a typical 'UV-blue'
silicon photodiode. Such wavelength responses are

specific to particular manufacturing processes The

'window' on such devices is usually made of fused silica
since a standard glass window would absorb wave-
lengths shorter than about 300 nm.

As indicated previously, it is essentially the filter
element used with a specific detector that determines
the wavelength response of the detection system
Figure 7 shows the specific set of fi lter responses used
for UVA, UVB and UVC. Table 3 indicates the corre-
sponding peak response wavelength and bandwidth
(FWHM) for a specific commercial unit.

Response PeakWavelength FWHM

37nm

34nm
'10nm

Table 3: Data for UVA, UVB and UVC filters uses in a

specific commercial UV meter.
The filters used for this 'building block' approach

to UV sensor construction are in fact a subset of a
much more extensive set of commercially available
interference filters covering the ultraviolet, visible and
infra red ranges of radiation. The cost of such filters
can often be considerably more than that of the silicon
or GaAs photodiode used to convert incident photons
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Fig.7 Spectral response in UVA, UVB and UVC ranges for a

typical commercial UV measurement unit

into current.
The recent development of semiconductor tech-

nology has favoured the use of Ga-As devices {or
detection of UVA and UVB radiation. Figure 8 shows
the spectral response o{ two devices produced by
Hamamatsu which include a Ga-As photodiode and a

separate {ilter element. One device, the G3614 is pri-
marily a UVA device while the G3614-01 senses

mainly in the UVB. The active area of the device is only
0.8 by 0.8 mm while the filter element is approimately
3.6 x3.6 mm in size. The UVA detectorhas some sensi-

tivity in the UVB range, through this would not be a

problem for measuring UVA in sunlight or
from WA tubes since the UVB contribution
would normally be relatively small. Figure 9
shows a typical circuit used with the photo-
diode sensor to measure UV radiation. It is
important when using such photodiodes to
shield the sides of the sensor since the
photodiode itself will be sensitive to optical
wavelengths.

Figure 10 shows also a UV radiation to
frequency conversion circuit using the
G3614 type devices where the output fre-
quency is modulated by the input UV level.
In order to structure a circuit where the out-
put frequency was proportional to the input
level of UV radiation, a specific V/F chip

such 6s the Teledyne TC9400 seriei would be more
annronriate."|in"r" 

types of senso.r are designed for high
volu-rne applications, such as personal ultra violet dose
meters or for educational science equipment. Where a

more specific wavelength response is required, other
combinations of semiconductor detector and {ilter
outlined previously would be selected. This solution
would certainly be more expensive than the Hama-
matsu devices which cost only about f8.00 (+ VAT)
each.

The circuit of Figure 10 is acting as a simple cur-
rent to voltage generator where current flowing {rom
the photodiode to ground passes through the resistor
R1, raising the potential at the output of the opera-
ticinal amplifier accordingly.

Part of the problem of using such devices is the
need to provide physical protection to the-,specific
sensor in the housing of the sensor probe. The prob-
lem has typically been in relation to UVB detection.
Recent developments in materials science, such'as the
Schott product Ultran 30, whose absorbtion spectrum
is compared in Figure 11 with materialBKT, provides a
convenient new material to shield UVB sensors The
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Fig.8 Spectral response of Hamamatsu G3614 (UVA) and
G3614-01 (UVB) photodiodes
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cf
l0-100p

VD=Rlxtsh

Fig.9 Simple photovoltaic circuit used with G3614
photodiodes to rneasure levels oI UVA/UVB

figure shows the absorbtion for a 5 mm thickness o{
00 nm, the mid point of the UVB range,
absorbtion is only about 4%, while it iiat
theBKT.

The sensitivity of UV detectors is often described
in terms of values of Amps per Watt of incident radia
tion._Typ,ical values for,photodiodes are in the region
of 0.5A/W. In the caseof a smallphotodiodewith a 0.5
-.T iation levelofs WA) ,the

cro amps.

temperature difference across the array of thermocou_
ples. This in turn generates an output voltage which
can be measured and displayed.

ev ' how-
s, with

dlt morg
EC

Interaction of IJV Radiation
Production of lVitamin D

Units. Chronic lack of vitamin D results in the disease
known as rickets. Exposure to U\B radiation over a
yearly c7cle acts to top up the body,s reserves of the
vitamin.

results in an improvement in vitamin D status of such
individuals.
Skin Interaction
There are basicalJy two elements to understanding the
interaction betr,,reen the UV radiation and the skln.
One is to separate out the effect of the basic sensitivity
of the skin to UV radiation as a function of incident
wavelength The other is to considerwhat constitutes a
safe exposure of either natural solar radiation or artifi-
cially produced UV radiation. Table 4 shows how the

has to be given to achieve the same element of skin
reddening In numerical terms, this factor is beh.r,,een
2000 and 3000.

the s il:' :
mate etre.
dening is therefore the summed contribution of a
range of wavelengths with a wide variation in resulting
skin sensitivity.

Other Detection Methods
A photomultipliertube with an appropriate win
dow for UVradiation is tgpically used for detect_
ing Jow Jevels

devices usual
of incident en
ter than a p

While such devices can detect very low
level of UV radiation, their spectral response is
not flat across the UV range. photomultiplier
detectors have the disadvantage,of requiring a
high voltage stabilised power supplv Their

igrl is a
ge of rh
i#uiru is

bath" in
and use thermal detectors such as miniature
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Fig.11 Diagram of transmittance of Ultran 30 as a
function of wavelength

t=$ * ftr"""1
OSCILLATION FBEOUENCy = I

r=f rx.r

Fig.10 Simple circuit for demonstrating V to F characteristics
using the Hamamatsu photodiode



Action Spectra

n?lJ
Wavelength

nm

0 00009

0,0001

0.001

005

0.03

Table 4: Values of action spectra as a lunction of
wavelength. The peak of skin sensitivitv occurs at

around 300nm.

The tanning of the skin can be produced by UVA
exposure without 'burning' of the skin which is charac-

teristic of UVB exposure This is why it is possib)e to
safely receive a given energy dose to the skin from UVA

sun tan tubes but experience serious burning from an

equivalent dose from solar radiation which has signifi
cant UVB contributions.

LIVB is, however, some 600 times more effective

in producing tanning effects than UVA

Skin Cancer
A wide range of clinical studies have investigated the

link between skin cancer and Ultra Violet radiatlon.
Figure 12 indicates the incidence of male non
-melanoma skin cancer as a function of annual ultrav-

iolet exposure. Studies have also been undertaken of
the incidence of the more serious malignant mela-

noma as a Iunction o{ sunspot activity Figure 13

shows there is a steady increase in the observed incid-
ence with time but this seems also to be influenced by

the level of sunspot activity. This cancer link is asso-

ciated with UVB type radiation and current medical
advice is therefore to minimise exposure to UVB radi-
ations. The increased incidence of skin cancer is asso-

ciated with increasing social trends for 'sun and sea'

foreign holidays where very large doses of W with
harmful UVB components are accumulated in a short
time scale. It is suspected that the'short sharp tan' may

add an additional degree of risk compared with the

accumulation of the same dose over a longer iime
interval.
Minimising Exposure
The key element to minimising exposure is naturally

enough not to expose too much skin or use adequate

sun screen preparations. The so called sun protection

factor (SPR) is the ratio of exposure time to produce a

given skin reaction to that of unprotected skin. Thus

the higher the number, the more elfective the level of
protection A value of 10, for example, would allow

someone to remain in the sun a factor of 10 times

longer without burning compared with the time taken

with no protection. The protection Jevel against UVB is
the most important element of the sun screen's formu-
lation.

Articles of clothing would be expected to have a

ETI MARCH 1992

high equivalent protection factor While articles such

as cotton tops can have a value greater than 1000,

values for materials such as polyester can be as low as

4 Perhaps summer beach wear should also have its
UV protection factor indicated

The Nature of Ozone and the
Link ruith Levels of IIVB
Radiation
It is the key crucial link behveen atmospheric ozone
concentrations and levels of ground based UVB which

is at present under intense scientific scru'
tiny Most atrnospheric oxygen is present as

02 h,vo atoms bondeC together Ozone

exists as O'. ihree atoms bonded together,
Ozone is thought to form in the atmosphere
due to upwards di{fusing O, molecules

encountering dowtrwards diffusing singly
ionised oxygen atoms At ground level

ozone released in car fumes converts hydro'
carbons from vehicle exhausts into irritating
siitog Ozone is light blue in colour and very
irritating to the lining of the lung Levels in

excess of 1 part per million are hazardous to
h ealth

The valuable role of ozone of absorb
in g the shorter wavelengths of UV radiation,
is in fact achieved by a remarkably small
amount of the gas equivalent to a layer at

normal temperature and pressure of only 3mm. The
ozone exists mainly in the stratosphere beh.l'een

approximately 10 and 50km The maximum concen
tration tends to occur at around 25km.

Normal diatomic oxygen tends to absorb UV
radiation o{ less than 242nm The ozone molecule
tends to absorb radiation less than 320nm. Thus
ozone 'mops up' initially in the UVB range of radiation
while diatomic oxygen absorbs into the UVC range

Figure 14 shows the relatjve absorbtion of radia
tion by ozone in the atmosphere as a f unction of wave-
length and compared with conventional Rayleigh scat-

tering. Ozone is therefore more absorbing in the UVB
range

The depletion oI ozone was Iirst discovered by
British Scientists in the Antarctic While this is

described as a'hole' in the ozone layer, it is probably
more apt to describe it as a depleted area. In October
1990 NASA reported that the level of depletion
obserypd matched the lowest levels observed during
1987 and 1989, so there is anxiety that the trend of
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FigI4 lndication of the effect of ozone and Rayleigh
scattering on incident ultraviolet radiation

ion on the human population is one factor, scientists in
a broad range of earth sciences are investigating the
effects of raised levels of UVB radiation on plant and
marine life in general. There are indications, for exam-
ple, that plants exposed to ihcreased levels of UVB
radiation become more susceptible to disease. This is
stimulating research into creating strains of plants with
'immunity' to increased levels of WB radiation.
Research, however, into determining the influence of
increased levels of LIVB on the ecosphere is only in its
infancy and it is impossible at this juncture to assess
the full environmentalimpact caused bythe erosion of
atmospherlc ozone.

Further Reading:
Non ionising radiation, Microwaves, Ultraviolet and
laser radiation by H. Moseley, Adam Hilger, 1988.

depletion has
not yet been
reversed. The
level of deple-
tion of ozone
on a global
scale is consid-
ered to be
betu,,een 5 and
20% from a di-
verse range of
sources, the

principal one being halogenated hydrocarbons.
The areas around the poles tend to become

depleted ol ozone and periodically become refreshed
from the supplies from less exlreme latitudes.

While the effects o{ increased levels of W radia-
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Keuin Garnell measures
the uoltagebetwun
heauen and earth.

y way of introduction I am the technical
director of Newchapel Observatory &
Natural Sciences Centre (Ref.1) The
observatory was built about 25 years
ago, by tltro brothers and houses an 18

puter. A Dragon 32. Every hour when running this
machine dumps the data onto disc. .Then when

data agon disc can be passed
C loo rocessing. Of course the
e call

The th
something I

tion to the e
earth being
atmosphere is only some 300 km thick. A meteor

:J:: a tj"#.?.i".ii::5i:
just a u of the orange. The

ionised meteor trail effectively lowers the ionised layer
thus increasing the potential gradient and hence ihe
voltage detected at rhe probe. Looking at it another
way the potential of the ionosphere establishes a
potential gradient behryeen the and the
earth. At the point of entry of the potential
is extended down to the bottom o trail con
sequently the same potentidl difference is applied over
a much smaller distance. I believe that this effect will be
local ie. only detectable below the meteor trail and
extending only a few kilometres either side. probably in
proportion to the height of the bottom of the trail. For
example if the bottom of the trail were 40 km above
ground then the effect would only be detected within a
circle of radius 40 km below

Results from radar detection of meteors seem to
suggest that the ionisation caused by the meteor is
rapid followed by a slow decay (relatively). The whole

E-(J
7-v-lE

-,
,-,vA-

-
A
-

reflector. Later they added a planita
done as a hobbyie. they had no finan_

About 6 years ago the site was expanded, in com-
pass not size, to become the Natural Sciences Centre
Ltd, and this is when I came on thb scene as one of the
directors. Its objective was to try to bring to the public
an understanding of science, particularly the sciences
associated with natural phenomena. This is still an
unpaid exercise (although we do now charge visitors an
entrance fee).

Having des equa_
torial drive for th leting
a fully automatic s dur
ing the early work on this that I came across an article
(Ref.2) which suggested that it might be possible to
detect meteors (shooting stars) by their effect upon the
upper layers of the atmosphere.

The ionised layers of the which
extend from about 40-200 km (25 wards
are positively charged with rgspect Much

p, are the
ge at the
atthe{op.
extremely

I saw this as a double interest to us at Newchapel.
First some more information about the weather and its
effects and second, possibly some more astronomical
information. As a consequence I have built the fjrst

name used in the first mention of the project and it,s
stuck so I will continue to use it.

The system is shown in outline in Figure 1 and I
shall discuss it now in general terms Later I shall
describe each item in detail. The system consists of a
very high input resistance voltmeter coupled to a probe
mounted a few metres above ground. The output from
the voltmeter (although these very high resistance volt
meters are more often called electrometers) is moni_
tored via the analogue input port of a small home com,

IONISED LAYER

+++++++++++

Fis.2
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exercise taking only a few seconds The exercise there
fore consists of looking for blips of this order in the
atmospheric voltage. Of course the difficult bit is trying
to convince oneself that the blips detected are due to
meteors!According to my theory, and again this is my
theory and consequently open to question, the
incidence of meteors penetrating the earths atmos-
phere should be greatest during the hours behueen
midnight and midday (sun time, not BST, GMT or any
other variety). This is the period during which the
observation point is facing the direction of earths
travel Common sense suggests one is more likety to
run into something in the direction one is travelling,
especially when the speed is about 100,000 km/hour
(67,000 miles/hour) which is the earths orbital veloc-
ity.

The records so far taken over a few days don't
seem to be biased in this way, although there are a fair
number of blips. They don't seem to show any daily
pattern either which suggests they are not man-made.
This is why we intenl to install h,vo of these devices
about 5 miles-apart so that the h.vo sets of readings can
be compared. Any blips which coincide are likely to be
natural phenomena. Man made noise is unlikely to be
identical in time and amplitude at that distance.

The Dragon micro spends most of its time whir-
ling round in a loop measuring the voltage and com-
paring it with the previous reading ie looking for short
term differences (the blips). The maximum difference

References
1. Newchapel Observatory & Natural Sciences Centre.
Newchapel, Stoke on Trent ST7 4PT.2. 'A new meteor

logging technique" Anthony Hopwood
Electronics & Wireless World June 1989.

High R. esistance Meter Theory
So far I have talked about the lonosphere being posi-
tive and the earth being negative, clouds being negative
at the bottom and positive at the top. It's time to tighten
up the terminology. I shall therefore adopt the com-
mon practice of using the earth as the reference point
and consider it as 'ground' or 0 volts

The device to be described when connected to a
suitable probe allows the potential gradient above the
earth to be measured and compared with actuatphysi-
cal conditions. For instance although the earth-ionos-
phere voltage is positive many clouds carry a negative
charge below and a corresponding positive charge
above Because of their proximity compared with the
ionised layersthis negative charge is far more appar

IONISED LAYER

+++++++++++

GBOUND OV

(a)

Fig 3

for each minute is saved as well as maximum and mini-
mum values. The date and time (daynumber, hcur,
minute) is added to the record. Each entry thus consist-
ing of six values day, hour, minute, maximum value,
minimum value, maximum difference. Hourly the
entries are consigned to a file the name of which is
derived from the current date eg T0610.ECR the T
indicates 1991 then the month and day. The suffix
identifies the source of the data, the earth charge
recorder Each file starts at midnight

The Dragon has no RS232 capability but it does
have a printer portwhich is standard Centronics paral-
lel. A special PCB converts from Centronics to RS232
at 2400 Baud for transmission to an Amstrad PC look
alike for processing. The transfers are performed as
and when convenient (Figure 1).

The PCB in question is one which I designed
some time ago and several of them are in use both here
at my home and at Newchapel. One interface is RS232
at 1200 Baud and the others are 8 bit input and 8 bit
output with strobe and ready respectively. The board
requires plus and minus 12v and 5v.

There is no reason why the job should not be
done by a PC fitted with an analogue input board
except that it then becomes a dedicated processor and
is not available for anything else eg. analysing the data!

ETI MARCH 1992

ent. The voltage at the probe thus wanders betr,veen
positive and negative values depending upon weather
conditions. Figure 2a suggests the cloudless situation
with Figure 2b as the suggested equivalent circuit. With
a charged cloud present the corresponding figures are
3a and 3b. 'Ib detect these voltages at all is not easy as
the input resistance of the voltmeter used must be very
hlgh indeed A{ter all, the resistors in figures 2b and 3b
are the atmosphere. The effective resistance of which is
dependant among otherthings on the amount ofwater
vapour present

The input resistance of the device to be described
was measured as 25,000 Megohm How this was
measurgd will be discussed later. The input voltage
allowed is *10 to -12 volts

Now to consider the the basic circuit and its oper-
ation, the input stage is derived from a simple op-amp
bulftr (Figure 4). The input resistance is that of the op-
amp in parallel with the inflrt resistor R. Since my cata-
logue shows the input resistance o{ a typical FET input
op amp to be 1.5 T ohms (1.5 x 1012) we can forget the
op-amp resistance as it is more than an order of magni-
tude greater than the figure being aimed at. Which sim
plifies everything and just Ieaves R as the effective input
resistance. However 10,000 Meg resistors are not read-
ily available! The best one can easily do is 10 Megs. 10
of which bundled in series gives 100 Megs and still
leaves us a long way short of the target. Fear not help is
at hand!

Suppose that instead of connecting the input
resistor down to 0v itwas connected to the op-amp out-
pirt as in Figure 5. Since the negative terminal of the
op-amp is within a few millivolts of the positive terminal
there would only be these few millivolts across R and so
itwould look to the outside world like a very large resis-
tor. Unfortunately any voltage at the input sufficient to
establish this currentwould causethe op amp to switch
completely to the supply rail either positive or negative
depending on the sense of the input. Another way of
looking at this arrangement is that there would be posi-
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Fig.5

tive feedback beh,r",een output and input and with a gain
of 1 the op-amp would behave as a trigger.

Since Figure 4 and Figure 5 are two unacceptable
extremes how about trying a compromise? Figure 6
shows this compromise with the input resistor R tapped
bet'ween the output of IC1 and 0v by resistors R1 and
R2.

Now to see what the effect is. I will use standard
computer symbols for the arithmetic to avoid possible
ambiguity through using a typewriter. For those not
immediately familiar with BASIC or other computer
languages, an asterisk indicates multiply. Expressions
inside brackets are worked out first, otherwise . and /
are worked out first followed by * and -.

Consider Figure 6.
Let the input voltage be E
Voltage across R1*R2 : E because the gain of

IC1 iS 1

Let the input current be I which is also the current
through R Let the voltage across R2 be V

Let the input resistance be Ri
Then:
r:R/(E V)
Ri:E/I
v:E"(R2l(R1+R2 ))
l:(E v)/R
r:(E (E"R2l(R7+R2D/R
r:E.( 1 (R2l(R1+R2) ))/R
r:E"(R1/(R1+R2))/R
Ri:E/(E.(R1/(R1+R2 ) )/R)
Ri:R/(R1/(R1+R2 ))
Ri:R-(R1+R2)/R1
If R2 is large compared with R1 (which it is) this

becomes Ri:R'R2/R1
Putting this simply into words, the input resistance

is equal to the value of the resistor R, multiplied by the
ratio betureen R2 and R1, always with the proviso that
R2 is large compared with R1f ' '

The Reality t

Figure 7 shows the circuit gith practical values added.
R is a 100M and consists ofJ0 off 10M resistors RLis a
10k preset and R2 a 1M variable The 10k preset
enables the maximum value of R1 to be set, if this is
zero then the circuit will be unstable, in practice I have
set the preset to its mid position corresponding to Sk.
This according to the formula derived previouslywould
give an input resisrance o[:
Ri:R.R2/At

:108' 106 / 5"703
: 2"1070 ie. 20,000 Megohm

Figure 8 shows the circuit finally adopted Both
lCs are FET input and the portion of the figure to the
left of the broken line is the primary part of the circuit.
The portion to the right, IC2 is concerned with chang
ing the gain of the system, shifting the ground reference
and buffering the output for input to the Dragon A
conventional meter can be connected to the output of
lC2 if required.

Associated with IC1 components R, R1 and R2
have already been discussed.

R3 and C1 perform hryo functions. They form a
simple low-pass filter to reduce 50 Hz AC. and there,s

always plenty of that arround! Secondly they provide
protection for the input to IC1 from high DC voltages.
The IC has input protection in the form of inteinal
diodes and these in conjuntion with R3 prevent any
large currents from flowing.through the IC.

Before discussing the rest of the circuit a few
It must be appreciated

en considering the high
e that the input connec-

tion is shown as a socket, in fact a standard TV coax
chassis mounted socket, but the outer connection is
not connected to earth but to the output of IC1 This is
part of a general technique for measuring very high
resistances first developed many years ago when
measuring the insulation resistance of cables. To pre-
vent leakage across the surface of the insulaiion
between the cable conductors and the cable sheath,
which in those days was invariably lead, a piece of wire
was wrapped round the iirsulation and connected to
the voltage source being used to measure the resist-
ance. The piece of wire became known as a 

,guard-ring,

and the same technique is used here. Coaxial cable L
used to connect the device to the probe when used for
atmospheric measurements and the outer screen is
connected via the socket to IC1 output. Since the out-
put voltage of IC 1 is the same as its input voltage there
is no voltage difference betureen the cable screen and
its centre conductor and hence no leakage current
behryeen them.

C2 bgpasses any AC components on the screen
to earth to prevent high frequency interference reach-
ing the probe via the screen, whilst R4 provides a bit of

Fig.6

safety buffering for the IC. The low pass filter action of
R4 and C2 also attenuates 50 Hz to reduce the input
resistance to this frequency by not allowing the screen
to operate as guard-ring at 50H2.

The second part of the figure containing IC2
enables gain adjustment,levelshifting and buffering. In
my particular case the analogue input to the monitor-
ing microprocessor only accepts inputs from 0 to +5
volts whereas the output from tC1 varies from -12 to
+10V R5 and R6 convert this from 0 to *11. A further
division by 2 occurrs beh,veen the output resistors R9
and R10 R7 and R8 allow the gain to be increased from
1 to 6. This is convenient for observations where the
probe voltage is close to zero.

Construction
There are no problems with component layout. Every-
thing is happening so slowly components can be put
where convenient! The precautions required in con-
struction are fuuofold. To prevent leakage, particularly
surface leakage, from affecting the input and to shield
the device from stray electric fields. The latter is easily
achieved by mounting the device within a metal case.
The former by mounting lC1 on an insulated platform
which is connected to IC1 output. A repeat of the
guard ring technique in interposing a metallic barrier
at the same voltage as the input behryeen the input con
nections and the rest. This is suggested in Figure 9
which shows the layout I have adopted.

All insulation associated with the input should be
plastic rather than paxolin[/eroboard as is more usual.



In the prototype I found that the easiest construction
was to make a two part aluminium case The bottom
flat with t'wo turn-ups at the end, coax input socket iso-
lated on paxolin (OK here) in tum mounted at one end
oI the base The output, power connectors, and con
trols at the other Figure 9, Fastened to the base of the
case a small breadboard of the sort where components
justpush in. These are made usuaily of nylon, polyester
or ABS which are more suitable because they are
moisture-proof. The secondary advantage of these is
that circuit changes are easily made I have found this a
considerable advantage particularly in making
changes to the scaling done by IC2

Failing a breadboard of this nature Veroboard or
something similar can be used for all IC2 connections
and for the earthed ends of the lC1 components and

Fig.7

the output connections to [C1. However the input con-
nections will have to be birds-nested in this case. Evo
stick or similar will stick IC 1 to its platform. Resistor R is
worth a mention. It should be constructed from ten, 10
Meg resistors mounted on a piece of plastic sheet A
washing up liquid bottle with parallel sides can be cut
up for this Solder the ten resistors togeth er in a zig-zag
then support them by pushing the soldered ends
through holes made in the plastic. Make a hole to
fasten the plastic or leave it to be sel{ supporting. The
arrangement is shown in Figure- 10.

The last important item is C1. Preferably it should
be air-spaced and use ceramic insulation. Concentric
trimmers of about 100p are most suitable.

analogue inputports 0-3. Apeculiarityof the machine
is that allfour inputs are digitised when, and onlywhen,
port 0 is read The value is a 6 bit number. The ports
were intended to be used for joysticks In my case port 0
is connected to a source of one second pulses and port
2 is connected to the output from IC2. As the permitted
input to the ports is 0 to 5 volts the connection is via a
potential divider, R9 and R10 in Figure 8. The 1 sec
ond pulses are obtained fuoma32768kHz crystal and
a 15 bit divider consisting of a 4060 oscillator and
divider followed by a 4024 divider.

The Program Sgmopsis
Put heading and copyright on screen

Reset values max, min and difference
Input date from user and write to file 'T:1991,

U:1992, etc using date as filename
Input comment from user and write to file
Input time hour, minute and second
Put legends on screen
Get in sylrg with clock input
Read "previous value" of input Do
Wait for negative edge of clock
Set internal timer to 0
Update time
Ifseconds:0then
Save data on the minute
Write to file on the hour
Start new file at midnight
End tf
Read input port 1 (requires dummy read of port 0)
Update max, min and maxdifference
Put values on screen
If jobs have taken longer than 1 second then
Update seconds count
Keep in sync with 1 second clock
Loop
The program which follows is identified bythe line

numbers. The discussion and comments are not part of
the program. I should add perhaps that this early ver-
sion of Microsoft Basic doesn't care about spaces
except when they are necessary to avoid ambiguity.
Using other machines may require the addition of

spaces. For instance GOTO2000 is quite Iegal in Dra-
gon Basic and saves space. Other machines may
expect GOTO 2000 Dragon Basic only allows h.vo
characters to identify variables.

Program identity, copyright declaration, clear string space and deolare

array for data,

5 DATA EABTH CHARGE RECORDER V3.02

8 DATA COPYRIGHT K GARWELL 199.I

20 PCLEARl :CLEAR5000:DINIEC$(300)

NOTE:
lC'|,2 = CA3'140
R. = SEE TEXT

Fig.8 Circuit of high resistance voltmeter

The Dragon Program
Fire and Brimstone?
The object is to repeatedly read the value at the input
port, comparing it with the previous value and logging
the difference In this way sudden changes in value
become apparent, while slow changes will not be
logged. This occurs every second. The maximum value
of these dilferences is retained in an array and similarly
the maximum and minimum values read at the port
Hourly the data is written to disk The Dragon has four

ETI MARCH 1992
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Setinitjal dlinenumbe nthescreenfordata,The
Dragon o position as c racter positions 0 to Sl1.
Giving 16

30 lVlX=0rMN=70:LN=320

Constants to identify months and month numbers.
4O MI$=!ANFEB[/ARAPRMAYJUNJULAUGSEPOCTNOVDEC'

50 MN$"',01X02X03X04X05X06X07X08X09X10X11X12X'

To skip all the subroutines and go to the start of the program. 90
G0T01000

SB converts day ber DA to a string of two characters eg. 03 or 11 for
March and Nove r

2OO DA$=STR$(DA)

210 IFDA< lOTHEN[/ID$(DA$,1,1 )='O'ELSEDA$=RIGHI$(DA$,2)
220 RETURN

SB writes DN$ ch is the file name to the file as an identity. Remember
these files are ing to be transmitted to another machine and for

ded in me js in the

91,09i wedbyday

e from

320 CL0SE:DN$="T"+tulQ$+tfig+",1[f "

330 FWBITE DNg;DN$ , -
340 RETUBN

Here,be treasure ie, the program proper starts here, Read and display
heading and copyright,

1000 BEADPN$:BEADCRg

1010 CLS:PRINTPN$;PRINTCR$

lnput month name and convert month name to month number,
102O INPUT'MONTH 3 LEITEBS";MO$

1030 [/p=tNSTB( 1,Mtg,Nl0g):Vt0$=[it jDg([/Ng,[/rB2)

Write date to file,

1O4O INPUT'DAYNUl\ll,HOUR";DA,HB

1050 G0suB200

1060 c0suB310

Add any comment to frle, eg. weather conditions.
1O8O INPUT"COMMENT";CO$

1090 FWRITE DN$;C0$ lnput the time rnformation,
11OO INPUT'IllINUTE, SECOND";MI,SE

Put up headings and legend for data display.

1105 CLS:PRINTPNg:PBtNTCB$

1110 PRJNT@160,' DAY HOUR [/iIN SEC

Get into bit sync with the clock.

Bead the clocx input and wait tilt it becomes zero.

1120 tFJoYSTK(0)rHEN1120

Wait for positive going edge of clock pulse

1130 tFJoYSTK(0)=0THEN 1130

Put up legends

1140 PRINTO224,"I\/AX MIN CV [/AXDIF'
Bead Value of port connected to ECR,

1150 PV=JOYSTK(I) J

The main loop starts here at line 2000 r
Wait for negative edge of c ock pulse,

2000 lF JOYSTK(0) THEN 2000 e
Set the Dragon internal timer (b0thsofd second) to zero, r$

2010 TIMEH=0

Update and prirt the rire on screen.

Note. I signs should be hashes.

2020 sE=SE+1 :tFSE>59THENt!{l=t\/il+1 :sE=sE_60

2030 tFtvlt>5gTHENHR=HR+1 :Mt=0

204O IFHR>23THENDA=DA+1 :HR=O

2050 PHINT0192," ";

2060 PRINTUSING'## ## ## ##";DA,HR,Mt,SE;

Check tc see if a key has been pressed ie user wishes to make a com_
ment,

2O7O IFINKEY$="THEN2lOO

Bead comment and wrrte to file,

2080 PRlNru 96,"'::tNPUT'C0tVMENT";C0S

2090 FWRIIE DN$;C0$

Jobs to be done every minute ie, seconds count = 0,

2100 tFSE<>OTHEN2200

2110 PRINT o LN,DA;HR;lVtl;tVtX;MN;MD;

2120 EC$(En=SIR$(DA)+STRS(HB)+STR$([4t)+SrBg(NtX)+SrRg(MN)+

sTR$(r\4D)

2130 EP=EP+1

Hourly jobs ie, minute count = 0, Write data to file,
2140 lF[/t<>0THEN2180

2150 F0Bl=0T0EP:FWRITE DNg;ECg(t):NEXtEp=0

Write data to fjie,

Daily jobs ie. hour count = 0 midnight,

Open new file with new date,

Z60 IFHR<>OTHEN218O

2170 G0SUB310

Reset max, min, maxdif and increment screen display line number 21g0

lVlN=70:MX=0:MD=0

2190 LN=LN+32:IFLN>448THENLN=320

Every second,

Head the analogue input,

Z is a dummy to cause all ports to be read.

See note above.

2200 Z=JOYSTK(0):CV=JOYSTK( 1 )

Update max min and max difference values,

Then previous value is set to current value for next time round, 2210
IFMX<CV THEN [/X=CV

2220 IF[lN>CV THEN MN=CV

2230 CD=CV-PV:IFCD>MD THENMD=CD

240 PV=CV Print values on screen, Hash signs again, 22b0 pRINT@256,,,

2260 PRINTUSING'## ## ## ##";tVX,MN,CVMD

Nowtnetric

vities, The o 
r-

50ths count 
e

waiting for t I
the seconds count is incremented and the timer correction count
increased by 50,

2270 IFTIMEB-CB>46THENCR=CR+50:SE=SE+1 :GOTO227O

280 IFTI[/ER-CB <48TH EN2280

Finally reset the time correction counter and return to start of loop,
2290 CH=0:G0T02000
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PARTS LIST
Breadbo breadboard, Being mean we use a EuroBreadbo 3E) and cut it down the middle with a

hacksaw

MISCELLANEOUS

sK1

sK2,3

RESISTORS

R

B1

R2

B3

R4

R5,R6

H7

R8

R9,R1O

R11,812

CAPACITOB

C1

C2

C3

SEMICONDUCTOB

|cl,2

NOTES

TV socket chassis mounting, lf an insuiated

one is obtained there is no need for the

insuiation shown in Fig 9,

Connectors of type required to connect to
meter or mrcro, I use a 3,5mm jack socket,

100|V resistor see text

10k trimmer See note below

1 lV variable. See note below.

l0l\/l

1k

1tu1

4tk.

250k variable,

10k

2k2

47-100p, Preferably air spaced trimmer,

alternatively fixed polystyrene 47p,

1 p metallised polyester,

100n metallised polyester

CA3140 FET op-amp,

The values given for Rl and R2 a low for experiment, ln our,,Standard
device" the va ues are 5k fxed for R1 (a pair of 10k in parallel is most
convenient) and 1 lVl fixed for 82.

None of the components are at all special, except if C1 is air-spaced,
and are readiiy obtainable eg, from l\4aplin.
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AMSTRAD PORTABLE
11 79 (PPC1 sl 200).

PC',S FROM E149 (PPC1s12SD).
e179 (PPC16405D). E209
C3O EXTRA.NO MANUALS OR(PPC1640DD). MODEMS

PSU.

HIGH POWEF CAR SPEAKEHS. Srereo par r ourput 1 OOw each
4ohm impedance and consisting ol 6 1 2,wocfer 2,mid renge and
l"tweeter ldealtowo*withtheamp terd6cnbedabove pncoF€r
pair €30 00 Order ref 30P7R
zKV 500 WATT TRANSFOHMERS Sunable for hrgh voirage
exper ments or es a spare f or a m crcwave oven etc 25Ov AC i nput
l1 0 00 ref 1cP93R
MICROWAVE CONTHOL PANEL. Ma ns operated, with rouch
sv, lele wrth 4 dig( d clock, and 2 rclay
out power and one fc r (programmablo).
lde ol preclslon trmer c 16 OO ref 6pl BR
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE.Sranded optca irbres sheathed in black

eigth l/.CO rei 7P298

li'"',Tl" ";::ix..'J ff i:i =&)
1 5P42R

Pack of two PAFi38 bulbs for above u n I 11 2 OO

rei '12P43R

VIDEO SENDER UNIT Transmrt borh audio and video signals
from erther a vrdeo cemeTa vdeo rtrorder or computer to any
standard TV sel wrthrn a 1 00 rangel (tune TV to a spare channel).
1 2v DC op e1 5 00 rei 1 5P39R Suirabte marns adaptor !5 OO ref
5P1 91 R
FM TRANSM|TTERhoused rn a standard work ng 13A adspter
(bug rs mains driven) f26 00 ref 26P2RR. 

A pair or i
lometGs Units qtl,J

cases. e3o oo lLli 
1

ll hand heta unit l'l
wrth a 500'range 2 transmt oower levels reqs pp3 battery Tun-
eable to any F[/ receiver Our pice e1 5 tel 1S]42AR

lVER.9 short -......

no eve merns i:irEil
a-mare r.ao ]E??

WHISPER 2000 LISTENING AlD.Enabtes you to hear sounds
that would otherwse be rnaudbe Complete with headphones
Cased C5 00 ref 5P179R
CAR STEREO AND FM RADlOtow cost stereo system giving
Swattsperchannel. Signa to norse raitobetterthan 45db, wowand
flutter less than 35% Neg eaih 125 OO re{ 25p21 R

of ballery opetr I I
urprce!8.@a I I

Eli
&lus a 60 r"tt la L

porerampl20-21KHZ4 8R 12-14v DC negativeearth Cas6d !25
rel 25P1 4R
NICAD BATTEBIES. Brand new top quatity 4 x AA,s f4 OO ret
4P44R 2 x C's !4 00 ref 4P73R 4 x D,s !9 OO ref 9p12R, 1 x pp3
!6 00 ref 6P35R
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. The ultrmate equivatents book Latest edition l2O OO ref
20P32e
CABLE TIES- t +2mm x 3 2mm wh re nylon pack ol 1 OO !3 OO ref
3P104F Bumperpack ol 1,000res114 OO ref 14p6R

1992 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE NOW
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A COPY PLEASE REOUESI

WHEN OROERING OR SEND US A 6"X9'' SAE FOR A
COPY.

GEIGER COUNTER KlT.Complete with tube, pcB and aI compo-
nents to build a battery operated gorger c@nter. f3g.OO rel 3gp1B
FM BUG KlT.New desrgn wrh PCB embedded corl Transmils.to
any FM radio gv batery req'd 15 O0 ref 5p1 58R
FM BUG Built ardlested supeior gv operaiion !14.00 rei 14p3Fl
COMPOSITE VIDEO KlTS.These convert composite qdeo into
separate H sync V sync and vrdoo 12v DC le Oo ref Bp39H
SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS 12v 29A (tu| toad) g3oo lpm 6,,14,, 1/4,,
O/P shalt New l2O OO @{ 2OP22A
As above but wrth fitted 4 to 1 rnhne reduction box (8oolpm) and
toothed ny on belt drive cog !40 00 rel 4OP8R.
SINCLAIH C5 WHEELSl3 or 16,, dia rnctuding treaded ryre and
innertube Wheelsare black spoked oneptec6poly carbonate 13,,
wheel !6 00 r6i 6P20R 1 6' wheel e6 OO r6f 6p21 R
ELECTRONIC SPEE0 CONTROL KlTIor cs motor pCB and afl
componenis to bulld a speed controller (O-95yo of speed) Us*
pulse width modulatron !17 00 r6f 17P3R
SOLAB POWERED NICAD CHARGER.Charges 4
AA nicads in I hours Brand new end cased f6 OO r6f
6P3R

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN4 1/2,, square brand new rdeat for
boat, car, caravan etc C5 OO ref 5P206
ACORN DATA RECORDER ALF503 Made tor BBC compurer
bul suilable for others lncludes mains adapter leads and book.
!15 00 rel 15P43R
VIDEO TAPES. Three hour superior quelity tapes made under
licencefr 6e2O OO rof
20P20R
PHILIPS LASER. 2MW HELIUM NEON LASER TUBE.
SRAND NEW FULL SPEC C4O.OO REF 4OP1OR. MAINS
POWER SUPPLY KIT T2O.OO HEF 2OP33R HEADY BUILT
AN F 75P4R.
6V ipment but
in e
1 2 TO 220V INVERTER KITAS supptied it wiil handt6 up ro about
1 5 w at220vbutwth a largertranslormeritwLllhandlesOwatts Basic
kit ll 2 00 ref 1 2P1 7R Larger transformer !.1 2 OO r6f 1 2p41 R

-51

VERO EASI WIRE PROTOTYPING SYSTEMtdeal for desgn-
ing projscts on etc Complete with tools, wire and reusable board
Our pice !6 00 Ei 6P33R
MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTORS. ldoal for window dis-
plays etc !5 00 ref 5P'165R
STC SWITGHED MODE POWER SUPPLY22oV or 1 1 ov rnput
g ving 5v at 2A, +24v at 0 25A, +1 2v at 0 1 54 and +90v at 0 4A 16 OO

r6f 6P59R
HIGH RESOLUTION 1 2" AMBEH MONITOR1 2v 1.5A Hercu-
les compatible (TTL input) new and cased f22 OO @l 22P2R
VGA PAPER WHITE MONO monitors new and cased 24Ov
AC. e59 00 ref 59P4Fl
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIERc STKo43 With lhe addition of
a handful ol components you can build a 25 watt ampl fi6r e4 OO ref
4P5SR (Cir@rt dia included)
UNEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new 22Ov rnput +5 at 3A, +12
al 1 A, -1 2 at 1 A Shorl cir@it protectod Ll 2 OO rcl 12P21 R
MlNl RADIO MODULE Only 2" square with 16rrite aeiat end tuner
Supsrhet Req's PP3 banery fl 00 r6f BD716R
BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 2OOMAH 1.2V PACK OF 1

E4.OO REF 4P92R, PACK OF lOO C3O.OO REF 3OP16R
FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 x 52mm !1 OO r€l BDB27R
ALARM TRANSMITTERS. No data avatiabte but nrcety made
complex transmitters 9v operation t4 OO each ref 4P81 R
UNIVERSAL BATTERY GHARGER.Takes AA's, C,s, D,s and
PP3 nicads Holds up to 5 batteries et once New and cased, mai ns
ooeraled e6 O0 ref 6P36R

inputplug disc drive and mother board fly leadg Ourprico isC5 00
(l6s than the fan aloie rculd costl) ref 5P208R
HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS
A pac* of 20 500PF 1 0KV capaciioE iddal fd ionizersTV r6pai Band
high voltage experiments etc Price rs e2 oO rel 2P37ER
DATA RECORDERS
Customer return6d marns battery unils built in mic ideal forComputor
or general purpose audro use P.ice is e4 O0 reI 4P1 00R
SPECTRUM JOYSTICK INTEBFACE
Plugs rnto 48K Spectrum to provid€ e standard Ahri type Joystick
pon Our pnce C4 00 rel 4P101R
ATARI JOYSTICKS
Ok for use with the above tnterlace, our pnce !4 00 rel 4P1 02R
BENCH POWER SUPPUES
Superbly made lully cased (metal) giving 12v at 2A plus a 6V wpply
Fus6d and short qrcuitprotected Forsale allessthan the cost olthe
cas6! Our pdcs is €4 00 rel 4P1 O3R
SPEAKER WIRE
Brown twrn core r nsulatod cable 1 00 fe6t tor 12 00 REF 2P79R
MAINS FANS
Brand new 5" x 3" completo with mounting plate quite powerfull and
quite Ourpriceel 00 ref CD41R
DISC DRIVES
Custom6r r6lurnedunitsmixed capacities (upto 1 44M)We haw not
sorted these so you jusl get lhe nerit one on tho shelf Price is ong
e7 00 ref 7P1R (rcnh il even as a stipper)
HEX KEYBOARDS
Brend new units approx 5" i 3" only !1 0O eech rel CD42R
PROJECT BOX
51 /2" x 31 12" x 1 " black ABS with screw on lid !'l 00 rel CD43R
SCART TO SCAHT LEADS
Ba.gain pice l6ads at 2 lor !3 00 ref 3P1 47R
SCART TO D TYPE LEADS
Standard Scart on one end, Hi densty D type on the other Pack of
ten l6ads only f7 00 ref 7P2R
OZONE FRIENDLY LATEX
250m1 botile of liquid rubbersetsin 2 h@rs ldealformountrng PCB's
fixing wires etc e2 00 each .ef 2P379R
OUICK SHOTS
Standard Atari compalible hand controller (same as joysticks) @r
price is 2 lore2 00 161 2P380R
VIEWDATA SYSTEMS
Brand new unrts made by TANDATA complete with 1 200/75 built tn
modem infra r6d remote controlled qwerty keyboard BT appproved
Pr€stel compalrble, Centronics printer port RGB colourand compos-
(e oulput (rcrks with ordinary television) complete uth pow6r
supply and fully cased Our pice is only C20 00 ref 20P1R
3INCH DISCS
ldeal lor Amstrad PCW and Spedrum +3 machtnes pack ol 1 0 discs
is!120Oref12P1R
AC STEPDOWN CONVEFTOR
Cased unrts that convert 240v to 1 1 0v 3" x 2' wth matns input !@d
and 2 Fin American output socket (suitable ror resistive loads only)
our price f2 00 rel 2P381 R
SPECTRUM +3 LIGHT GUN PACK
complete with software and instructions 18 O0 ref 6P58R
CURLY CABLE
Extendsfrom 8" to 5 fe€ll D connector on one end, spade connectoc
on lhe other ideal for joysticks elc (6 core) C1 00 each ref CD44R
COMPUTER JOYSTICK BARGAIN
Pack of 2 joystrcks only !2 00 ref 2P382R
MINI MONO AMPLIFIER PACK
4 amplilieB lor f2 001 3 watt units 9- 1 2v operation ideal lor experi-
ments etc €2 00 rel 2P383R
BUGGING TAPE RECORDER
Small hand held cassette recorders that only operate when there is
s@nd th6n Urn olt 6 seonds after so you c@ld leavs il in e rcom all
dayand]ustrecordanythingthatwassard PicetsC20 00ref 20P3R
IEC MAINS LEADS
Complete wrth 13A plug our pdce is only €3 00lorTWOl rof 3P148R
COMPUTER SOFTWARE BARGAIN
10 cassettes with games tor commodoE 64, Spectrum etc Our
bargain prie one pound! ref CD44R
NEW SOLAR ENERGY KIT
Contai ns I solar calls, motor, tools, fan etc plus educational booklot
ldeal lor th€ buddi ng enlhusiast! Pice is q1 2 0O ref 1 2P2R
FUSE PACK NO 1

Filtytuses'1 1/4" long (glass) quick blow 1 0 popularvaluesE2 OO rel
2P3A4R
FUSE PACK NO 2
Fif tytuses20mm long (9lass) quick blow 1 0 popularvaluose2 OO 16,
2P3E5R
POTENTIOMETER PACK NO 1

30 pols for !3 001 ideal lor etc RelCD45R

35MM CAMERAS Customer returned units with built in flash and !
28mm lens 2 lor C8 OO ref 8P2oo I I
STEAM ENGINE Standard Mamod 1332
engine complele with borler piston elc 130
ref 30P200
TALKING CLOCK
LCD displ6y, alarm, b€ttory operated
Clock wrll announce the time 8t the
push ol a button and when the
alarm is du6 The alarm is switchablB---_ _
lrom voice to a cock crowinglel4 00 ref 14P200 R
HANDHELD TONE DIALLEBS
Small units that are designed to hold owr the mouth pi@€ ot e
lelephone to send MF dialling tonos ldeal lorthe remote cont@l ol
answer machines !5 00 rel 5P209R
COMMODOBE 64 MICRODRIVE SYSTEM
Completo ca$d brand new dives with disc and eftwa@ 10 tm6s
lasler than lape machines wolks with any Commodore 64 getup
The orgi nal pnce for these was 149 00 but we can olferth6m to you
at only !25 001 Ref 25P1R
USED SCART PLUGS
Packof 1 0 plugs suitable for making up leads onty f5 OO r6f 5P2O9R
C CELL SOLAR CHARGEB
Samestyleas@r4xAAchargerbutholds2C cells Fuily cased with
llip top lid Our price €6 @ Ref 6P7SR

COLOUR MONITORS

AMSTRAD CTM644

RGB INPUT

c75.00 HEF A7sP1

TOR PACK.1 0 x 50 values (5oo resistors) all 1 /4 watt ?/o
metal film !5 00 rel 5P170R
CAPACITOR PACK 1.100 assorted non €lectrolytjc capacitoB
12 00 161 2P286R
CAPACITOR PACK 2. 40 assorted electrolytic capaotors q2 OO

tel 2P287P.
OUICK CUPPA? 12v immersion heater with lead and cigar [ghter
plug !3 O0 ref 3P92R
LED PACK .50 red leds, 50 green leds and 50 yellow leds all 5mm
Qg 00 ref 8P52R
FERRARI TESTAROSSA. A true 2 channel radio controlled car
wrth forward, reve6e, 2 gears plus tJrbo Working headltghts

MIRACOMWS4OOO MODEMS

v21t23

ATCOMANDSET

AUTODIAUAUTOANSWER

FULL SOFTWARE CONTHOL

TONE AND PULSE DIALLING

PIR LIGHT SWITCH Beplaces a standard light switch rn seconds
light operatss when anybody comes within deteciicn range (4m) and
stays on lor an adjustgble tme (15 scs to 15 mns). Complete wrlh
daylight sensor. UnrGlso functions as a dimmer swttchl2OO watt
max Not suitable lor f l@resc€nts !'1 4 OO ref 1 4Pl OR
CUSTOMER RETURNED 2 channellull function radio @ntrolled
cars only !8 00 r6f EP2OoB
WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO! FIWAM radio rakes re-
chargeable balfries complote with hand charger and solar panel
14P200R +i s.
240 WATT RMS AMP KIT Stereo 3O-O-30 psu required q4O OO ret
40P200R
300 WATT RMS MONO AMP KIT E55.00 Ps required ref
55P200
ALARM PIR SENSORS Standard 1 2v atarm typesensorwilt inrer-
face to most alarm panols !16 0O ref 't6P20O

ALARMPANELS2zon6casdkeypadentry 6nlryexittmedelay
etc f18 00 ref 18P200
MODEMS FOR THREE POUNDS!I
Fully cased UK modems designed tor dial up sysrem (PSTN) no data
or inlo but only €3 00 rel 3P1 45R
TELEPHONE HANDSETS
Bargain pac* of 1 0 brand new handsets with mic and speaker only
!3 00 ref 3P1 46R
BARGAIN STRIPPERS
Computer keyboards Loads of switchss and components excellent
velue at !1 0O r6f CD40R
PC POWER SUPPLIES
Th6s units ate new bul need attenlion complgte wtth case, ,fan IEC

285 MOTHER gOARo WITH 6'OK RAM FULL SIZE METAL
CASE, TECHNICAL MANUAL, KEYBOABD ANO POWER SUP.

Y el39 REF 139P1 (no i/o cards or drves included)

&W.{---
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In thefirst of two
articles, James Archer

t is not so many years ago that if you wanted the
best source of high quality audio you tuned to
the VHF/FM services of the BBC, and jt was
well known that Radio 3 in particular took a
great pride in providing the best of classical

music at the highest possible technical quality. Only
the real hi fi enthusiast who was prepared to spend
hundreds of pounds on the most exotic turntable
equipm r hope to better the
availabl dio, and even then
difficult records in top c)ass
more than a few months. All this changed with the
introduction of the Compact Disc system, which for
the first time brought digital sound recording to any
ordinary listener who was prepared to buy a relatively
inexpensive CD-player Compared with vinyl record
ings, cassette tapes, or even reel-to-reel recordings, CD
gave an immense and immediatelv noticeable
improvement in sound qu51ity. wirh a toral lack of
background hiss, due io lxeviously unheard of signal
to noise ratios, and a phenomenal dynamic range
which could enable you ftr hear the most pianissimo of
sounds as well as the loudest percussion, withotrt dis-
tortion - provided that the rest of your system could
cope, of course!

This meant that for the first time the average lis

tener could now obtain better quality sound from his
own digital Compact Disc equipment than could pos-
sibly come over the air from the broadcasters. Even
though the broadcasters soon began to use CD play-
ers for their source equipment. and the links between
the studios and transmitters have {or years been carry-
ing digital signals, there is no way of avoiding the fact
that the quality of the transmitted signals must be
degraded from that of the original CD because they
must be transmitted over an FM analogue system that
was designed and built a long time ago Neither the sig-
nal to noise ratio nor the dynamic range of the broad-
cast analogue FM signals can compare with those of
CD, and since therc are akeady many millions of listen -

ers equipped with standard FM receivers, it would not
be sensibly practicable to change the transmission
standard; various ideas for providing 'improved' FM
signals have been put forward over the years, but in
general they all suffered from the disadvantage that
unmodified receivers would provide an output that
was in some way disrorted.

Television introduces digital
sound
Television sound has always been of poorer quality
than FM radio, but the last three years have seen the
introduction of an extra digital sound carrier which is
added to the existing TVvision and sound signals. This
NICAM (Near Instantaneous Companded Audio Mul-
tiplex) system has brought htgh quality digital stereo
audio to those who choose to buy new receivers, whilst
still enabling existing receivers to receive the normal
quality FM sound The amount of digltal data that is
carried on the additional radio frequency carrier is
728Kbit/s, which is sufficient to provide turo high qual-
ity audio channels, which can be used either for stereo
or for t,vo different languages to accompany the pro
grammes.

lntroducing digital sound radio
In an ideal world it might be thought possible to use a
similar technique to add a digital sound signal on
another carrier within the bandwidth of the FM radio
signal, but in reality it turns out that there is insufficient
bandwidth available Figure 2 shows the baseband
spectrum of a typical FM radio signal, and it can be
seen that there is in fact an existing additional carrier at

takes an in-depth look at
Digital Radio
Broadcast'ing.
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57kHz, which is used for the Radio Dara Sy:iem trans-
missions which help listeners rr.ith soecial RDS receiv,
ers to make use of facilities such as auiomatic tuning
and programme identification,

The amount of data thar can be ransmitted on
the RDS carrier without causing ruerterence to the
main sound signal is limited to o;rir about 1200 bits/
sec, and even though it has also beer found possible to
carry some additional informaron for a Radio Teletext
service on a third carrier at 69kHz. rhere is, unfortu-
nately, nowhere near enough capaci4'for a high qual-
ity digital sound signal to be adced as well. Since milli-
ons of listeners with efshng FIl receivers would be
upset if they were told to replace ',Iese receivers with
new ones, the only way thai a digital sound radio ser-
vice can sensibly be introduced is on a new frequency
band, using newly designed equipment This presents
a wonderful oppofuniry* for broadcasters to come up
with completely new sound radio seruices of a
quality better than angthing heard before,
and it is hoped thatjust as hi-fi addicts

rushed out to buy CD players
purely because of the improved quality which these
gave, they will also be prepared to pay for new digital
radio equipment As with most new developments, dif-
ferent researchers and manufacturers have different
ideas as to the best methods of providing a digital ser-
vice, and there is still no agreement even on what might
be thought of as the fairly fundamental point as to
whether the services should be transmitted from satel-
lites, and if so what kind of satellite, or from networks
of terrestrial transmitters, or, as seems most likely,
from both.

Radio from Satellites
All the high powered Direct Broadcast Satellites
planned for European countries have the capability of
carrying several digital radio services in addition to the
normal MAC television pictures and sound, and the
D 2 MAC system which France and Germany use for
satellite broadcasting is capable of transmitting some
10.125 Million bits each second, in the absence of pic-
tures, 9.576 Mbit/s of this being available for radio,
which corresponds to about 13 stereo sound channels.
The usual coding system for these FCDM (the Full
Channel Digital Mode of the MAC family) transmis,
sions uses 14110 bit NICAM coding, similar to the
NICAM sound system used for domestic TV in the UK,
so it provides high-quality sound with a maximum
bandwidth of around 15kHz, slightly less good than
CD in theory, but in practice only the most 'golden
eared' can hear any difference! The UK Marco Polo
satellites, which are currently spinning around looking
for a proper role in life after the ignominious failure of
the UK DBS plans, use the higher capacity D MAC
transmission system which could provide tr,ruice as
many digital radio programmes on each DBS channel,
offering hi-fi buffs a real feast -maybe they should get
together and make the ITC an offer it cannot refuse!

As an alternative way of providing even higher
quality radio from DBS satellites, the Germans have
developed a DSR (Digital Satellite Radio) system,
which again can use some of the channels allocated for
DBS TV, purely to carry large numbers of radio pro-
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Fig.3 Flat-plate
briefcase
antenna

use of these radio services. Twelve

q

grammes. At the moment the fifth channel of their TV-
SAT carries eight stereo programmes, but DSR can
provide up to 16 separate stereo sound channels of CD
quality, which are also extremely rugged and therefore
well protected against transmission errors. This large
number of channels could be sufficient to give Euro-
pean listeners in many countries a wide choice of lis-
tening.

Listeners currently wanting to make use of the
DSR signals from the German Kopernikus satellite
have to buy special receivers, which cost around f650,
so it is not surprising that sales have been slow,
although the German equivalent of BT, Deutsche
Bundespost Telekom, feeds the digital radio signals
into ali the extensive cable net'works so that any homes

connected to cable systems can make

radio programme channels are currently
available from Kopernikus, including three com
mercial channels, but there is much more capacity
available if public demand should eventually make it
commercially worthwhile to carry extra channels. A
new lower cost DSR tuner has recently been brought
out by a company called Technisat, and the company
hopes that this will encourage new listeners to tune in,
but even this costs around !300, so it is likelyto appeal
only to fairly well-off hi-fi fans.

The European Broadcasting Union recognises
both the FCDM and the DSR standards, and suggests
that DSR should be used when the predominant con-
siderati8n is the transmission of a number of very high
qualiry sound programmes over a wide coverage area,
and that the FCDM mode of MAC should be used
whqir broadcasters wish to transmit a ftexible mixture
of. sound programmes an&data broadcasts.

There are also several other differeni digital
satellite radio systems in use around the world, includ-
ing the MERIT EuroRadio system used for transmis-
sions via Eutelsat Fixed Service Satellites (FSS), and
Stanford Telecoms experimental'CD-Radio', where
every radio broadcast is 'frequency hopped' over a
range of different frequencies at up to 2000 times per
second, a system which is said to completely eliminate
signal fading and to allow motorists to receive excel-
lent sound signals in their cars

Broadcasting satellites and FSS satellites do,
however, suffer from one major disadvantage as far as
sound radio is concerned; the fact that they operate on
frequencies between 10 9 and 12.5 GHz in a geosta-
tionary orbit means that in general the signals will need
to be received on a fixed dlsh of perhaps 30cm diame-
ter. Whilst this is acceptable for television signals,
which will generally be displayed on a large receiver
and stays in one place, most radio listeners have
become used to being able to listen to radio on the
move, either from room to room in their houses. or
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DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)

I

when they are in the car, and the thought of lugging
around and continuously repositioning a dish aerial is
likely to deter all but the most fervent of hi-fi buffs!

Being close to the field of broadcasting research I
thought that you might be interested in my newly
patented briefcase with inbuilt flat plate antenna,
which might just make 12GHz satellite radio reception
possible on the move!

ln spite of this invention it has become apparent
to most researchers that what is really needed is a fre-
queniy allocation for digital radio in a much lower fre
quency band. It might be ideal to use somewhere
between 500 odcoverage
with modest all receiving
aerials can b erials rather
like the ones used for celluiar telephones would be
quite acceptable. The problem is, that other services,
including the aforementioned phones, all want a share
of this useful band, and so broadcasters have reluct-
antly had to broaden their sights to look at the practi-
calities of using frequencies as high as 2500MHz or
3000MH2, and much hard negotiallng is taking place
with the European telecommunications reguJators to
try to find a suitable band. A World Administrative
Radio Conference is due to take piace in Geneva at the
beginning cf 1992, and the European Broadcasting
Union, a professional association of broadcasters, has
already started lobbying for a worldwide Digital Audio
Broadcasting band to be allocated at around
1500MH2. It reckons that if a band at 2bOOMHzwere
allocated insteaci, then satellites would have to be four
times the power and three times the cost of those for a
1500MHz service, and believes that this would put
back the introduction of such services by ten to fifteen
years.

A new approach for the l99os
- DAB - Digital Audio
Broadcasting
Using some new techniques for digitalradio transmis-
sion which have been developed over the last few years
by a combination of European broadcasters and pTTs,
a system with the name of DigitalAudio Broadcasting,
DAB, has recently been demonstrated, and this has the
major advantage that it could be used equally well
from satellites or from terrestrial transmitters.

As we have already mentioned, the nub of the
problem with raciio is that, unlike television, where the
customer has been persuade5[ !o accept that a {ixed
antenna is necessary, people want to listen to radio

/-

RECEIVING

Fig.5Multipathlnterference AERIAL

o A mix of new technologies

o Digital

o Bit rate reduction

a Data compression

o Audio masking

whilst they are on the move, either about their own
homes, or whilst in their cars. Portable and car radios

restricted to having y three
bove the ground, wh means
ials will pick up only mount

of signal directly from the terrestrial transmitter and

ious signals.
Normally this is a tremendous disadvantage, with

the received signal going up and down in value as the

tests using a mobile receiver were carried out by the
French research organisation CCET-| in Rennls in
July 1988, initial demonstrations of the svstem were
givento broadcasting engineers in Ceneva in Septem-
ber 1988, using a UHF terrestrial transmitter. Further
tests, by BBC Research
Palace at UHF, and later in
VHF, have confirmed that
reception at very low signal strengths, even in the presl
ence of severe multipath interference

DAB uses a combination of different techniques
to provide its rugged signals, utilising the latest ideas in
digital signal processing, bit rate reduction, and digital
modulation.

plains how DAB sig-
at the latesi in signal
in virtually perfect

r at home, or on the
move.
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A rniniature 20Hz to
20kHz uoltage controlled
signal generator using '

SMD construction by
Bill Mooney.

constant amplitude sine wave audio
source was required which could be
swept across the entire audio spectrum
without switching and under voltage
control. This was used to 'view' the

response of audio filters on an oscilloscope by the
addition of a suitable scanning voltage. The resulting
circuit was very successful and the voltage controlled
audio source is described here in the form of an excel-
lent stand alone AF signal generator. It makes a very
useful piece of test gear essential for anyone involved
with the audio end of the spectrum. The quality of the
sine wave is adequate for rrjogt purposes with a distor-
tion level of around 1% So how was this achieved?

As a radio amateur,rand short wave listener, I am
used to tuning through the myriad of whistles on the
short waves These are{aused by beating or mixing of
RF signals with the retdver's BFO It often occfrrred to
me that this might be a good method of generating

LOW LEVEL
OUT 0-300mV

audio sine waves of reasonable quality. The RF source
would of course be locally generated and not off-the-
air. When the need for a scanning audio generator
arose this was a method which had to be investigated
and very successful it turned out to be.

Practical Circuit Design
The detailed schematic of the signal generator is
shown in Figure 2. As can be seen the component
count is quite low considering the complexity of the
process outlined in the block diagram. The fixed refer-
ence oscillator is a standard colpitts circuit using a high
gain FEI Q1. This is set to lMHz and a 10p capacitor
injects sufficient signal into the NE602 mixer IC1. The
active device for the variable oscillator is contained
within IC1 alongwith an internal buffer amplifier. Pin 6
and Pin 7 of this IC are connected to an external col-
pitts pair of capacitorsCl3 and C14 and form part of
the tuned circuit around L2. The varicap diode D1 is a

high value type and if the on board regulator is used as
a source of tuning voltage for RVl.lts minimum capac-
ity will be about 50p at 5V Acceptable linearity was
achieved down to about 1V when the capacity, on
paper, is about 100p. With the component values
shown a frequency change of lMHz to 1.027MH2 was
achieved, producing audio from zero frequency to
2TkHz.Wilh a log law potentiometer forVRl the scale
is highly cramped at the 20kHz end but nicely spread
out around lkHz where most of the action is. The
mixer is a balanced type and this results in very little RF
signal at the output. Nevertheless an RC filter is neces-
sary. This is effectively a 2 pole filter if the internal
resistance of the mixer coupled with C1l and R3 and
Cl7 are considered. An external potentiometer with a
log characteristic serves as an output attenuator (RV2)
covering over 40dB The maximum level of audio is
determined by the level of the reference oscillator sig-
nal reaching the mixer via the 10p capacitor C4, with
values shown the maximum output was 300mV and it
was possible to set the output pot to any value down to
about 1 mV For accurate work a step attenuator could
be substituted. For testing loudspeakers and systems
which require a higher input than 300mV an audio
power amplifier will prove invaluable. An LM386,lC2
serves to produce x20 amplification of the low level
signal to a power suitable for driving an 8R loud-
speaker. This amplifier is supplied directly from the
battery supply and the level at which clipping occurs
will depend onthe stateof the battery lC3isalowdrop
out, low current regulator producing 5V for the oscilla-
tors and the mixer. This will ensure stable performance
right down to the last dregs of battery life. A NiCad or
an alkaline PP3 size battery is ideal. The frequency
response achieved is shown in Figure 3 The slight drop
off at the high end is due to the closeness of the turning
point of the output filter to 20kHz. The turning point of
this filter could be increased and this device has the
potential to produce supersonic signals if required.

w$
n

Fffiff T

, ,,*M,,#',ffi,..t.s..,
X *-Sr::..,.ti.;,,r' .r,, tr*-V

H GH OUT
x2O

FigJ Block diagram of signal generator
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Construction
The layout ofany RF circuit shouid be considered care-
fully. With this circuit there is one area where great care
is needed. It is rh
bet,,.leen the RF Su
shown in Figure if y
your own circuit L1 and L2 must be kept far apa The
effect of coupling is to cause ser,'ere distortion the
wave form below lkHz and for the audio output to
drop to zero below about 3 00Hz The PCB foil pattern
and component positions are shown in Figure 4 No
attempt was made to miniaturise the circuit Standard
"1206" size SMD chips are used throughout and the
layout is generous for ease of servicing and modific-
ations. Double sided PCB is highly advised for SMD
circuits as this ensures maximum stability. Single sided
PCB tends to warp and puts strain on the chips.
Double sided board also provides a ground plane/
screen and this should be connected to the action-side
ground tracks in one or fuuo places, using Vero pins or

sw2 .99g.-, ./1r'1,/1/1
(oProNAL) I "

wrap round wire links
If you have not used SMD's before don't be afraid

of them, they are very robust. The 1206 size resistors
and capacitors are quite easy to manipulate and are
therefore ideal for hand working. Many constructors
find chip components more convenient to work with
than leaded types since they are soldered directly onto
the PCB. There is no need to turn the board over to
solde remove them. To
place with a toothpick or
Jig. S d first so as to anch
en can then be soldered without holding the chip
do n. Use low melting point (LMP) silver loaded soi-
der and use the minimum quantity to hold the chip in
place. Look closely at the solder contacts at each Lnd
of the chip an ey are properly wet
by the solder. quite simple to sot-
der in place. soldering any two
diagonally op to say a fine tipped
iron is needed but it should not be under powered. A
rating of l2Watts is adequate.
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-
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Fig.2 Circuit diagram of signal generator
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a Ll SoLDERY PADoN PcB

PCB's for SM constructors are produced in the
normal manner using photoresist and etchant. After
etching, washing and drying the board it is a good idea
to spray it with a light coating of solder-through lac-

HOW IT WORKS
The block diagram ofthe resulting generator is shown in Figure l, Two RF

oscillators will be noted, a reference oscillator producing a signal Fr and a

variable oscillator producing a signa of frequency Fv When Fr and Fv

combine in the mixer, sum (Fr+Fv) and difference (Fr-Fv) signals appear at

the mixer output. Here we are interested only in the difference frequency,

lf 1 lV Hz is selected for Fr and Fv is tuneable from 1 MHz to 1,02[i Hz the

difference output wiil be an audio signal in the range 0-20kHz, An

increase in the freq uency of the variable oscillator of 20kHz from 'l 
lVlHz to

1.02lVlHz is a relatively small change and can easily be achieved by using
a variable capacitance d ode, Further the amplitude of the oscillator
signal remains constant over such a small change and therefore the
resulting audio signal wi I have constant amplitude.(Figure,3,) This small

change in frequency is also linear with applied tuning voltage, The m ixer
output will contain a residual level of RF at the frequency of the two
oscillators as well as mixer products, ln this design therefore a simple iow
pass RC filter is included with a cut cy of s stage

we have some 300mV BMS ofaud me a higher
level is required so a x20 audio po er is ich will
deliver 0.5Watt in to 88 if needed. 20 100 .tk 10k 2ok look

FBEOUENCY (Hz)

Fig.3 Low level output showing constant amplitude
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Iquer and allow it to dry completely before population
This keeps the copper from tarnishing due to finger
prints and atmospheric attack but more important it
makes chip components easier to hold down since
they don't slip as much as on bare copper.

There is no pref.erred order of placement of the
SMD's in this project as l6ere are no tight spots. But
when placing a chip always make sure there is room for
its neighbours. Tantalum capacitors have their positive
end marked with a line, reversal will destroy them. Pin
1 on the IC is indicated by a chamfered edge. The
pointed end of the tgpe CTZ trimmer capacitors is the
'live' electrode. Connect this to the active part of the
circuit to reduce hand capacity effects when setting up.
Resistors are marked with a 3 digit code but capacitors
are unmarked so must be kept in their marked packets
until required as they all look alike and if you mix them
up you will need a capacitance meter. The TOKO 5CD
coils have three pins on the coil side and haro NC
anchorage pins on the other It is important to solder
the screening cans ro ground. Finally. the circuit may
be sprayed with a conlormal or oiher coaring ro pro.
tect it once it is up and running. The resistor feeding the
LED is made from a 7206 chip resistor with t'wo short
lengths of kynar connecting wire soldered to the ends,
it is thus self supporting and soldered into the circuit as
a normal leaded component might be

frequency counter. Now get it on frequency using tfre
coil L1 and the trim cap TC1. Connect the stabilised
supply hnk to the mixer/variable oscillator, consisting
of IC1 Check that the varicap diode, D1 is receiving a
variable voltage of about 1V to 5V as the 'frequency
potentiometer' is rotated. Again the frequency of this
oscillator should be adjusted to lMHz with the tunlng
pot turned almost fully anti-clockwise Now check that
the power amp, consisting of IC2, is iaking about 3mA
quiescent current when connected to the unstabilised
supply. If this is the case, wire in the approprjate link
Connect an 8R loudspeaker to the output with the
level control, RV2, turned down The {requency of the
variable oscillator should be adjusted for'zero beat'
using L2, TC2 at any time for scale calibration At this
stage the frequency range shoulci be checked by turn
ing the frequency controlled potentiometer towards
the fully clockwise position. A good quality sine wave
should be heard ranging {rom a few cycles to super
sonic, setting the frequency control potentiometer to
say about lkHz and increasing the level control it
should be possib)e to drive the porver amp into clipp-
ing indicated by a harshness of tone, at about 100mV
or around the 180' position Obvious)y the clipping
position will depend on the battery voltage and the
device wili normally be operated below the clipping
)evel.

-tJ
7.vI

-
-
rqd

-
A--EA
-

The signal generatbr is boxed up tn a typt B3B
projeci box The machi ne screws holdi n g the Iid on th is
box have brass inserts which won't wear out This is
important because the internal battery will need to be
changed many times in the life of this instrument. and
self tapping screws tend to wear out rapidJy At 12mA
quiescent current an internal NiCad PP3 lasts some 10
hours at low volume which is very adequate for test
gear, where use is more often intermittent. AJlworking
parts of this circuit are bolted to the lid of the project
box, as shown in Figure 5 This means that there are no
wires to bend and break off during setting up and
ad.justment or servicing

Up And Running
With the PCB )ayout shown. wire links are used to sup-
ply stabilised vo)tage io the main functional sections.
which can thus be isolated for setting up purposes
First of all check that the stabiliser is giving 5V Next
wire in the supply to the reference oscillator witb a thin
kynar wire link Check that it is working by listening for
the lMHz signalon a medium wave receiver or using a

Calibration
For accurate work the device would normally be used
in conjunction with a frequency counter and milli-
voltmeter Also there will be considerable spread in the
characteristics of varicap diodes and the frequency
controJ poientiometers For this reason a detailed cali,
bration scale is not given and is probably not required
The prototg,lte frequency scale was calibrated at
100H2, 1kHz, 10kHz and a few interesting frequencies
in befu",een. If a log potentiometer is used for VR1 the
interesting range around lkHz will be well spread out
and the 15kHz to 20kHz end willbe cramped The fre-
quency change is linear with applied tuning voltage A
constructor may therefore choose a linear law poten-
tiometer and get a linear frequency scale. Sjnce the
x20 power output clipping leveJs depending on the
state of the battery it is more useful to calibraie the
level potentiometerVR2 in terms of the low leveI out
put The prototg.pe instrument was marked at 10mV,
50mV 100mVand 200mV These are RMSvoltages so
don't forget the power amp must cope with the peak to

i -&Ewffi
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peakvaluewhich is much :r: =: -_- -:.=:.:le 100mV
RMSinputwill resulrin5c\ :i -.. . .::.:rotleave
much headroom when i:a ::-<.- :::::_. .o 7V.

An audio generator..:= :: = -:_. .,,... find many
uses in any elecrronici .:. : :- : - - : .: , oarlicular
device is very versatile an; -: = : :=:.:: ;or automatic
scanning is a real adva:-a== _.._ :: .,.::h a linear
ramp generator based c: = :: _ :t=: :. :Lot the fre-
quencyresponse of a ba:.: r::: :__ . .: :a:.. Mu scan
ner allowed the audio sD.cr--r-: :: :: =--,..ept ini frac-
tion of a second or over a :=:.:.: : - , seconds ln any

audio sine wave can t,e

PARTS
HESISTORS

81,2,5

R3

R4

B6

R7

CAPACITORS

C1

11a

c4

c5-9

c10,11

c12-15,lt

c16

c1810

c21

c22,25

LIST

'r, '--€ -t -- : =:::'
.a'

l-r- '--i -:, i- - -:S !i_'

a.a "-:': - - :::-_

: -: - - i '--: t:-=- - t'S aapacitor

" ::': ':-i '_:-.- .:-: capaciror
'-: --:'--€'-.'a- : :- ccapacitor
':':- ,-: ':.i ::-:- : :^..1 capac;tor

:-: --: '--: ::':- ::" D Capac.tof

--j -.: -i : ::-CCipaclof
' -':-, =-- -- _aa.-:-_ct
.:._- i-: .:_€ 

_;.:_ : :hip capacitor

--_-t -: : _ -i_i rul

22-'i, '.:-- -- :;l:.itor

C23 100n X7B 1206 ceramic chip capacitorC24 100n X7B 1206 ceramic chip capacitor

TRIMMER CAPACITORS

TC1 10-50p CTZ type

TC2 ""'t0-50pClZrype

SEMICONDUCTORS

D1

D2 
S0I23 package

0t 
(non StVl)

lcl
lC2 1M386 S08 package

lC3 LM293t S08 package

MISCELLANEOUS

11,2 22pH type T0K0 5CD variabte
SW1 miniature on/off switch

lox plastic box t e B3B (100x76x41mm)

Phono plug 2 x metal ca

wtNtER t99t /1992 CAtALOGttE
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Fig.5 Placement of off-board components
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Pressure of water against tirhe graph

i'

Mike Barutise

Fig.l Equalizing tanks of water

ast month, we defined some terms of refer'
ence common to both plumbers and elec-
tricians. These were, Potential Difference
or djfferential pressure, Charge or volume
(quantity) and Current or flow rate.

While these definitions are quite crude, and could
be faulted if wewere inclined to be pedantic, they will
serve for the most basic analysis of electronic systems.
However, before we can go much f qJllrer in our discus-
sion of principles, we must develop a couple of addi-
tional basic definitions, LOSSES and RESISTANCE.
which are in fact quite closely tied together.

At its most vernacular level, resistance implies
that more than the expected effort is needed to accom-
plish something. For example, if your boss is resistant
to the idea of your pay rise, you will have to argue a lot
more before you get it: some of your effort is wasted or
lost.

way. Whether coffee beans get mashed or your grocer-
ies get carried home, there must be a transfer of energy
to the beans or groceries for the result to be achieved
This means a net loss of energy from the acting
machine. A perpetual motion machine implicitly has
no source of spare energy, so the perpetual chainsaw
could not operate. However, there is a machine which
is not required to perform any work in this manner: the
clock.

If any of us can remember the old-fashioned
clock with hands (!), we willalso remember that it does
no actual work (it does not act on the environment as
does the grinder or the car) O.K., so it does have to
find the energyto lift its hands againstthe force of grav-
ity when they are in the left-hand half of the dial
between 6 and 12, but when the hands are in the right
half of the dia[, they are falling and should recover this
energy into the system This means that the average
energy lost is zero

So, why do you have to wind the clock up? ln
principle, it should not need it, and it might not if the
mechanism were perfect Viewed under considerable
magnification, every moving part of the real clock is
imper{ect. Each bearing surface drags a little, because
it is rough. On an even smaller scale, the molecules at
the surfaces of mating parts attract each other with
forces which must be overcome by extra effort. The
system has losses, and the excess effort is converted to
heat. You may not believe it in the case of the clock, but
we actually harness the concept of losses in an equally

encounters the problems
of electrical raistance.

Superficial though this example is, it encapsu-
Iates the concept we are looking for; that of losses in a
system.

Perpetual Motion
At least as long ago as Leonardo da Vinci, and sporadi-
cally since, people have tried to design perpetual
motion machines: contrivanceswhich operatefor ever
with no energy input after the first starting impetus has
been supplied. Until the advent of the superconductor
(more later), this was never aohjeved, and it is a moot
point whether even the superconductor fulfils the
brief For now, let us consider the energy flow implic'

ations of the generalised perpetual motion machine.
The first point to ponder is: can such a machine per'
form any useful work?

Familiar machines range from coffee grinders
and motor cars to washing machines and chainsaws,
all of which have a fundamental property in common.
They all act on the environment to modify it in some

familiar system:the brakes on your car. The function of
the brakes is to extract energy from the car, converting
forward motion into something else You've guessed it:
heat. I don't think anyone would dispute that brakes
can get hot, but it is a little known fact that the loadings
on the bearings of a wristwatch are of the same order
as those on the bearings of a bicycle! The absolute
forces are much smaller, but so are the areas they act
on

While we are talking about heat, I will take the risk
of being shot down in flames, and make a broad gener-
alisation:

No energy conversion is 700% efficient, and a by-
product of every energy conversion is heat. This
means that a little bit more energy goes into every
operating system than comes out as useful work, and
the mechanism gets a little hot. This is really why per-
petual motion cannot be attained. A continual top-up
is required to counteract losses.

Funnily enough, were it not for the losses, many
electronic systems would be impossible However,
some clever people have been working for the last 80
years or so on superconductors. These are special
electrical conductors which exhibit no losses under
sultable conditions They have been proven to work:
rings made of superconducting material have been
transported long distances with electric currents circu-
lating inside, and only when the current is measured is

the energy of the system extracted. But .. as usual there
is a catch Most superconductors must be kept at a rid-
iculously low temperature (in the region of absolute
zero,the lowest temperature theoretically possible) to
operate at all. ln a way, this is cheating, as a very large
energy input is required to the overall system which
maintains these conditions. Such superconductors
cannot, therelore, be considered as valid perpetual
motion machines.
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Resistance And Flow For Plum-
bers And Engineers
We discussed last month the general implications of
the size of the pipe joining our two tanks of water. The
larger the pipe, the quicker the two levels equalise. It
follows that, for the same differential pressure, more
water flows per second in the larger pipe: the larger
pipe has less resistance to the flow of water. If we sim-
ply invert this argument, we see that, if the flow rate is
maintained constant, a larger pressure differential
appears across the smaller pipe. Whether the pressure
differential, the flow rate or the pipe size is taken as the
point of reference, the other two parameters remain in
this relation to it. In principle, there is a simple propor-
tionality between the three, so that pressure differen-
tial equals the product of flow rate and pipe size (area).
In the case of real fluids, there are several complicating
issues which change this a bit, but it's a good enough
approximation for our argument. If you put your
thumb across the end of your garden hose (an old gar-
deners trick), making the outlet smaller, the pressure in

the hose rises, and you can generate a spray jet for
watering the vegetables, but a smaller volume of water
will pass through the hose.

From this analogy, we can go directly to the con-
cept of the resistor in electronics. This is a device which
limits current proportionally to the potential difference
across it. The relationship between resistance, current
and potential difference (frequently called voltage
drop in ihis context) is just the same as for the water
system:Potential Difference (Volts) : Current (Amps)
x Resistance (Ohms). This relationship, which is funda-
mental to all of electronics, is described by Ohms Law,
named after its discoverer, who also gave his name to
the unit of resistance as a result. The current limiting
effect is produced by the conversion of some of the
input energy into heat (just like the car's brakes). The
actual temperature rise will depend on the ratio of the
rate of heating to the rate of cooling by radiation, con-
vection and conduction. This is again no different from
the water scenario. Water happens to be a very good
dissipator of heat, and the order of pressures and flows
you can control with your thumb is small, so the heat-
ing effect is not noticeable, but it's there all the same. In
the case of the electronic resistor, there is frequently no
doubt at all about the heating eff.ect. The ordinary
bathroom wall heater is in fact a resistor, specifically
designed to get really hot.

Back To The Future
Returning to our two tanks (Figure 1 ), is there any way
to predict how long it will take for a given tevel differ-
ence between them to equalise? Remembering that
water is incompressible, we might think that a simple
calculation based on volumes might work. It goes som-
ething like this: Let's suppose there is one gallon more
water in one tank than in the other. The gallon has to
flow through the pipe, which allows a flow rate of... Oh
bother: that depends on pressure, doesn't it?

Let's start again We begin from the assumption
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that the tanks are identical, and have parallel sides
(they are cylindrical or cuboid). This means that the
pressure diflerence betu",een them is directly propor-
tional to the difference in their water content.

At the moment the tap is opened (time To), there
is a given pressure di{ference (dPr) betr.veen the two
ianks, and tberefore across the connecting pipe. The
resistance of the pipe is R. The instantaneous flow rate
is therefore dPr/R. However, a moment later, the pres-
sure difference across the pipe will be less than dP, (as
some water has flowed, so the levels are no longer
what they were), so the flow rate will already be a bit
less than dPr/R. At some time after water started flow-
ing (time Tr), the pressure difference across the pipe
will be 7/2dPr, as half of the water will have flowed
from one tank to the other. This will result in half the
original flow rate. Later still (time Tr), the pressure dif-
ference will have halved again, so the flow rate will be a
quarter of what it was, and so on. If we look at these
time intervals, we find that the interval Tn , is equal to
the interval T, ,.lf we were to note the time whenever
the difference in level halved, we would see that all the
time intervals were equal, and that the flow rate was
constantly reducing. This leads us to the interesting
conclusion that the levels will never equalise. How
odd! In fact, the amount of water which has flowed
between the h.vo tanks after n intervals is the sum of the
infinite series l/2 + l/4 + l/B .. . * 1/(2"), which
never quite adds up to 1.

Variation of the differential level in the tanks (vol-
tage), the differential volume (charge) or the pipe size
(resistance)will affect the absolute duration of the time
interval to achieve 1/2dPtand subsequent equivalent
changes (50% of previous pressure), but the nature of
the characteristic ( Figure 2 ) is inherent in the pressure/
flow f pipesize (Volts/Amps/Ohms ) relationship.

in practical terms, we can get near enough to full
equalisation for the error not to matter. Supposing we
need to be accurate to 1%, it will take seven intervals
(whatever their absolute duration) for the levels in the
tanks (the potential difference)to settle to this limit. To
settle to 0.1% (1 part in 1000), it will take 10 intervals,
to 0.01% (100ppm) will take 14 intervals, and so on.
The extra time to gain each next decade order of accu-
racy gets longer and longer.

It is worth checking back to our analysis of the
'infinitely large pipes'which result in constant sea level
(see p4pt 1). The instantaneous equalisation of level in
that argument would seem to contradict our results
abole, but it doesn't in fact. Given the Ohms Law rela-

, the time for a pressure change of
ntirely dep n resistance if all other fac-
equal. An -large 

pipe has zero resist-
ance, so the time interval is zero. Multiply this by any-
thing you like, and you still get zero. At the other end of
the scale, the closed valve has infinite resistance, mak-
ing the time interval infinite in duration, so the water
levels stay put.

Radio Active
We have jumped about a bit betr,,reen the wet and the
shocking in this short tour of flow rates and resistance,
but I hope the similarities are reasonably clear. In fact,
we have done much more than immediately apparent:
we have described the charging characteristics of a
series resistor-capacitor circuit (Figure 3). Next month
we will lcek at the capacitor in more detail. In the
meantime, i would like to leave you with another, curi-
ously similar, idea from an apparently unrelated field
The decay of radioactive materials (Radium, Urirnium
and so on) is measured in hall lives: the time intervals
required for half the mass of the material to break
down. This seems from observation to be a valid mea-
sure, regardless of the starting mass of material

Fig.3 RC Network
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCB

SERVICE

March
E92031MIDI Switcher - Main Board ......... .................. L
E9203-2 MIDI Swllcher - Power Supply .................. . . . E
E9203-3 Sine Wave Generator (surface mount) .... ......... F

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies lists in Buylines
Usetheformoraphotocopyforyourorder Pleasefillourallpartsoftheform Makesureyouusetheboardre{erence
numbers This not only identifies the board but also iells you when the project was published The first hruo numbers are
the year, the next hlo are the month
Terms are strictly payrnentwith order. We cannot accept officia) orders butwe can supp)y a proforma invoice ifrequired
Such orders will not be processed untiJ payment is received

E8802 1

E8802-2
E8802 3
E8802-4
E8803 1

E8803-2
E8804-1
E8804 2

E8804-3
E8805 1

E8805-2
E8805-3
E8805-4
E8806 1

E8806-2
E8806-3
EE806-4
E8806-5
E8806 6
E8807 1

E8807-2
E8807 3
E8807-4
E8807 s
E8807 6
E8808-1
E8808 2

E8808-3
E8808-4
E8809 1

E8809-2
E8809 3
E8810-1
E8810 2
E8810-4
E8810-5
E8811-1
E887r-2
E8811-3
E8812 1

E8812 2

E8812 3
E8812-4
E8812 5
E8872-6
E8812 7
E8901 1

E8901 2

E8901 3

Electric Fencer
Telephone lntercom

E

L
Transistor Tester (2 bds) L
Spectrum Co-processor CPU N
Co-processor RAM board N
Beeb'Scope (3 bds) . O
Spectrum Co-processor [nterface Board N
Combo-Lock E
Kitchen Timer E
Virtuoso 2U PSU M

E8901 4 In-car Power Supply
E8901-5 Granny"s Hearing Booster
E8902 -1 Compressor/Limiter f G ate
E8902 2 Ultrasonic Horn

Stepper Motor Driver Board
Quesllon (2bds)
Inte)Jigent Plotter Solenoid Board
MIDI Programmer
Balanced Disc Input Stage
Digitally Tuned Radio
Camera Trigger
Intelligent Plotter Main Board
Kinetotie Tie Board

AeriaJ Amplifier power supply
Intercom master station

C
E

E8902.3
E8902-4
E8903 1

E8903 2

E8903-3
E8903 4
E8904 1

E8904 3
Ea904 4

L
D
L
K
H
L

Virtuoso 3U PSU
Bicycle Speedometer . .

Doppler Speed Gun (2 bds)
Small Fry Mini Amp

N
.F

F

,G
E

o
N
E

H
F
H
F

N
N
M

Dynamic Noise Reduction E
Universal Digital Panel Meter L
Universal Bar Graph Panel Meter K

E8904'5 Kinetotie Control Board
88905 1 Guitar Tuner
E8905 2 Camera Trigger Ultrasonics (2 boards)
E8905-3 Bench Power Supply (2 boards)
E8906-1 PC edge connector
E89O62 MlDl converter CPU
E8906-3 MIDI converter keyboard
E8906 4 MIDI converter control
E8906'5 AF signal generator
E8906 6 Mini bleeper
E8906-7 Caravan heater controller
E8907 1 MIDI Patch Bay

Virtuoso Power Amp Board
Viriuoso AOT Board
Meral Detector
Bicycle D1mamo Backup
Bar Code Lock (2 bds)
Analogue Computer?ower Board
Bell Boy
LogicProbe .....:...................
Updated FM Stereo Decoder
Brealh Rate Disfiay Board
Brearh Rate Mafi Board
Breath Raie Switch Board

Priority Quiz Swirch
Camera Trigger Infra reds (2 boards)
Aerial Amplifier main board

,N
.G
.E

D
N

.L
.F

.C
J

.F
TH

C

G
C
G
G

,E

Telephone Recorder D
Analogue Computer Main Board (2 bds) M

E8907-2
E8907-3
E8907 4
E8907 5
E8908-1

G
E

.E
LSpectrum EPROM Emulator

Frequency Meter (2 bds)
Travellers" Aerial Amp
Cerrada Marueh Bikebell
Peak Programme Meter (2bds)
TV to RCB Converter
Electron RGB Bulfer
NiCd Charger
Chronoscope (3 bds)
Djgital Transjstor Tester

E8908-2 Intercom slave station F

EIntercom power mixer
Digital joystick to mouse conversion .. H
Twin Loop Metal Locator H
Trembler movement detector
Field power supply (spec 3)
Micro monitors active filter
Chronoscope auto reset
MultimeterG

K

M
P

E

E

N
E

C
E
P

D
E

E8908 3
E8908 4
E8909-1
E8909 2

E8909-3
E8909 4
E8909-5
E89.10,1

E8911 1

E8917-2
E8911 3
E8977-4
E8972-1.
E89t2 2

D
C

Thermostat
BurgJar Buster Free PCB D
Burglar Buster Power/relay Board E
Burg)ar Buster Alarm Board C
Burglar Buster Bleeper Board C
EPROM Programmer mother troard M
Variat-lon updated Main Board H
Variat Ion Emitter Board . E

E89).0 2 MtDl Mapper
Smoke Alarm main board
Smoke Alarm power supply
Frequency Meter (3 boards)
Serial Logic Scope
Mains Failure Alarm
Surueilance PCB

E8912-3 S)ide Tape Synch
E8912-4 Pedal Power
E8912 5 Digital Noise Generator

F

C
H
M
F
F
o
L
D
D

.L
K



E9001-1
E9001 2

E9001.3
E9001 4
E9002 7

E9002-2
E9002 3
E9002-4
E9003 1

E9003.2
89003-3
E9003-4
E9003 5
89003,6
E9003.7
E9003 8
89003-9
E9004 1

E9004.2
E9004-3
E9004 4
E9005.1
E9005-2
E9006.1
E9006 2
E9006 3
E9006-4
E9006 5
E9007,1
E9007.2
E9007-3
E9007 4
E9007 5
E9008,1
E9008-2
E9008 3
E9009,1
E9009 2
E9009.3
E9010-1
E90t0 2
E9010,3
E90 1 1-1

E9077-2
E9011 3
E9011 4

E9011.5

E90r2-7
E9101,1
E9101-2
E9101,3
E9101-4
E9101 5
89101.6
E9702.1
E9102.2
E9103,1
E9t03-2
E9103 3
E9103-4
E9104-1
E9704 2

E9104.3
E9t04-4
E9104-5
E9105-1
E9t05.2
E9105.3
E9106-1
E9106-2
E9r07.7
E9).07-2
E9tO7.3

E9109.4
E9109,5
E9110-1
E91t0 2
E9110.3
E9110 4
89110.5
E9110 6

E9110 7
89110 8
E9111 1

E97t7 2

E9111 3
E9111,4
E9111 5

89111 6

K
F

L
N

20 melre Receiver
Wavemaker FG
Motorcycle Intercom
Low Voltage Alarm
EPROM Emulator
Superscope Mother Boar
Superscope CRT Drirer Boari
Superscope Timebase Boari
Superscope Y1 input boara
Superscope Y2 inpur board
Superscope switch generaror
Business power amp boarC
Business power supplu board
Business pre amplifier board
Water hole
Super Siren
Val's badge
Bass Ampliiier DC Protectjon
Bass Amplifier Grapl.rc Equaliser
Bass Amplifier Micro
Quad Power Suppll
Business Displag'
Phone Lock and Logger
Dark Room Timer
Telephone Ertension Bell
Telephone External BelI
Fecko Box
Bug Spotter
Guitar Practice Amp
Digita) Frequency Merer
Foorstep AIarm
Transistor Tester
Decision Maker
AC Millivolimeter
Temperature Controller
FM Generator
Slide Projector Controller
Ultimate Diode Tester
The Entertainer
Componenl Tester
Active Contact Pickup
R4X Longwave Receiver
The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided)
lnfra-lock transmitter (2 boards)
lnfra'lock receiver
Four track cassette recorder
(record/playback one channel)
Four-track cassette recorder
(Bias/erase oscillator board
Infra Switch

Hemisync Power Supply Board C
Nighfighter Main Processor Board O
Freeze Alarm E
Document Saver E
Proto-type Designer J
Nightfighter Sound to Light (double sided) L
Nightfighter - Ramp Generator Board F
Nightfighter - Cyclic Crossfade
(double sided) M
Nightfighter Strobe Board (double sjded) J
Night{ighter - 8 Channel Triac Board N
Digital Code Lock L
Switched Mode Power Supply E
Nlghtfighter Mode Selection (double sided) J
Nightfighter - Display Board (double sided) M
Nightfighter - Bass Beat Trigger
(double sided ) L
Nightfighter - Sequence Select
(double sided)

E9717-7 Nightfighter Master Controller pSU
E9111-8 Nightfighter - Output Switch (double sided)
E91,72-l Nightfighter Sensor Switch Master Control

(double sided)
E9112-2 Nightfiltrter Sensor Switch Channel Control

(double sided)
E9112-3 Nightfighter Sensor Switch Sound Trigger
E9172 4 Nightfighter Connector Board
E9772-5 Nightfighter Sensor Switch PSU
E9712-6 Nightfighter 8 Channel Input Interface

(double sided) .

E9112-7 Power On and Overload ReguJator
E92O7-7 Laboratory Power Suppy
E9207-2 Test Card Generator Board
E9207 3 LED Star (doubJe sided)
E9201-4 Enlarger Timer Main PCB (double sided)
E9207-5 Enlarger Timer Selector Board (double sided)
E9201-6 Enlarger Timer Switch PCB
E9202 | Timer - Counter Driver (double sided)
E92O2-2 Timer Time Base (double sided)
E9202-3 Timer - Power Supply

P

P

F

M
L
N
K

E

F
F
C

TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(0442\
66551

ACCESS or VISA

Price Price
code (inc.

vAT)
c t1.80
D t2.50
E L3.25
F t4.00
G f.4.75
H t5.50
J L6.62
K L7.20
L t8.80
M S10.60
N 813.10
o f.15.80
P E17.90
a 121.80
R L23.90
s t25.90
T t29.00
u t32.20
v f35.80
w L3V.90
x L40.70

H
K
M

L

L
H
F

K

.,..'', J

...,',, L
-,.,'.' F

...'.., C
,,,,... N
'',-,'. M

',..... K
..,.,. K
.,,.'. J
,.,..' J
...... E

..'.., L
,.,..' J
...... L
....,. G

..'..,. D

.,.,... F

....... F

...,... L
,...... N
.... o
...... o
.....,. F

....... c
,...... D
...... G
.,..,.' E

,'.'... G
.,'.... M

'..,.... E

....... J

....... K

...... N

....... L

... ... E

...... D

'...., G
....... F

'....,. E

...'., C

..... N
-'.',..K
....,. H

Digital Tachometer E

Radio Calibrator . F
Modulaior Laser (2 boards) .. ... . . H
Thgrristor Tester .. .. F
Frequency Plotter K
Laser Receiver F
Temperature Controller - Power Supply . G
Temperature Controller - Main Board . K
Temperature Controller - Probe PCB . .. .. . F
The Foot Tapper - Volume Control
(double sided)

E97O7-4 The Consort Loadspeaker . ..

E9108-1 Pulsed Width Train Controller
E9108-2 Model Speed Controller - Main Board ......
E9108-3 Model Speed Controller - Power Supply
E9109-1 Geiger Counter
E9709-2 Hemisymc Waveform Generator Board
E9109-3 Hemisy.,nc Pulse Generator Board . .. . . .,

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS'SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY

J 'HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST
Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no.
I
6,$

Price Code Price lbtal Price

Post and packing LO.75

Total enclosed f.

Please send my PCBs tc (BlocK cAprrArs rLEASE)

Name .

Address

.... Postcode
I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd. IL-- __t

t-Remote Control Main Board J
Remote Control Display Board H
Remote Control Timeswitch - Transmit board E
SBC Micro Controller Board F
SBC Practice Interface Board F
5 in 1 Remote Sensing Switch . E
Remote Control Timeswltch - receiver board F
Anti Theft Alarm (2 bds) H
Ariennes Lights
64K EPROM Emulator
SSB Radio Receiver
Active Loudspeaker board
Testmeter Vohs
Active Direcr Injection Box
EPROM Eraser

G

.H
E

.F

.F

J

H
E

F

F
E

U
F
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The first comprehensive guide to the fost growing hobby of
plone spotting. Pocked with tips, odvice ond hints. The book
includes detoiled informotion on oircroft operotions ond types,

ovionics, optics, oir troffic control, computer systems ond the
complete HF - VHF + UHF oirbonds ronge. The Aviotion

I Pl"ote ensure thot oll cheques ore mode poyoble to Eddington Hook Ltd. I
' TO ORDER BY PHONE Telephone 10732lr 357755. Pleose osk for the Argus Order Deportment. I

I Quote occess/mostercord/borcloycord/viso. Allow up to 28 doys for delivery. I

Please supply ETI Binders at C6 95 each inc.p&p
Overseas please add C1 50 p&p

Total e ........ (please make cheques/postal orders payable to AS.P.)

NAME

ADDRESS ..

Fully lllustroted
256 poges
234 x l56mm.
tsBN r 85485 054 2.

89.95 Poperbock

Select your next iob from
the region of your choice!

Keep your copies in first class condition
Keep your collection of
ELECTRONICS TODAY

INTERNATIONAL
in mint condition with

these specially
commissioned binders.
The price is just e6.95

which includes postage
and packing-.

How to order
Send cheque/PO to

A S P. BINDERS OFFERS,
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST

*UK ONLY - OVERSEAS PLEASE ADD T1.50

60 ETI MARCH 1992
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PCBFoils

Single Span Audio sine wave generator
{copper uppermost}

Fteeze Arlarm Oct 91
ln Parts List R2 shoulci rad 12k and R3 is a 2%
resistor. R4 should be 5kE

Op-amp Display Chart Dec 91
Column D shoulg read 'Real OA In 68 the
arrow for Iu cunent should be reversed In 18D,
fc. should read ic,
Test card and Test pattern generator
Part I Dec 91
In Figure 1. the Inr Vicieo Out signal should go to
SK6 pin 19. not pin 9 as shown

Part2 Jat 92
In Figure 3. the Front Panel Design , turo of the
pattems around rhe Pattern Switch (SW2) are
incorrect The position shown as coarse check-
erboard pattem should be a fine checkerboard
pattem. and the fine checkerboard pattern
should be solid black
In the Parts List. C21 and C28 should 6e22OpF
not 220uF. and C26 should be 220nF not
220uF
l50ns 27C128 EPROMs are not too easy to
come by Texas TMS27C728-25JL 250ns
EPROMs work fine
The Texas TM27C 128-15JL as used in the pro-
totype are availabLe from STC Electronic Ser-
vices, Harlow, Essex, Tel: 0279 626777, their
Stock No is 0M704H, price f.3 61 each plus
f1 90 p&p plus VAT. STC accept credit card
orders (Access, Visa, Diners and Am-Ex) over
the

ETI MARCH 1992
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-----;;

Rebecca Daborn
0442 66551 Ext 313

Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 60p per word (+VAT) (minimum 15 words)

Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
e15.00 per single column centimetre (+VAT) pef
Electromart f24.00 per lnsertion (+VAT) inSertiOn

Ri
? 4rLr rurs

pri

l\relal detector boar3s ^. -= -E:
tuner, mode, dis-- -== -E3::-:-:
jack, on/offlvolLr: =-- : 

= -;- = --.:-facilities 8735 ea
Dictaphone cas*a3 -::- -=::rl e-ase

playback heads E i ;',--; : -::c. hall
eflect switch E2.00 ea*

Tv/Printer stands e3.95 ea

construction (: e4 95 ea'
TTL/CMOS shca: -:-::-:J3e. E4 95*
Dot matrix LCD -a,2 -:s 83.75 ea.
Dol matrix LCD -a.- ^.:

with Dots t4.95'
40 character t ' .a aa'. -a'i.tx display

with data e14.95 ea
20 charactef ' 2 i .e .oi matrix display

with data 87.95 ea
2 dlgit 16 segmenl VF display

4 digit intelligent dot matrix display €6.00*
17 segmenl VF drspiay wrth driver

board and data t2.99 ea.
8 digit liquid crystal display 81.75 ea*
4 drgit LCD with

7211 driver chip C3.50 ea'
Digital clock display 82.50*
11 key membrane keypad €1 50 eat
Keyboard 392mmx'180mm/ 100 keys

on board + LcD + 74HC05/
80C49 easily removable €4.95

19" 3U sub rack enclosures E8.95
12V stepped moto( 48 steps per rev,

73'step angle e3.95 ea'
Stepped motor board with slotted

opto+2 mercury tilt switches e3 95 ea'
'1000 mixed % walt 1'lo resistors E4.95 ea
250 electrolyic axial+radial caps E4.95 E
200 off mixed polyester caps 87.95
100 N,lixed trimmer caps popular

values E4 95'
50 otf NIC 73M12CT Volt Regs E2 95'
20 off W02M Volt Regs E15O-
25 oft mixed buzzers and sounders e4-95

, Cable box UHF modular/vldeo preamt
transformer/R's + C s/leads C6-95

1000 off mixed Multilayer Ceram c
Caps E7-95

Solar cell modules
0 45V 700mA

BBC Micro to disc drive leac €15O'
Car Burglar alarm vibral,on a-:j e^:',

exit delay C5 95 ea'
Single zone alarm panel ar:: 9-:-,

exil delay housed In ocr?s: : ;-:
sockel E9S5 ea

PC PS U 50 watt '115-230V input+sv
44+'12V 2 5A output with built-in fan
IEC inlet+on oll

STC PS U 240V input 5V 64 output
(converts to 12V 3A details
available) e5 95 ea

240V input 5V 10A outpJt lconverts to
12V 5A no details) 85.95 ea

600Q line output transformers El,25 ea
24OV in O-12V 0 75A out

24OV in O-2AV 62VA out transio..ere2 75
Transformer+PCB gives 2x75V 32VA wirh

skt for 5 or 12V requlator wili gower

Ultrasonic transducer (iransmri-
receive) e1 50 pair

3 to'16V Piezoelectflc sunCers 50p'
9V DC electromechan ai sornder 50p*
24V DC electromechan,car sunder 50p*
2A 250V keyswitch 3 positron key

removable in two rcs t ons e 1.50-
DIL switches PCB t !T 3 4 6 way 35p.
5V SPCO SIL reec.e a! 40p'
5V 2PCO DIL mi.r?tlre.e ay 60b'
12Y 2PCO or 4PCO cc.rrnenrat relay 60p'
12V 10A PCB MT ro ra<e contact)

relay 95p*
3 to 12V erea:'c -:.lnelrc accoustrc

transduce'v, il oaia 75p*
2 4576 A 8329 Zi'C Mllz

crystaLs 50p ea'
Bridges 254 2la'V el 00'

2A 1mV , 50p.
3lb M xe::crrcf;ents pack 84.95
25 o( - xeJ ,elavs 15.95
40 ci - rel :cggie switches E9 95
5C c'3- xei srtches, toggle, rocker,

rijo s le 89.95
-.€:-re arai chokes 0'1, 0'18, 012, 033,

3 39 0 :5 1 3 30H 10p ea 100 for E7.50
:a V xer rerminal b ocks 82.95
23: o.'6 22i24/40way IC Skts C4.95'i?l cff Fhono plugs (redlblk/grey) E3.50-
qlrrITTY I){SCOU]{IS AVAILABI.E - PIEASE RI]IG

* New MOSFET Amplifiers
improved range of SMOS modules

30W,30+30W 60W 120W

* 20 watt Class A Amplifier
* Low profile PCB Transformers

a range of encapsulated transformers
4VA, 6VA, 1OVA, 18VA,24VA,3OVA

Write or phone for data and prices...
which include details of standard range of
toroidal transformers and audio modules.

Nm priee frmerease fcr tgg?

SOLAR PANELS .1 00mm x
60mm 2.5V 0.2Wp €1.40. 6 for
EB. 12' x 6" 12V or 6V 1.4Wp
[8.50. 12"x 12" 12V 3Wp f15.00.
36" x 12" 12V 5-6Wp t23.50.
Prices include U.K. P&P. Larger /
mounted panels available.
Orders to Bob Keyes GW4 lED.
4 Glanmor Crescent, Newport,
Gwent, NPg 8AX.

LASER Diode Modules, 2mw,
670nm, water and shock
resistant, reverse polarity pro-
tected, dimensions 14.7mm x
28.5mm, el79.95 A McKeeve.6
Grange Farm. Kirkcaldy. Fife.
Scotland KY2 5UH.

ETI MARCH I992

HEATHKIT UK educational
products distributors - service
centre Cedar Electronics, Cedar
House, 12 lsbourne Way,
Broadway Boad, Winchcombe,
Cheltenham, Glos. Tel 0204
602402.

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 Er/1o/el

Name tr

tr

Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

tr lntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN



WE CAN SUPPLY A VAST RANGE FOR L'IANY MAKES - WRITE (send SAE please) OR
PHONE 0452 525883 FOR A'PRICE & AVAILABILITY'ON YOUH REOUIREMENTS.

AMSTFAD/SINCLAIR COMMODORE frHEF MAKES
40010GAray t2063 6526ClA t1]11 Sanyo/FisherVCFBellKl
CPC464 Serv Manual tB 49 8520 (Amrqa) t11 22 VTC6500/V8S3500 C2 49
Spec 48K Membrane !450 8701 Clock Gen C6 90 Hitachr VTll/14133/34/63
+/128K Membrane C799 90122s Char FOM C6 ss Feplacemenl
OL Membrane 1795 C64 User Manua 1425 Video Head t2610
ULA6C001E t16 77 ATAFI Toshrba S!U2/U2L Power
2x8302(OL) 11075 'Basc FOM(XE/L) 1449 Translormer e999
ZX 8!01 (Spec) c794 PC713V (STE-PSU) c2 94 TBA530 Cr 14 AY38912 Cs 74
PHILIPS EPSON TBASIOP !1 40 UPC1378H 12 45
CM8833 Serv Manual c3 80 C7801080031 CPU e30 24 TDA8170 t3 53 LM 733CN 12 27

This jusl a small sample of our stock - We are a so holding Tools, Connectors, Aenal & Telephone Accs
and much more For our catalogue please send 50p siamps/chq [/AlL OBDEF ONLY Please add

95p (UK) P&P but not VAT. All rtems subject to avaiiability Price can change wilhout not ce

MARAPET (TB},1 HORNBEAM MEWS, GLOUCESTEB GL2 OUE

TNPUT 220l240V AC 50/60
OUTPUT O-260V

Price P&P
0 sKVA 2 5 amp max e29.00 E t4.65

(C39 54 inc VAT)
'1KVA 5 amp max t37 40 86.25

(51 29 inc VAT)
2KVA 10 amp max E54.00 87.80

(C72 62 inc VAT)
3KVA 15 amp max 871.50 e7.80

(r93 18 inc VAT)
5KVA 25 amp max E126.50

(Carriage on request)
Buy dtrect tom lhe mponeE Keenesl prces rn the counrry

COMPAEHENSIVE FANGE OF
TFANSFOBMEFS.LT]SOLATION & AUTO

(l 10-240V ALb ransler eilher casd wilh amencn s6ket and
marns lead or open frame lype. Avarable lor rmmediare delvery

ULTBA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT
FLOU F ESCENT TUEES

!1 a0 wad tl2.@ ic.["r or y) (t'{ IO 
'1r 

VAr,
a 20 wdn t7,44 , El 25 p&p 6'021 11. VA_)
13n10wanC5.ao+7sp&p (E770rncVAI)
12 n I wan t4 60 + 75p p&p (6 s2 rnc VAT)gin6waft13.96+sopp8p (1524 ncVAT)
6rn4watf3.95+50pp&p (1521 ncVAI)

23OV AC BALLAST KIT

,,8*ff it{s SPEetar--,*
ii$tatJE sFfrFR

Surplus Precsron Medical Unit, nternally in excellent
cond t'on Desrgned oilmailly lo etecl a Drecise
contrcllable amount of fluid Ircm a medical syinge (lafler
not supp red) Conlains the following removable
components Dua Micro Pr@essor Boards and EPBOMS
Escap Precsion l2V DC Motor wth 300 1 Gear Box and
oplical encoder co!pled lo a precisron thrcaded drive
mechanlsm Mairs supply wlh 6 x 15V N-Cad AA cells
back Lp LCD Drgilal read-oul 17mm high wlh legends

These are sold lor the dismanlling cl lhe ercepiional
quality componenls Fegrel no Circuits available
Hidrculously low pnce 116 m + E4 00 pap (r23 50 inc

ti! :a:, ) a

lbs in TOBOUE MOTOB
1l5V AC 2 I amp exlremely poweiul, capacrlor run,
sealed qeared motor Fan cooled, cont rated in line
gearbox Supplred wrlh Transformer lor 240V AC
operation Heversble only on 240V Circuil supplied
Motor, Capac Translormer and Cariage: !6 S (r54 64

TORIN CENTRIFUGAL BLOWEB
230V AC 2800 RPM 09 amp l30mm diameler lmpelor
outlet 63 x 37mm. Overall sze 195 x 160 x l50mm ong
Pnce El7.so + P.S pEp (P3 so inc VAT).

For 13. tlbes 16 00 + cr 3sp p&p

la8 64 nc VAT)
4OO WAtr UV LAMP

o. y c34 00 + t2 s0 p8p (aa2 89 nc vAT)
175 WAN SELF BALLASTED BLACK

LIGHT MEFCUFY BULBS
Avarable wilh BCor ESlhinq Pnce nc VAT
8 p8p a20 a6 aVJ'ffi

a:,
ffi_J

Burd you. own EPBOM EFASUFE fo.. [aclon o, lhe pnce of a
made up unil kil of pans less eso 

'ncudes 
12 in a walt 2s37

Angsl Tube Balasl unil F r ol b pr leads, neon nd€lor oiloi
ilhh, sbly m.r6wkh ild circu r ar4 00 + P 00 p8p (413 30

SOLID STATE EHT UNIT
lnpul 230/240V AC Output approx l5KV
Producing 10mm spark Buihin 10 sec lmer Easly
modilied lor 20 sec 30 sec to continuous Designed
ior borler ignilion Dozens of uses rn the leld of
physics and eleckonrcs, eg supplyrng neon or argon
tubes e1c Price ess case !8 50 + E2 40 p&p
(112 81 inc VAT) NMS

12 RPM SHADEO POLE GEARED MOTOR
POWEBFUL coninuously raied, non-reversrble cl@kwrse
rotation, supplied complete wrlh aulo ransform€r and clrc
1ot 24OV AC operalion Srze: length 140mm Width
65mm depthSomm,!n dia shafrx9/16in lons Pnce:
r23 s0 rnci VAT

HEAVY DUTY MOTOR
Crouzel 115/230V AC heavy duly lBPM motor
Anliclockwrse type 821015 Size 68mm diameler r 55mm
long Shaft 6mm drameler x 20mm long Price rnc VAT A
p&p !18 86

BHEOSTAT
50W 2 ohm 5 amp ceramrc power fteoslat prce rnc VAT
& p&p 810 61

MICBOSWITCH
Pye 15 amp changeover lever mrcrcswitch Type SlTl
Brand new pnce 5 Jor 17 05 inc VAT & p&p

NMS = NEW MANUF SUFPLUS
B&r = BECONDITIONED AND TESTED

SffiffiV$#H Tffi&*! S *ffi {r.r"i.

KI L.- nai'-Gr-,.:qr;,,i1.:.) (jptl.rl,,q( -,-r:.) Jl t.J_ :,irt
[nt-s+5 i55rj

Ai-.lilllili c !if 14,\I ,ir::r IriiN i-rlt ,! j it i,

SUPEF HY.LIGHTSTFOBE KIT
hsignd lor Di*o lherlricEl u*, elc

Appror 16 lolles Adtoslable speed t50 00 + a3 00 p8p
(C62.23 inc VAT)

Case and.ellecb. e24 00 + $ 00 pap (m1.73 .c VAT)
SAE lor ludher del. s including Hy-Lghl Bnd ndustrra Suobe

RfSIBIRBE
,l Two Mic Inputs + Line Input a

a Auto - Manua-l Control a
a D T M.F or L D. /Dialhg O

OUTSIDE BROADCAST UNIT

UNIT D

318 HIGH HOAD
BENFTEET

ESSEX SS7 5HB
STANDARD PHONE NETWORK TELEPHONE:0268 793381

EASY TO CARRY

FLIGHT CASE

BROADCAST OVER

t[sHgE & (# Yf,{ til€ffi ffi$Y$
FOR THE SEBIOUS [/lOBILE DISCO

swrrcHABLE 3-4 CHANNEL COI{TnOLLEn
with bealchase and speed controls
PCB + Components Kil - C2t.00
Hardware Kit el2.O0
MULTICHASE 4 CHAI{NEL CONTNOLLEN
with beatchase, speed and chase-select controls
PCB + Components Kit 826.00
Hardware Kit Ct3,O0
COMPUTEB CHASE 4 CHAIINEL COiITBOLLEB.
A controller designed to achieve very good results from many types of lighting display. Perfect
for pinspots, super on screens, can even revilalize Spotlamp boxes Fast tracking autolevel

audio input and choice of sound modes ensure accurate and varled interpretation of music
PCB * Components Kit C35.OO t ,
Hardware Kit €15.00 Postage & packing E1 50 per order

t&$J sp6ffiffi€ffi *{$Ys
HIGH POWERED SPEAKERS FOB PA & DISCO USE
Ready made black vynide covered cabinets, cutout ready for
fitting of wide dispersion horn and 12'100 Wait BMS driver or
15'200 Walt Ri,4S driver Kit contains all fixings, clamps,

sockets, labels etc

Magnum 100 (1 x'12'+ 7x3" horn) Gl65 pait
SIZE 540mmx380mmx300mm
Magnum200(1x15"+7x3'horn) . C235paar
SIZE 635mmx460mmx330mm

Carrier Delivery 012 00 pair

T€sY 6#WEp&rt€ffiT ffi&€S
LED DISPLAY OSCILLoSCOPE With 9X9 grid WAVEFORM GENEMTOR With

of high efficiency LED'S with trigger/freerun sine, triangle and square wave outpul
brighlness, sensitivity, Y position and timebme 

5 
Range, frequency and ,rr',,"O"aa.aa

Postage & packing 50p

FAST FRIENDLY SERVIGE ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

!:irl:i:ifiili!;:iii::iii:riiiI::r:ra;;i;it:r ;::,; r:;.r,.;r..;r.,::,i,,r:,.;:,.r;:,".:r::'.I,.,,r::.

::: tti ::3:ti: ::t ltl t:: t:::::: :$t!i: aii i:! .;:ii:i :a. i;:":.. !i:ll:' li;,r :i; ..::?:; ;:: :1i ::: tiii:::

98 School Street,Wolverhampton,West Midlands WV3 0NR
Tel: (0902) 23275

CATALOGUE El.00 + 25p P&P

FM Transmlrcrkl@dqually sound !8 60

Hehquartyphoto€sncoppercadepry glassbads
Dh.nsois sinole sdd doubl€ sdd
3(inches to 95 11 ol
4xE irches t240 t268
6112 ncnes [5 37

r2r12 nc'es t 66

SEislm6
CorpuF'qrade epdc 106 wr.i s'ew len,naB 3m00ul 20v

eiiioiii,r rdi, ii s!,6ido6i'1ii $iii idmri,i ro" il m u 50

7 *Srenl mnl o- arcde ed disphy 12nn . t045
-M2931AT5.0 owdrop oLl 5v reluralorTO220 paclaga. . t0S
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JPG ELECTRONICS
276-m Chab*odh R@d Che{eildd M 2BH

Access&i$ Oderc (0246) 211202 callercwelcome

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Whart
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

Turn your surplus
transistors, lCs etc, into

cash lmmediate settlement
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance

Contacl:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Gambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

ACOUSTIX BC 40
The Bridge Connected Amplifier kit
with a prolessional finish tor
discerning constructors
As featured FEB '92 issue ETI

Full and sub-assembly kits
available.

Write or telephone for further
details to Martech Systems
(Weymouth) Ltd., Unit A2y3,
Marabout lndustrial Estate,
Dorchester, Dorset, DTl 1YA.
Tel: (0305) 265666
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NEW Vl+F I ]CfiOTRANSM ITTER
KIT tunos,e 80-135MH2, 500
metre =*-,1,e sensitive electet
microp.€.e high quality PCB.
SPECIA- CFFER complete kit
ONLY t5 95 assembled and ready
to use E9 95 post free. Access/
Visa order telephone 021-411
1821. Cheques/POs to: Quantek
Electronics Ltd. Kits Dept (ETl). 3
Houndley Road, West Heath.
Birmingham 831 3AL. Tel: 0214
599647. For details on this and
other kits

FAX YOUR
ADVERT ON
0442 66998

KITS. VHF.,FM Microtransmitter,
15x25mm. E5.95, built E9.95.
"Stinger' Shocker, uses PP3!,
€12 99. built [19.99. Loads of
plans. kits. unrts, surveillance,
protectiofi. :

Ace(ti).5
Burntwood. :

W3 676477 (24 hrs).

NETY VALVE AMP KITS! PE
Moscode amp 100W/CH DC
coupled
f ull faci
Class A
follower
easily built and offer audibly
superior performance. Prices are
inclusive. Hobtek, The Cottage, 8
Bartholomews, Brighton BN1 1HG.

only tl7.99 (inc P&P)
A musl lor all students end hobbyists leaming

how common electrtc components work

THE VIDEO
ELECTFONICS FOR THE HOBBYIST
(An excellent 90 minute video using compuler

graphic simulations)
Send cheq@s/Po payable to:

ON-LINE VIDEO MAFKETING (DEPT EV,3)
The Cott6ge, Taedown Farm, Bradstone,

Millon Abbol, Tavlstock, Devon PL19 0OT

@6r blles available SAE tortstAllow 14 days fordetvery

FAX YOUR ADVERT ON
0442 66998

100 ELECTRONIC components
+ cassette €1.50pp. Audio
modules parcel E5 00. Rack,
60w/240W, t15.00. 1 Regent
Road, llkley LS29 9EA.

To advertise
telephone

Rebecca Daborn

0n

0442 66551

TFIAMoFITGELE

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

87193 Dale Street Tel:051 236 0982
051 236 0154

47 Whitechapel Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
,TH E ELECTRON ICS SP ECIALISTS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

TEE ELECTRONIC SHOP
Elechonic components, test

equipment. telephone
accessories, computer

accessories, microphones, disco
lighung, speakers, tum tables,

mixers, meters, stylus.
29 Hanging Ditch,

Manchester M4 3ES
Telephone & Fax 061 834 I 185

To advertise in
Electromart
telephone

Rebecca Daborn
on

0442 66551

ELECTRONICS TODAY I NTERNATIONAL

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Rates: Lineage 55p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi-display 814.00 per slngle column cm plus VAT. No reimbursement for cancellations. All ads must be
pra.paid.

. Daytime Tel. No:

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

FOR SALE COMPONENTS

Expiry Date

. ] PLANS ] OTHERS STATE
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f,f ext month we celebrate huenty years of existence. Our project
l! tin" up lies within the audio siene. We bring you the much
awaited John Linsley Hood Audio Pre-amp. This is designed to go
with his updated 80 watt MOSFET power amp we published in Miy
1989.

AIso we startwork on our Audio mixing desk, a projectthat has
to be the most cduced. A
modular desk fi:"ffffiTl,,attempt
to bring the m ircuitry.

A handy accesory for the car is the provision oI automatic car
lights, we have a circuit for that and a whole range of Solar powered
circuits under our Tech Tips column.

Our features include an article on the alternative keyboard to
replace the existing qwerty version and we continue our in,depth
look at digital audio broadcasting.

For those wonderi have appeared in
ETI over the last 20 ye complete project
index for you to select may have missed
using our photocopy service.

The celebration issue of ETI appears in your sfops on Friday
6th March.

The above araicles arc in prcparation but circumstances may prevent publication

,Th" Februa.ry issue contained articles on:
r 20W Integrated stereo amplifier

Mains switched timer
Bootstrapping
Introduction to Audio Mixers 2
Comets
Star-delta transforms

supply of back issues are available from:
A Subscription Services, ETI, Queensway House
2 nsway, Redhill, Surrey RH1 1eS. Tel: 0737 768611.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
AUTONA , ,... 13 J&NBULI ,,,.,,,,, 47

BK ELECTHONICS .. ... .. IFC MAPLIN ELECTBONICS ....,.. OBC

BLUEROSEELECTRONICS 31 MULTICORESOLDERS ...,,,, 22

CIRKIT H0LDINGS ,. . ,. .,,. 55 NUIi|BEB ONE SYSTEMS . , . , 3

CBICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS 14 OMNI ELECTRONICS .,, ,,,,,,, 29

DISPLAYELECIRONICS . . , IBC REED ELECTRONICS ...,. , ,,, 2g

ELECIROVALUE,,,,,,23 WILMSLOIiVAUDIO... ...,,,,, 23

HALCYON ELECTRONICS , ,',,, 27 STEWARTS ....,..,, , 31

HESINGTECHNOLOGY . ,, ,.27 MAURITRON , ,,,, ,,,, 27

HENRYS ELECTBONICS ,. ,,,, 23 NOHTHERN AMATEUR RADIO ., 27
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